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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In 1968 Jencks and Riesman described the rising. star of higher
education and of the ncad(2mic profession in their· study of the
academic revolution.

In the ensuing dPcade books and nrticlos

higher education and

the

academic profession are more lib•ly to have

pointed to tro'uhled times for higher educatiqn.

Institutional and

faculty autonomy are challenged with rising costs and stable or declining

enrollm~~nts

and a diminished public faith :in hi.gher education.

The acadl'mlc landscape is measurahly changed hy affirmntive action,
collective bargaining, statewide coordi.nation, the inroads of the
consumer movement, nnd the managerial revolution on campus,
developments call forth strident responses,

These

Some urge on this in-

creased public accountability and call for a "return to responsibility."

Others, of a more traditional b~nt, write pessimistically

about the eclipse of the idea of the university and express their
worries, or 1,-rorse, ahout the uncertnin future of highP.r educ.ation.
This study is an attempt to bring soc i.ologic<J] insight <md
understanding to decisively important structural changes in Amertcan
higher education that are of fundamental

~;ignificance

of the university and of university teachers.

for the autonomy

The following chapters

identify and. articulate the nature and significance of these emergent
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changes as theY reshape the organizational structure of highC'r education and the forms of control that structure university teaching.
The key ·concevt of the systematic mediation of profE>sstonal power is
developed to identify and highlight the kf:'y qualitative dimensions of
these emergent structural changes.
changes are shown to he beginning to

In a separate chapter, similar
n~shape

medicine as a profession.

These emergent structural changc:>s are shown to b~ re"tated to changes
in thE' larger society that alF:o structure the miUt•u of other occupations in American society.

These changl?s are vie\"ed not as the

product of a short-lived trend or social movement~ peculiar to an
aberrant period of questioning and distrust, 'but as developments that
will continue to emerge to play a central role in the future of American society.
These emergent structural changes, which mediate or bring
accountability to professional pot.,.er, have important ramifications
for the future of work autonomy, which is an important theme in
American culture.

In his classic article on the professions, Ben-

David (1964:297) at.·gues that the professions have become the ideal
occupational goal for youth, replacing the self-made entrepreneur.
In thE'ir study of the hidden injuries of class, Sennett and Cobb
(1972) also point tO the central and continuing importance of the
cultural ideal of the professions and of the freC'dom and autonomy
that profess.ional \"ork supposedly allows.
paradox
emerge

tha~

whic~

is at the heart of this study.

This suggest~ a striking
·As structural changes

challenge the. traditional autonomous character of pro-

fessional work, the

11

dreamed of :!.deal" to become a professional
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continues to be important and even diffuses throughout the population.
The issue of the shape and structure of the work milieu for tomorrow's
educated labor is thus an important social issue that illm;trates this
study's lar.;er" soci..l relevance.

The Problem--Sociological Relevance

While the issues of professional autonomy and accountabilitv and
of the delivery of professional services are of interest to wider
publics, these same issues represent central problems in sociology
anJ a number of its subdisciplines.

In attempting to identify and

articulate these decisive structural changes" in American higher education, by focussing on how changes in a complex organization, the
university, affe.ct patterns of occupationa] control, the analysis
simultaneously addresses issues in the sociology of h tgher education,
the sociology of occupations and professions 1 the sociology of complex orgarizations, and the sociology of social change.

In relating

these changes to developments in medicine, the discussion also
tQuches issues of interest to those working in the sociology of medicine.

In the case of each of these subdisciplines, the relevance is

to central issues of social structure rather than to issues, however
important, of social psychology.
As Karabel and Halsey (1977:1) point out, social sci<'ntlfic
research on education has come

11

ft'om the humblest mar.gins 11 of thP.

social sciences to occupy an increasingly important position in
sociology and the other social sciences.

Nore recently, the soc:f ology

of higher education has come to be seen as a coherent field within·
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sociology (Clark, 1973).

However, a speci fie concern with the

university as an organization did not emerge until the 197Qs with
publicafions by Baldridge (1971), Blau (1973), Parsons and Platt
(1973), Cohen ilnd Harcb (1974), Gross and Grambsch (197/1), Frey
(1977) • and Baldridge

et al. (197.8).

The most systematic sociolo-

gical analysis of the academic profession has come in the writings
of Clark (1961,1963), Parsons and Platt (lq68), a_nd Light (1974a),
However, despite important contrihutions in these studies of the
university and of the academic profession, none of these works
adequately addresses the issue of the sociological charact<>r and
significance of current changes in organizational structure and
patterns of occupational control in htgher. education.

In focussing

on organizational change in higher education as it relates to university te•aching as an occupation, the analysis attempts to make contributions to several subfields within the sociology of higher
education-:--social change, social organization, and the sociology of
occupations and professions.
While the sociology of occupations and professions should be
central to a sociology of modern or advanced social structure, much
of thE> research in this area has been dominated hy social psychological concerns (Roth

et al., 1973). _Nuch of the re<:ent ROciologlcal

analysis and research has retreated from thQ largur q,1est ions of the
relatiom;hip of the professions to the division of lahar and to th<>
class system and of the professions' special role in industrial
societies • . Instead, the sociological literature has come to center
on more delimited issues such as professional socialization pattern·s
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and the role strain experienced by professionals employed by organizations (Johnson, 1972:9-10; Ben-David, 1964:251).

Thus, the macro-

theoretfcnl Perspectives that informed the development of the
sociology of the professions have become increasingly divorced from
the empirical study of the

profes~ions.

t-!uch of the l itcnture in

this area, for example, has tended to ignore the way in whlch
occupations affect and are affected by the
however broadly o::-

narrmo,~ly

surro~nrling

social context,

defined (Grimm and Kronus, 1973:81).

Only

recently have problems of occupations nnd occupational change hE'l'n
systematically related to changes in the larger social structun> in
the '"arks of Freidson (1970a), Ell i.ott (1972}, Johnson (1972, lCJ77),
Haug (1973, 1971), Uerlant (1975), and tarson (1977).

In examining

changing patterns of occupational control in higher education '.oJ.ithin
the context of social structural changes outside indi_vidu:J.l colleges
and universities, the analysis here contributes to this current reorientation of the sociology of occupations and professions back to
fundamental quec;tions of the role of the professions in modern
societies.
In their classic texts on organizations, both Blau and Scott
(1962) and Etzioni (196L,) point to the centrality of complex organizations in modern societies.
man is m<1n in organizations."

For Blau and Scott (1962: ix),

11

modern

However, t.hi.s larger significance of

the modern organizntional society is frequently lost in the mnzc of
sociological studies focussing on the relationships bcttveen
organizatio~al

variables.

Much of this research is an attempt to

harness the sociology of organizations to the increasing managerial
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rationalization of organizations by finding variables that are
related to measures of organizational effectiveness (Uensop, 1977a).
While nOt taking issue with a legitimate concern about organizational
effectiveness,· the analysis below moves beyond that limiteP focus hy
addressing the issue of the

natur~

and significance of current changP.s

in organizational structures, especially in higher education.

This

approach is consistent tV'ith Benson's (1977a) call to move beyond the
managerial biases which have shaped much of the recent organizational
research and to center attention instl'ad on dimensions of action,
power, levels

(environment), and process in organizational studies.

This larger focus allows the sociologist to ~ee and understand the
significance of complex organizations as the central structuring
agent of American society--and as the key structure in understanding
the nature and significance of contemporary social change.
Perhaps more important than its contributions to the sociology
of higher. education, of occupations and professions, and of complex
organizations are the promise and potential this study offers to a
systematic understanding of contemporary social change.

While the

field of social change is unquestionably one of the most important to
social theory, it is also unquestionably one of the weakest areas in
sociological and social science theory (Chaplin, 1967:vii; Hartindale, 1977:x).

The attention to the description and explanation of

emergent social structural changes in higher educntion, which parallel structut;al changes in other institutional spheres, promises a
substantial.contrihution to a theory of modern social change or of
advanced modernization.

This work follmV's an important sociological
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tradition focussing on emergent dimensions of change in occupations
and organizations as represented in the writings of
\~eber

(I946)

1

Durkhe~m

(1933),

VJilensky (1964), Bennis (1969), Bell (1973), Freidson

(1973a, l'J73b)', and Haug (1973, 1975),
Overview and Pe.rspective

Within the context of concepts and theories .drawn primarily from
the sociology of occupations and professions, the sociology of organizations, and the sociology of social change, this study Reeks to
describe and explain what are termed the decisive structural characteristics of change ln American higher educai:ion--structural characteristics of change \llhich also shape other b.stitutional sectors of
American society,

These structural changes represent both n change

in organizational structure and a change in the form of control over
professional work in higher education.

These structural changes take

on their decisive significance when viewed within the context of the
differing, though complementary, critical perspectives on modern
society in the writings of Weber and Durkheim.
The principal focus of the study is on university teaching,
rather than research, i.n undergraduate and graduate institutions
other than community colleges or technical institutes.

This includes

both public and private institutions and liberal arts curricula,
vocational or pre-professional curricula, and the curriculn of the
graduate schools.
tion in thi!'! study.

Public education, however, receives primary attenThough consideration is given to the variabillty

of these changes in different sectors of higher education, primary
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attention is given to describing the overall character and direction
of change which is affecting all the sectors that are considered.
Chapter "It of the study introduces conceptual and theoretical
themes from the literature on the professions and on social structure
which provide a specific
IV, and V.

framewor~

for the discussion in Chapters Ill,

Specific consideration is given to the concept of pro-

fession, to theories of the rise and decline of

~ccupational

power,

and to profession and burea~cracy as types of soci.al structure.
Chapter III, the central chapter in this study, traces the
dimensions of emergent social structural change as they reshape
American higher education.

The concept of the visible hand type

social structure and the concept of systematic mediation as a form of
occupational c.ontrol provide the organizing themes for the discusslon
of these changes.

Chapter Ill also includes a review of the litera-

ture on the university as an organization and a brief discussion of
the significance of these social structural changes.
Chapter IV traces similar emergent structural changes in medicine which shape the power of the medical profession.

This discus-

sion is introduced to demonstrate that structural change in colleges
and universities is not unique or idiosyncratic to higher education.
Chapter V move!': beyond the findings of the previous two chapters
to explore why these changes are occurring at the present time.

ln

this chapter an exploratory theory of modern structural change is
advanced which identifies and interrelates the social conditions
under which. structures of independent professional power becomes structures of the systematic mediation of professional power.
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Chapter VI summarizes the principal findings of the study,
discusses its strengths and limitations, nnd suggests future lines
for prof.itable inquiry on occupations, organizations, and their
interrelationships.
The argument in this study is. structured by several general
themes and by a value orientation, in the Weberian sense of that term.
Together these constitute a general frame of
the argument unity and coherence.

ref~::rence

which gives

While this frame of reference has,

from the beginning, shaped the structure of the argument, it, in turn,
has been shaped by the substance of the sociological facts that constitute the topic of this study.

The presentation of the argument

within this frame of reference, however, is not intended to deny the
value of other alternative or complementary frames of reference or
theoretical orientations.

The "disciplined ecleticism" that Herton

(1975:51) advocates might profitably stir others \o/orking from different

th~oretical

orientations to analyze structural change in

American higher education.
First, the argument and presentation are structured around the
focus on social structural change.

Social structure as the configu-

ration of social relationships in roles or other social units, such
as organizations, is the principal cOftcern, not attitudes, perceptions, or emotions.

Profession and organization, more specif.tcally

university teaching as a profession and the university as an organlzation,

are viewed as social structures, not as configurations of

attitudes. . Nor does the analysis presume that social psychological
traits or responses of individuals accurately reflect the nature .of
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10

these social structures.

The analysis focuses on changes in univer-

sity teaching and in the university as an organization

whi~h

taken as' dependent variables to be described and understood.
contrasts

are
This

witi1 the more conventional sociological analysis where

social structure, more specifically the individual's place in the
social structure, is taken as the independent variable and an attitude.
or other social psychological dimension serves as the dependent
variable.
This focus on social structure and structural change largely
determines the qualitative orientation of the study and the neglect
of the more traditional quantitative sociological methodology.

As

Ritzer (1975b:68-74) points out, traditional sociological methods-like

the

are not

interview or questionnaire, observation, or experiment-appropriate to the social facts paradigm, despite the

widespread use of interviews and self-administered questionnalres by
sociologi~ts

working within that paradigm.

Instead, those methods

more appropriate to the study of social facts, historical and comparative methods, often are not suitable to the quantitative analysis
conventional in sociological research.
data, as presented in Chapters

ui

The use of documentary-type

and IV, is similarly unsuited to

advanced statistical analysis.
The focus on soeial structural change also determines the qualitative orientation of this study.

The methodological approach tnken

must capture the dynamic dimension of social structure, not just the
static relationship between organizational dimension as reflected in
the relationship between organizational variables.

Both Hall (1977:97)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

11

and Bensort (1977a) point out that the prevailing variable analysis
approach to organizations has not dealt effectively with tl.1e problem
of organ.izational chang=..

In considering the difficulties of mensur-

ing social strUctural change, Smelser (1968) points out that, while
some change, such

<Is

changes in a _population's attributes or rates of

behavior, can be conceptualized quantitatively, for other types of
changes it is necessary to turn to qualitative indicators of change
to grasp chanp,es in social relations.

Smelser (l9fi8:205) nrgues that,

despite the importance of this kind of change, the "systematic description
to

say

dP.d

classtfication of these qualitative directions of chmlge-

nothing of their explanation--is one of the least dE>vcloped

aspects of the study of social change."

Chapters Ill and IV consti-

tute an attempt to systematically describe such socia.l structural
changes that rlefy statistical analysis.
t01~ard

Chapter V points the

1~ay

the even more difficult task of explanation.

Second, the general approach taken and the significance given
the findings can only be understood i f this work is placed t-Jithin
the tradition of an historical sociology, rather than an analytical
or categorical sociology

1~hich

seeks to formulate abstract or formal

propositions npplieable to all socinl systems.

ThLs historical

sociological approach is understanclah_lc p,iven that both modern
professions and complex organizntions arc L'Ssentially historlcal
entitle.<> (J\lbrm,;, 1974),

Furthermore, as Smith (.1.976:1.2) points out

in a recent ·analytical treatise on social change, social change is
11

pre-eminently" historical- in nature:

The historical record is the

starttng point for every investigation of social change.

This
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tradition of historical sociology has a long and distinguished
tradition in classic sociological writings (Giddens, 1971) .' despite
the facf thaf so much of modern sociology is little informed by historical perspeCtive (Erikson, 1970).

Despite the rhetoric of those

advancing a general science of !'!Oc_'iology, very little sociological
work, by virtue of a limited comparative and historical focus, can
make claim to anything more than the analysis of .variable relationships within a limited temporal and historical framework.

This work

consciously acknowledges its historical context and refuses to engage
in unjustifiable clair,ts about universal properties or relationships
in social systems.

Third, the frame of reference adopted includes what may be
loosely termed an environmentalist perspective.

Professions, and the

systems of control characterizing them, are viewed not as the outcome of developments essentially internal to the occupation, but are
understood as the outcome of a complex social

proces~

occupation's relations with its various publics.

involving the

Likewise, organi-

zational structure and dynamics, and specifically university structure and structural change, are analyzed in their larger social
context, as is suggested by the recent upsurge in interest in interorganizational rela.tions.

\·lhile this environmentalist perspective

may seem like a sociological axiom so fundamental as to need no
special discussion, the extent to tV'hich it is" ignored in actual
theoretical.discussion and empirical research makes i t imperative
that it be

~mphasized.

Unfortunately, few of the 'hard' methodo-

logical technologies developed by sociologists adequately take into
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consideration that larger social context,

Thus, the theoretical

and qualitative approach taken in the analysis in Chapters. Ill, IV,
and V i~ an attempt to work out an approach consistent '"ith the
fundamental re~lities of organizations, occupations, and their
relationships, rather than to alla111 a fetishism of method to artifi-

cially structure those findings.
Fourth, power and conflict are given a centr.al place in the
conceptual framework and theoretical analysis.
are stressed for three principal reasons.
with

occupati~nal

Power and conflict

First, the central concern

control makes power the central stratification

dimension of interest, rather than status or wealth.
definition, is central to this study.
zations

Thus pm.Jer, by

Second, professions and organi.-

are viewed as fundamentally political entitle::;, the outcomes

of relationships involving power and conflict, rather than as the
outcnme of some mysterious process of societal consensus or functional
necessitY.·

Finally, this emphasls on power and conflict reflects the

position that social structural change cannot be explained in terms
limited to impersonal social process but must be systematically related
to social conflict between social actors.

However, this focus on

power and conflict should not be viewed as the assc-rtion of a voluntarir;tic perspective whereby power in.terests, divorced from their
social conditions, are the fundamental determinants of change.

As

Rueschemeyer (1977: 23) points out, the exercise of power and domination largely reflects changes in other aspects of the society, though
it may well. have some "casual autonomy" in the long run.
The final general theme that structures the argument is a
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substantive theme, best viewed as a value-orientation.

A value-

orientation determines the questions asked in a scientific.study and
determin-es wh.y a particular question is important.

The value orien-

tation determiites what out of the "extensive and intensive infinity
of empirical reality 11 the social s_cientist will focus upon (Freund,
1968:56).

While i t is a subjective factor, it is also the starting

point that makes any knowledge at all possibh.
The value orientation that shapes this work centers on the
relationship

betw~cn

individual autonomy and the complex organization,

a relationship reflected in the study's examination of professional
autonomy in the complex organization.

Seidm~n and Gruher (1977)

point ant the central significance of thif' problematic of individual
autonomy and bureaucratic organization in Heber's work.
While Heber s8\oJ thnt the modern world provided an ideal milieu
within which individual autonomy could and did arise, he
equally recognized that the peculiar combination of universal
structures (economy, policy, law, science, bureaucracy) crystallized into a world in which submission and adaption progresSively replaced self-determination as the paradigmatic
form of conduct.
(Seidman and Gruber, 1977:498)
'fhus the progression of the iron cage.
The central problematic in Durkheim should be viewed as complementary to that of Weber.

Durkheim was centrally concerned with a

healthy form of organic solidarity
modern division of lahar and to the

(o~ganization)
nE!~oJ

conscience, the cult of the individual.

suited to the

object of the collective
Put somewhat differently,

structures h.ad to be created intermediate hetween the individual
and the stat;.e to effectively address the problems of individual
integration and regulation.

But Durkheim does not ignore the
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individual costs of this emergent organic solidarity; he was constantly aware of the discipline, "the inner tension and suffering 11
of an increasingly specialized, dlfferentiated, and interdepet'l.dent
society (Bellah, 1973:xlvi),

This is especially clear in Durkheim's

discussion of the problem of getti·ng the child "to like the idea of

circumscribed tasks and limited horizons 11 (Durkheim, 1933:402),
The nature of the sociological project, the ·.focus on emergent
structural changes, makes the approach taken here fundamentally
different from a testing of hypotheses.
Chapter III,

~ather

The empirical data cited in

than constituting the data on the basis of which

hypotheses are retained or rejected, constitute the working material
for the formulation of the theoretical argument advanced in Chapters Il
through V. The theory is grounded in the data and shaped by it,
rather than being a preconceived set of hypotheses '"hich are put to
an empirical test.

However, this is not meant to suggest that the

theory advanced is not testable; rather as the argument centers on
emergent structural changes, historical developments in the near
future provide a relatively clear-cut empirical assessment of the
central argument that is advanced.

Because of the focus on emergent

changes, this study should be viewed as primarily a theoretical
treatise, rather than an empirical study.

Recognition must also be

given to the claim that the changes delineated are just emergent,
not full-blown, hut that the number of indicators of a consistent
pattern of l!hange suggest more than a short-lived structural changE.".
The findings put forward in Chapter III are based primarily on
an exhaustive library research focussing on recent developments
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affecting higher education in the United States.

The discussion of

changes in medicine is based on a far less exhaustive
literatu're on. medicine as a social institution.

sear~h

of tt,e

This library

research does O.ot focus primarily on sociological sources, for sociologists, by and large, have ignore.d the changes that are the central

focus of Chapters III and IV.

Rather, the library research relies

on various journals and newspapers of higher education t-lhich document
ongoing developments, like the Journal of Higher Education, the

Chronicle of Higher Education, and Change Hagazine,

Also of special

importance is literature directed specifically to the new specialists
within higher education administration, publications 1 ike ~Directions for Institutional Research and New Directions for Higher Education.

This material represents a potential gold-mine fat the

e.ociologist interested in social change,

Hm11ever, this already

existing data, rich in sociological significance, is too frequently
ignored a!? sociologis"ts create their own data, often of dubious value
and significance, through questionnaire studies.

If sociologists

are concerned to critically analyze contemporary dimensions of social
change, the type of data relied upon in Chapters III and IV cannot
profitably be ignored.

As Karabel and Halsey (1977: 7 S) remark in

their recent survey of the sociology !Jf education:
Yet, unfashionable as it may be to say so, an incn~ase in the
amount of time spent in the library by sociologists of education
might be more profitable than the continued accumulation of
studies lllith, in all too many cases, neither empirical nor
theore~ical significance.
In his. recent study of the rise of intellectuals and of the new
class, Gouldner (1979) remarks that clarity is dependent not on goo"d
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but on poor vision, on blurring complexity and detail in order to
sight the main structure.

This study is largely guided by. Gouldner's

clarity ·impeiative, tV'ith all the strengths and weaknesses following
from the imper8tive.

It is to be hoped that further research in this

field of structural change, both c,.ase study and multivariate analysis,
might fill in the complexity and detail which this study lacks.

Yet

the clarity provided in this study should make pqssible a more
theoretically sophisticated understanding of that complexity and de-

tail ..
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CHAPTER I!

PROFESSIONS:

CONCEPT AND THEORY

Introduction
The purpose of Chapter II is to review and summarize the literatm;e on professions and social structure that be..irs on the central
issue of current changes in forms of occupational control in organ!zational contexts within the United States.
both a summary and constructive critique of

The analysis represents
~hat

literature, and the

discussion provides the framework for the analysis of structural
change in the following three chapters.
Chapter II is divided into three principal sections.

The first

section considers the concept of profession in sociological theory
and research.

Trait and functional approaches are critically review-

ed, and ail. alternative formulation is advanced and defended.

·This

alternative, a typology of forms of occupational control based on a
power perspective, avoids the principal. biases and shortcomings of
trait and functional approaches.

Issues and problems in using this

typology for the analysis in university teaching are also discussed.
The second section in this chapter focuses on

expl~iinatory

theories of profession and theories of occupational change.

This

section points to the central importance of considering factors both
internal and external to the occupation in understanding and explaining changes in patterns of occupational control.

Current emergent

18
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challenges to professional power are briefly reviewed, and the concept of deprofessionalization is analyzed critically.
The thiid section reviews the literature on profession and
bureaucracy as' types of social structures.

The works of Blau, Par-

sons, Freidson, and Nontagna, all .of which contrast these types of
social structures, are reviewed.

A critique of this work is advanced,

centering around the increasing interdependence

~f

bureaucratic and

professional characteristics in emergent soeial structures.
The Concept of Profession

Trait, Functional. and Power Perspectives
The term profession and its derivatives--professional, professionalism, and professionalization--have a variety of meanings in
both the popular and social scientific literature,

For example,

the label profession is often attached to occupations which are perceived as· possessing that single feature said to define professional
status such as a specialized knowledge baae or an unselfish or .:.entation to service.

On the other hand, the terms professional and

professionalism are frequently attached to individuals who singularly
exemplify one or more professional traits.

Finally, the word profes-

sionalizati.on is loosely used to rlescdbe one of several overall
changes in the occupational structure, including the increase in white
collar as opposed to blue collar positions in the economy and the increased reliance on occupational qualifying associations.

Each term

has a myriad of meanings so that in reading about professionalism it
is often necessary to determine the writer's value orientation.
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Some social scientists studying the professions attempt a more
systematic approach to the definition and
professi·on.

conceptualizatio~

of

Professions are characte>rizerl by a number of traits or

attributes, with professionalization the process by which occupations
increasingly take on these profess.ional traits or attributes.

From

the standpoint of the development of the occupation, professionalism
is the end-state of the process of professionaliz.ation.
Among those who attempt to specify the defining

characterist~cs

of a profession or professionalism, there are considerable differences
(Klegon, 1978: 260),

In reviewing the literature on professions,

Hillerson (1964:5) concludes that 23 differerit traits or elements
have been advanced by various theorists as central to an occupation 1 s
professional status.

However, Goode (1960:903) suggests that despite

surface disagreement there is considerable unanimity. and that the
only difference.s are those of omission.

Nevertheless, the reader

surveying the literature on professionalism is like to find much
less consensus than he might expect,

Follmving Johnson (1972:

23), this definitional confusion can he tempered by distinguishing
between trait and functional models of professionalism.

This dis-

tinction will put into perspective similarities among and differences
bet\.,.een the current approaches to conceptualizing the professions.
While these two models of professionalism are described separately,
their shortcomings are discussed together, since they sl~are similar
weaknesses ..
The trB:it approach or .model focuses on a relatively concrete
set of attributes said to set off the professions from non-professional
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occupations (Johnson, 1972: 23),

The traits or attributes whose develop-

ment is generally cit2d as central to professionalization

~nclude:

(1)

an esoteric k'nowledge base; (2) an advanced education; (3) a professional code of ethics; (4) a professional association; (5) occupational licensing; and (6) altruistic servic.e (Johnson, 1972:23).

According to

trait theorists, an occupation undergoes professionalization as it moves
toward greater congruency with the abstract model. of a profession,

In

the writing of the trait approach 1 s more sophisticated exponents, profegsiona~ism

is regarded as a scale, rather than as a cluster of attri-

butes, and there is a continum of professionalization rather than a
strict dichotomy between professions and non.:.professions (Hoare, 1970,
p.5).

Often associated with this trait model is the thesis of a natural

history of professionalization (l.J'i.lensky, 1964), \¥hereby professionalization is viewed as occurring in a determinate historical sequence of
events with an identical series of stages.
Unlike proponents of the trait model, advocates of the functional
approach are concerned less with enumerating the characteristics of
professional occupations than in specifying those specific occupational att.ributes which have functional relevance for society as a whole
or for the professional-client relationship (Johnson, 1972: 23).

The

principal difference between trait and functional approaches is that
functional approaches are much more concerned wj th explaining why
professional attributes are of importance for professional-client
relationship,s and for the larger social structure.

The functional

approach to _the professions is best exemplified in the writings of
Parsons (1954, 196Ba), Goode (1957, 1960, 1961, 1969), and Barber
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(1965).

Although there are some differences in their respective

expositions on profession, the similarities between them
more striking·.

a~e

even

Goode (1960, 1969) cites two occupational character-

istics or qualities as
professionalism:

11

sociologically causal" with respect to

a basic body of :'lbstract knowledge and a col-

lectivity orientation.

According to Goode (1960:903), the traits

of professionalism enumerated by tr.ait theorists .flo~ from those two
characteristics.

Barber (1965: 18) defines professional behavior in

terms of four essential attributes:

a generalized and systematic

knat.,.ledge; a primary orientation to the interest of the community
rather than to self-interest; mechanisms of Self-control through a
code of ethics internalized in educational and work settings

j

and a

system of rewards, monetary and honorary, which are ends in themselves rather than the means to some "interested " end.
(1968b:536) limits the core criteria to three:

Parsons

formal technical

training in an intellectual competency tV"here cognitive rationality
is given primacy as applied to a particular field; the development of
skills relating to this competency; and some institutional means of
assuring that such competence will be put to socially responsible
uses.

Rueschemeyer (1964 :17) summarizes the functional approach as

follows:

"professiOns are conceived of as service occupations that

(1) apply a systematic body of knowledge to problems which (2) are
highly relevant to the central values of society. 11
While 1'\everal criticisms may be addressed to trait or functional
theory or

t~

both, two problems or difficulties seem central to both

trait and functional theory and render their sociol.ogical usefulness
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questionable.

The first difficulty is the ambiguous meaning given

to service orientation in the writings of both trait and fpnctional
theorist.s.

Becker (1962) develops the argument most persuassively in

his examination of the ambiguities in the perspective of Abraham
Flexner, one of the original trait. the.orists.

ln reading Flcxner,

Becker (1962:29) wonders whether profession is to be characterized
primarily by certnin feAtures of social organizat_ion of whether profession is to bt' reserved as a term of moral praise for exemplary
occupations.

\·Jhile Flexner begins Hith a list of s Lx objective cri-

teria, he ends by insisting on the decisive importance of a genuine
spirit of unselfish Hark (Becker, 1962: 29).

This nmbiguity between

profession as a scientific concept and as an evaluative concept
appears, often in subtle Hays, throughout the considernblc trnit and
functional literatnre on the professions.

Like thf' related question

addressed to trait theorists • "which trait is professional ? 11

,

it

results in a not inconsiderable amount of special pleading for particular occupations.
The second and more decisive challenge to these models is
advanced by Johnson (1972), who contends that these approaches rest
on a fundamental theoretical confusion, unarticulated in the works of
trait and functional theorists.

Focu!'sing on the ahistoricnl and

ethnocentric biases of these theorists, Johnson (1972:29-30) argues
that such theorists ignore the decisive historical conditions for. the
growth of the so-called professions.

By doing so, they prPsuppose

that there is something intrinsic about certain occupations which
determines the form of occupational control that develops,

Accordfng
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to Johnson (1972:45), professions are not kinds of occupations, but a
·means of controlling an occupation; the

professionalizatio~

process

is not a realization of the essential characteristics of an occupa-

tion, but a poUtical process of gaining control over an occupation.
By ignoring such factors as the rr:ior existence of entrenched
occupational groups and the power of governments and academic
institutions to impose definitions of occupation~! Practice on

occupational groups, these theorists make implicit and unrealistic
assumptions about the growth and change of occupations.

In his

discussion of the profession of medicine, Freidson (1970a) similarly
.-n·gues that the outcome of professionalism iS determined by social
and political rather than technical factors.

The works of Jamous and

Peloille (1970), Berlant (1975), Larson (1977), and Klegon (1978)
advance similar critic isms of prevailing approaches to the professions.
These fundamental shortcomings of the trait and functional
approaches to defining profession and professionalism may tempt
to discard these two terms as fundamental sociological concepts.
Rabenstein (1963:298) concludes his analysi.s by arguing that profession ls not a

11

c.oncept with analytic, pO\ver, describing a limited

number of characteristics whose relations and order are dernonst rahle. 11
Becker (1962:132-33) questions the appropriateness of profession as
a scientific concept, since the realities of occupational life divergE:!
so significantly from the ideals embodf.es in the scientific concept.
Yet in

focu~sing

proaches,

b~th

on the weaknesses of the trait and functional ap-

Becker and

~lahenstein

overlook a major point that

should be central to any sociology of occupations:

some occupations
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have gained gr~ater control over their work than have other occupations.

This control over the social, economic, and technical aspects

of work ·is nOt unrelated to the concept of profesdonal.ism.

Both

Becker and Rabenstein are challenging not professionalism as concept
or category, but the theory that i.s smuggled into the trait and

functional approaches.

In failing to differentiate between concept

and theory, Becker and Habenstein

drmo~ sociologi~ts

away from the

fundamental question of occupations and pov.•er toward the significant,

but hardly exclusive, question of thB social psychological response
of people to occupations labelled as professions.

DrmV'ing the

distinction between concept and theory enables one to focus on the
important theoretical problems of occupations and power.
A fundamental reorientation of the concept of profession around
occupational power is advanced most convincingly by Johnson (1972);
sociologists like Freidson (1970a), Daniels (1973), and Tort'n (1975)
who stress autonomy as decisive for professional status also significantly contribute to this reorientation of the sociology of the
professions.

Johnson 1 s (1972: 27) major contention is that pro-

fessionalism is not an essential characteristic of certain occupations,
but is rather one historically specific institutionalized form of
occupational controt which, after the fact, may appear as "natural"
of

11

functionally necessary."

Johnson (1972) presents a typology of

three forms of institutionalized control which encompasses the forms
of control tthich emerge out of the relationship between occupational
group and

c~ientele.

Thes.e three forms are respectively:

collegiate

control or professionalism; patronage or client control; and
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mediation.

Each form of control represents the resolution of the

inherent tensions between producer (or occupational group). and

consumer' (or ·client) on a different basis.

Under collegiate _sontrol

or profess:l.onal i.sm, the producer defines the needs of the consumer
and the manner in t.Jhich thnse nced.s are to be addressed (Johnson,
1972:45),

Under patronage or client control, the client or patron

defines his own needs and the manner in which
1972:46),

Under mediation,

a

th~y

are met (Johnson,

third party like the state or the

market intervenes to define both the consumer's needs and the manner
in which they are to he addressed (Johnson, 1972 :46).

The sociolo-

gist 1 s task is to identify the forms of occuPational control characterizing the varying occupations and to specify the historical and
social conditions under which such forms of control do arise or are
likely to arise.

The thesis of an historical lineal trend toward

professionalization is suspended in favor of an historical analysis
based on pmver relationships between occupational groups, occupational
clienteles, and forces or groups mediating the two.
Johnson's distinction between needs and manner represents
attempt to recognize differing levels of occupational autonomy that
have posed problems in previous work on the professions.

The distinc-

tion closely resembles the discussion of zones of autonomy in the
profession of medicine by Freidson (1970a).

Unfortunately, Johnson

(1972 :46-47) provides little discussion of these terms,. beyond suggesting that; needs involve the choice of the occupation's clientele
and that

man~er

involves technical autonomy.

Freidson (1970a) dis-

tinguishes between a basic zone of autonomy, technical autonomy, which
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he considers c~ntral to professionalism, and autonomy over the social
and economic organization of work, which he does not consider essential to ·a geriuine profession.
There are· several advantages to this reorientation of the concept

of profession around the themes

o~

autonomy and control.

First, it

avoids the ahistorical error that plagues both the trait and functional approaches to conceptualization.

Second, it ~vo:ids the political

entanglement of sociological theory and research with the efforts of
occup~tions

seeking professional status.

Finally, it avoids the

confusion and embarrassment that are created by those occupations
which share similar forms of occupational coiltrol, but which may
lack such

11

professional" features as a code of ethics (college

teaching) or a systematic body of abstract theory (law), since thesE'
longer necessary elements of definition (Freidson, 1970a: 187188).

The Typology of Occupational Control:

Issues and Problems

In his earlY work, Johnson (1972) envisages his treatise as a
general, analytical theory of occupations; his later work (1977)
retains most of this conceptual framework, but takes a more historical and ltarxist turn in its approach to occupational pmvcr.

The

historical configurati.on of capitalism and its rl'lationship to patterns of occupational autonomy is central to this later .tvork (Johnson,
1977).

Tid!'! study of university teaching uses Johnson 1 s conceptual

framework, ~ot for the purpose of elaborating a general and analytical
theory of occupations and professions 1 but rather to highlight the ·
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nature of contemporary structural change affecting certain occupations.

The concept of mediation is found especially useful in

descr.ihi'ng and understanding emergcmt structural clwnges in higher
education.

ThC primary purpose of Chapter til, the ccntt·al chapter

of this study,

is to describe and .clari

[y

the character of thnt

specific form of mediation, termed systematic mediation, increasingly
appropriate in describing the structure of
higher educrltion.

occupa~ional

powQr in

Ch,1ptl'r V represents an attempt to explain why

systcm8.tic mcdiilt ion is emerging in higher education and

oth~r

institutional spheres, rather than to explain why mediation as a
generic type of occupational control emerges,
Johnson'<> discussion of mediative control, tvhLch is brief and
allusive, gives only a fe1" general guidel-ines for the sociological
task of understanding mediation and its emergence.

\''hile he recog-

nizes that various forms of mediative control of occupations
possible, he concentrates upon the conditions and characteristics
of state control and his examples and perspective are largely
drmm from the experience of Gt·eat Britnin (Johnson, 1972:77-86).
Johnson (1972:77-78) stresses that the effect of state mediation is
to extend services to consumers who are defined on the basis of
citizenship rights rather than soci.aJ origin or ability to pay.
incrc<l~l"~s

the

div~~rsi.ty

This

of the clientele, but, morl' importnntly, it

creates a guarantc•ed clientele (Johnson, 1972:76).

Statt:> mcdi.ntion

also has the· effect of creating divergent interests and orientations
within an oc.cupational 'community', thus undermining the community of
professionalism (Johnson, 1972:80).

One major ideological orientation
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accompanying state mediation is the social service orientation--with
its attention to the broad social consequences of the

prov~sion

of servfces-..:rather than the personal service orientation of collegiate
control (JohnsOn, 1972:84).

Finally, under state mediation, efficiency

becomes a principal criterion in d_etermining the ideal social organ!zation of the occupation in providing improved service to clients
(Johnson, 1972:84).
This study will also follow Johnson (1972) in recognizing the
distinction between ttv-o levels of autonomy:
goals and over manner or technique.

autonomy over needs or

Consideration vtill also he given

to the power of occupational members in the Selection and retention
of colleagues.

The more general level of autonomy, which relates to

the goals of professional work, is relevant because, Nhile the work
of professionals is generally tied to such socially defined values
as health, justice,

knmo~ledge,

education, and welfare, professionals

claim not only the right to translate thesC! goals into objectives
and tasks, but to receive, collectively, "a mandate (or community
sanction) to define and specify the very nature of the goals" (Heydebrand and Noell, 1973:296).

Hughes clarifies this level of

autonomy in his discussion of the professional Handate.
Lawyers not only give advice to clients and plead their cases
for them; they also develop a ph.Uosophy of lato~--of its nature
nnd its functions, and of the proper way in which to Administer
justice. Physicians consider it their prerogative. to define the
nature of disc>ase and of hea·lth, and to determini:> how medical
services ought to be distributed and paid for. Social workers
are not content to develop a technique of case work; they concern themselves with social legislation. Every profession
considers itself the proper body to set the terms in which
some a~pect of society, life or nature is to be thought of, and
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to define the general lines, or even the details, of public
policy concerning it. (Hughes, 1965:3)
To the ~xten~ that an occupational·group succeeds in exerc.is:ing such
a Uandate we may say that to that extent it exercises collegiate
control on the level of needs or goals.

While the variety of differ-

ent values that professionals adv3nce varies so much that a compara-

tive analysis of the extent of collegiate control is made extremely
difficult, still this dimension of autonomy must ."he closely attended

to.
The second level of autonomy, technical autonomy or collegiate
control over manner, is easier to

charactcri~e.

The technical auto-

nomy of an occupation implies that in its work the occupational group,
or its individual members, are the sole arbiters of '"hat is considered
desirable or acceptable practice.

This would include the choice of

surgical technique or of medication by doctors, pedagogical technique
and instructional materials by university teachers.

Hhile on first

glance this technical autonomy seems clearly separable from autonomy
over goals, a closer examination of technical autonomy reveals that
i t is closely tied to autonomy over goa-ls.

The teacher's -pedagogical

choices generally presuppose some philosophy of education; the doctor's approach to medicine often presupposes some philosophy of health
and illness.

This t.,Jould indicate tha·t i f outside forces are to

successfully exert control over the goals of professional work, they
cannot neglect the technical autonomy of the professional.

This

interdependence of needs and manner, goals and techniques, suggests
considerable difficulties in Freidson's (1970a:24-25) attempt to draw
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a clean line between justifiable and unjustifiable occupational
autonomy.
DeSpite .the advantages of Johnson's typology there are difficulties in accluately applying the typology of autonomy and control
to problems in social research.

F.or example, how is the type of

occupational control characterizing an occupation, or segments of an
occupation, to be determined by the sociologist?, First, an examination of the formal structure of relation.s may prove misl'eading.

Elliott (1972:115) and Berlant· (1975:176) suggest that the formal
structure of Britain's socialized medicine disguises the degrE.'e of

collegiate control within the system.

A structure that formally

suggests a mediation of power is more accurately viewed as collegiate control based on co-option of the state,

Similarly, the

formal structure of universities and the formal power of university
trustees belies the actual power that universi.ty faculties have
gained

ov~r

the last eighty years in the l'nited States.

Second,

within an occupation, the stratification of practitioners in institutional settings, li.ke legal or medical pract:l.ce or colleges
universities, results in different patterns of professional autonomy
within these settings (Hall, 1975).

This stratification of practi-

tioners is glossed over by such terms. as the medical profession or
legal profession or academic profession.

Ultlmately, the diversity

of settings for professional work requires a more careful analysis of
the exercise of occupational power as it is structured by these settings.
Both the problem of co-option and informal structures of power
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and of the social organizational stratification of occupat tonal power
suggest a skeptical approach to categorizing occupations

OF segments

of occuPati.oris within the typology of forms of occupational control.
However, some Of the problems of determining pattern!> of occupational

control may he addressed by focuss.ing on the content of professional
practice, as reflected in adherence to colleague norms or

1

appro-

priate' definitions of profession:::.! practice; an .analysis of the
actual content of professional prac.ticC' might supplement an analysis

of the formal structure of power.

The extent to which professional

practice responds to client demands on the basis of client preferences, organizational priorities, and profesSional values and
standards is itself an empirical question, which, in the final analysis, must be considered in any thorough examination of professional
power.

Colleague orientation, rather than client or organizational

orientation, is fundamental to the pattern of collegiate control.
In

studyi~g

the medical profession, this twuld recommend a focus

not only on adherence to professional, rather than client, standards,
but also on the relative orientation to curative medicine, which
suggests collegiate control, and preventive medicine, tvhich suggests
mediati.on as a pattern of control.

In higher education, this would

suggest attention to tlw extent to t-Jh!ch the curriculum is centered
on the discipline and on values of cognitiVe:! rationality, ns opposed
to centered on the clic:!nt.

Careful exam-ination of the content of

professional practice and changes in that practice may help to clarify
dimensions qf occupational. control.
Another issue of applying the typology is suggested by the
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employment of professionals in organizational settings and by the use
of the term "professional" in dt.scribing various non-burea':'cratic
forms of coor'dination, like incentives or participatory forms of

coordinating work (Heydebrand, 1973b:25-26),

In a strict sense,

collegiate control rests on intern.alized controls by the occupational
group itself, not by the organization.

This type of control general-

ly allows considerably individual latitude or aut.ono~y, though this
is not a defining

charact~:::ristic

of collegiate control.

The

coordination and control of profl:!ssional work hy processes in the
complex organization, whether by rules and regulations (bureaucratic
forms of coordination) or various non-bureauCratic forms of coordination, as is advocated by modern theories of management, constitutes
mediation.

In the. case of either burcnucratic or non-bureaucratic

forms of coordination, patterns of evasion may emerge in response to
these forms of control and coordination.

Still, these forms of

coordination and control constitute a constraint on negotiated processes of order within the organization.

In the final analysis,

only careful and detailed analysis of organizational processes can
determine the ac.tual significance of organizational patterns of
coordination for professional work and professional autonomy.

University Teaching and Professiona] iSm

Viewed within the context of the typology of forms .of occupationa! contr;ol, university teaching is not a
Rather,

col~egiate

11

true profession 11 •

control or professionalism is one pattern of

occupational control that may characterize university teaching.
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Research on university teaching might indicate that patterns of
occupational control structuring unive.rsity teaching vary \loth historicall"y and institutionally.

University teaching is being analy-

tically distin8nished from university research or science for the
purpose of analyRis; while univers.ity research will he affected by

the structural changes discussed in the following chapter, principal
attention is given to these structural changes
and university teaching.

a~

they affect college

It should be noted that undQrgraduate>

teaching is the dominant facult) work in all types of inst ttutions
(Baldridge et al., 1978:102).

Baldridge et al. (1978:102) contend

that for all practical purposes undergraduat~ teaching is the exclusive work of the bulk of higher educational faculties.

Also for

purposes of analysis, all teachers in four year colleges and universities are treated as part of a single occupation, as is suggested
by Hetzger (1971:76-77) and by the existence of the American Association of

U~iversity

Professors.

Whtle research focussing on a dif-

ferenl research problem may justifiably treat faculty members in a
single discipline as members of a separate profession, the research
problem in this study does not warrant such separate treatment of
academic disciplines.
Patterns of occupational control of university teaching in the
United States have varied both historically and institutionally and
to a considerable rlegree.

Early American colleges in the 18th

and 19th centuries tV"ere characterized by a lay (mediate) control.
with faculty: privileges considerably less than in England (Metzger,
1973).

The mechanism of trustees and a strong university

administr~tion
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took precedence over faculty autonomy and privilege (Clark and Youn,
1976: 72).

According to Clark (1961: 295), after this heginning of

lay cont.rol, the long-run trend in academic power and authority in
the United States is for power and authority to move from external to
internal sources.

The last 30 years of the 19th century

witnessed the "gradual but decisive" involvement of faculty in academic policies, especially in large universlties

~nd

major colleges

(Duryea, 1973:21); this parallelled the emergence of university
teaching as a career distinct from
17).

colleg£~

teaching (Schenkel, 1971:

The move_ment for professionalism can be seen as reaching its

early culmination in the establishment of the American Association
of Uni,Jersity Professors in 1915 (I,ewls and Ryan, 1976:283).

Jencks

and Ri.esman (1968) document the further rise of the acnclemic profeflsion in the mid-20th century over such previously influential
parties as legislators, trustees, religious denominations, students,
and

admin~strators,

as faculty recruited from research-oriented

American un.lversities increasingly moved into teaching positions.
In their summary of historical trends of power in higher education,
Baldridge et al. (1978:205) contend that collegiate and university
faculties obtained their predominant influence in the period from
the 1940s to the early 1960s; lV'hilc this grm,;rth of faculty pot..rer lV"as
selective by type of institution, it affected in various degrees
faculty in all types of institutions of higher education.
The level of collegiate control of professionalism also varies
institutionally in higher education, as is revealed by the stratification of professional practice.

For example, a study by Parsons and·
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Platt (1968:VII-32) indicates that as the level of differentiation
within institutions increases, departmental autonomy

incre~ses

and

administratiVe power and influence over departmental affairs is
relatively curtailed.

Clark and Youn (1976:13) suggest that the age

and prestige of particular types qf colleges and universities is

generally related to the level of faculty influence; faculty power
is higher in the older and more prestigious instttutions.

The exten-

sive study of professional autonomy by Baldridge <.'t .al. (1978) finrl

that larger and more prestigious colleges and universities have more
peer evaluation, higher levels of departmental autonomy, and less
bureaucracy and regulation than faculty in s~aller, les.!'l prestigious,
and less research-oriented institutions.
et a!. (1978:207)

find

l~urthermore

1

Baldridge

that strong pressures from the institution's

environment can curtail faculty power and autonomy.

Finally, Blank 1 s

(1978) study of teaching goals at different types of instituitons
suggests

~hat

autonomy and teaching goals vary at different types of

institutions.
In addition to this variability, recognition should be given to
characterif:tics of university teaching that make lt unique as an
occupation.

First, the enforcement of prof£!ssional standards has

been assumed to he the responsibility_ of faculty \-ti.thin the individual institution, rather than of the profession as a whole or some
segment of the profession that cuts across institutions (Commission
on Academic-Tenure in Higher Educations, 1973:42).
faculty

pow~r

This sharing of

over profess-ional standards cut across disciplines, as

the collective faculty at an institution are considered to be members
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of a single profession.

Second, while both university-wide academic

senates and academic departments can be viewed as seats of. faculty

power, departmental power has been the core of academic power (Epstein,
1974:131),

BUldr:i.dgc et al. (1978:82) argue that the pmver of

faculty senates has been exaggerat_ed in the literature on academic
power and governance,

Third, the autonomy of university teachers

is legitimated not by specialized expertise in
theory of academic freedom,

~.;ohich

p~dagogy,

but by the

is principally tied to faculty

expertise in the science or research role (l.iebert and Bayer., 1975:
196).

Traditionally, formal training in teaching has not been

stressed in the preparation of future univc>r~ity teachers (Jencks and
Riesman, 1968:240).

Thus, faculty autonomy in university teaching

is parasitic for its legitimation on the research role.

Together

these three aspects of university teaching as an occupation represent
conditions of faculty work that should be recognized in the consideration of

t~e

dynamics of occupational control over university teaching.

Professions and Power:
The Theory of Occupational Change

In the preceding section, it is argued that the sociology of
occupations and professions should move toward a focus upon the determinants of patterns of occupational control.

From this perspective,

an explanatory theory of occupations and professions

\o~ould

center on

the description and categorization of social conditlons related to
the rise and decline of different patterns of occupational control.
Though none of the recent work on the professions uses Johnson • s
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typology of forms of occupational control, the work of sociologists
like Haug (1973, 1975), Berlant (1975), Larson (1977), and_ Klegon
(1978) does reflect an approach to occupations and professions
consistent wit11 Johnson's orientation.

This work also indicates

an emerging consensus on the imp01;tance of history, power, and the

social environment of the occupation in understanding the emergence of
and change in patterns of occupational pmver.

~il~, from the per-

spective of this study, this recent \V'ork is- most significant for the

theory of occupations and professions, the

functional theory of the

professions is still the best known theory of the professtons and
requires a brief discussion before consideration of these more recent works on the professions.
In a survey article on the professions, Parsons \1968b) advances
a summary of the professions that constitutes an accurate description
of the functionalist understanding of the professions.

Parsons

(196Bb:537) suggests that the professions are central to modern societies

because

of thelr crucial role in the "institutionalization of

the intellectual disciplines in the societal structure, and the
practical application of these disciplines . 11

The profession of

learning, which contributes to the furtherance of learning through
research and scholarship and transmits that learning to others, represents the institutionalization of the intellC'ctual disc.lplines;
the applied professions, like medicine and law, apply this knowledge
generated by the intellectual disciplines (Parsons, 1968b: 537).

Thus

the special. role of the pr.ofessions is in developing and applying
knowledge which is relevant to central problems of social life.
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However, as Ruescheme)rer (1964:17) points out in his critical summary
of the functionalist perspective, the functionalists also {lrgue that
the higl~ degree of ''Jearned competence" required for professional ~"ark
creates special problems of social control.

Laymen, they argue, can-

not judge the performance of profl!ssionals and sometimes cannot

set concrete goals for the 1<10rk of professionals (RueschemC'yer, 1964:
17).

As a result, the most common forms by

t~~hich

the sociRl control

of work in modern society is effected, bun:aucratic supervision and
customer judgment, are of only limited applicability.

Yet because

of the special importance of the work of the professions, some form
of social control to assure responsible professional practice is
imperative.

According to functionalists:

The dilemma i.s solved by a E>trong emphasis on individual
.'>elf-control, I.Jhich is grounded in a long socialization
proeess designed to build up the required technical competence and to establish a firm conunitment to the values
and norms central to tlw tasks of the professional. The
values and norms are, furthermore, institutionalized in
the -?tructure and culture of the profession,
(Rueschemeyer, l9(A:l7)
Thus the corporate autonomy of the profession becomes a necesAary
structure to assure the responsibility Df the professional group
and of individunl professionals in rationally applying professional
knowledge,
A careful examination of the functional theory of the professions
suggests that, despite attempts to interpret it as an explanatory
theory (Cullen, 1978), it is less a genetic explanatory theory
than a functional theory; as Durkheim argues, functional and causal
explanation must be clearly separated unless we accept a teleological
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explanation of social development guided by final causes (Giddens,
1971:90-91).

After critically examining Parsons' theory of. the medi-

co! professl~n, Berlant (1975:41-42) concludes that Parsons' theory
is a prescriptive theory.

According to Berlant (1975:300),

11

Con-

spicuously absent in his thought are any sense of mechanism to link

the alleged social role of the profession to its creation and any
consideration that alternative forces might be r.e.sponsible for the
profession 1 s institutionalization."
Even as a theory of function, the functional theory has been
questioned.

~aniels

(1973) contends that professional autonomy in

American medicine does not encourage workable systems of quality
control of professional work and that alternative structures may promote better health care, more economically produced.

NcKinlay (1973:

72) and Hontagna (1977:104) point out that the social organization
of the professions forestalls attempts at constructive innovation of
the

profe~sion'

s knm11ledge base.

Freidson (1970a) argues that pro-

fessional autonomy breeds in the professional a hubris that is blind
to the limitations of the professional.

Rueschemeyer (1964:17)

questions whether the central values toward which professional work
is allegedly addressed are shared by all members of the society,
Finally, Azumi and llage (1972:317) ro.int out that there is remarkably
little research on whether professional autonomy is in the best interests of the client.

Thus, even as a theory of function, the func-

tiona! theory does not go unchallenged.
While the functional theory is best viewed as a theory to describe the social functions served by the professi.onal patterns, the
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writings of Johnson (1972, 1977), Berlant (1975), and Larson (1977)
reorient the theory of occupations and profession toward a_ genetic
or c<:~us81 the"ory.

Johnson's (1972) short treatise on professions and

power advances' propositionfl about the social conditions conducive to
the growth of different patterns qf occupational control.

Berlant's

(1975) analysis of the monopolization strategies of the British and
American medical professions reflects an attempt ,to understand the
conditions of successful monopolization strategj_efl or the institutionalization of professions.

Larson's (1977) examination of the

rise of professionalism focuses on the processes by which the professions organize themselves to obtain market power.
of Jamous and

The writings

Peloille (1970), Roth (1974), Klegon (1978), and

Hall (1979) also recognize the importance of explanatory theory.
These sociologists, like Johnson, Be>rlant, and Larson, advance perspectives on occupations and professions that recognize the significance of J?OWer, environment, and history in the development of
occupational power.
In Professions and Power, Johnson (1972) considers modern
professionalism as a form of collegiate control that develops under
specific and relatively unique social conditions.

He considers the

development of a large urban middle c.lass in the United States and
Great Britain in the late nineteenth century as the specific historical condit:f.on opening up the floodgates of modern professionalism
(Johnson, 1972:52).

In addition, Johnson specifies several conditions

conducive tQ the development of professionalism:

an occupational

community homogeneous in outlook and interest, with a relatively low
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degree of occupational specialization and recruited from similar
social backgrounds (Johnson, 1972: 53); an effective demand. for professional services from a large and relatively heterogeneous consumer
population (Johnson, 1972:51); the sharing by the occupational group
of larger resources of power by vi,rtue of their membership in a
dominant caste or class (Johnson, 1972:43); and a structure of uncertainty in the occupation, which poses special prqblems of consumer
judgment due to the social meaning of the professional service (Johnson, 1972:42-43),

According to Johnson (1972:52-53), professionalism

will normally prosper in a fiduciary, one-to-one relationship, where
the consumer initiates and the producer terminates the relationship.
~tore

recently 1 Johnson 1 s (1977) \vork has taken a strong turn to

Marxism, as it focuses on the relationship between the nature of
occupational power, the class structure, and capitalism as an
economic system.

lie claims that collegiate control will arise "only

where the. ideological and political processes sustainit)P, indetermination coincide \olith requirements of capital'' (Johnson, 1977:100).
Indetermination refers to the professional mystique or unrationalized
part of the knowledge base of the professional.

The patterns of

occupational control that develop around certain occupations--whether
collegiate control, mediation (or

''he~eronomy 11 ),

or patronage--thus

are determined by the needs or requirements of the capitalist system.
Berlant's (1975) study of the successful monopolization strategies of the •Bri.tish and American medical professions is undertaken
from a Weberian and conflict perspective.
explain

~1hy

Berlant (1975:1) seeks to

these occupations became a special type of social group'--
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a profession --in the face of the various constraints that might have
aborted their professional projects.

While Berlant (1975:306) examines

the sig~ificance of both internal c\wractC'ristics of the occupation,
such as occupational strateg:l.es, and cmtsidC'rations external to the
occupation, such as the legal context of the occupation, he considers
an external factor, the favorability of these group's constellntion of
interests \.Jith other powerful and politically sig:Oificant groups,
as the crucial bctor.

BL'rlant's (1975) use of historical mnterials,

his consistent analysis of power re1ations, and his continuing
awareness of the environmental context of the occupation supports
the general orientation taken in this study.
In her study of the risC' of professionalism, Larson (1977)
examines h01.J the occupations that we no\.J call profess ions organized
themselves to attain market

pat~er.

tars on (1977 :xvi-xvii) viC\WS

professionalization both as the creation and control of a market for
a special type of service and as a collective assertion of a special
status :l.n the system of social stratification.

This special status

is lcgi timated by the socially recognized expertise and competence
of the occupationnl group.

In her consideration of the potC\nt:l.al

for market control of different occupations, Larsnn (1977:1•7-48) notes
that different professions have different r(>sourccs availahle.
include:

These

the\ nature of the service that is marketed (i.ts saliency,

universality, etc.); the type of market (e.g., the level of competition); the type of clientele; the cognitive basis (e.g., the level of
cognitive standardization)'; the "production of producers" (e.g., the
extent of control by the occupation); the power relations (e.g., the
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aborted their professional projects.

While Berlant (1975:306) examines

the sig~ificance of both internal characteristics of the occupation,
such as occupai:ional strategies, and considerations external to the
occupation, such as the legal context of the occupation, he considers
an external factor, the favorability of these group's constellation of.
interests l.rith other powerful and politically sig:nificant groups,
as the crucial factor.

Berlant's (1975) use o( historical materials,

his consistent analysis of power relations, and his continuing
awareness of

~he

environmental context of the occupation supports

the general orientation taken in this study.
In her study of the. rise of professionalism, Larson (1977)
examines h0111 the occupations that we nm-.1 call professions organized
themselves to attain market power.

Larson (1977:xvi-xvii)

vie~o~s

professionalization both as the creation and control of a market for
a special. type of service and as a collective assertion of a special
status in the system of social stratification.

This special status

is legitimated by the socially recognized expertise and competence
of the occupational group.

In her consideration of the potential

for market control of different occupations, Larson (.1977:47-48) notes
that different professions have diffe.rent resources available.
include:

These

the nature of the service that is marketed (its saliency,

universality, etc.); the type of market (e.g., the level of competition); the type of clientele; the cognitive basis (e.g., the level of
cognitive standardization)·; the "production of producers" (e.g., the
extent of control by the occupation); the power relations (e.g., tile
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relation to other markets, the significance of the government in
eliminating competitors) i and the affinity with the dominant ideology.
Larson (1977:.50) stresses that the structure of the professional market is determiOed not by the occupation itself, hut by the larger

social structure, including the le.vcl of development, the class structure, the nature of the state, and the dominant ideologies.
(1977:18) especially emphasizes the central role

·?f

Larson

the state in

supporting professionalism through its sponsorship of monopolistic

educational systems.

She also continually stresses the unique

legitimation of the modern professions in terms of

111

objectively'

legitimatized competence 11 (Larson, 1977:2).
The most systematic attempt to identify the social conditions
that undermine structures of traditional professionalism is a case
study of changes in the French University-Hospital system by Jamous
and Peloille (1970).

They argue that transformations of a profession

have the greatest chance of occurring when two dynamics of change
together (Jamous and Peloille,

1970:ll~2).

One dynamic, the

external dynamic of the socio-economic front, "provokes new

dem~mds

as far as the social use of the production underlying the activity is
concerned" (Jamous and Peloille, 1970:142).

The second dynamic, the

internal dynamic of thE' scientific frt;mt, is the product of ne\V
technical or scientific discoveries "which make it possible to better
rationalize the means of arriving at the expected results of the
activity in ·question"

(Jamous and Peloille, 1970:142) and which

provokes ne\..r demands on the part of the innovators for a redefinition
of the nature of the professional activity.

Jamous and Peloille
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relation to other markets, the significance of the government in
eliminating competitors); and the affinity with the dominant ideology.
Larson (1977:50) stresses that the structure of the professional market is determiOcd not by the occupation itself, but by the larger
social structure, including the le.vcl of development, the class structure, the nature of the state, and the dominant ideologies.
(1977:18) especially emphasizes the central role

·?f

Larson

the state in

supporting professionalism through its sponsorship of monopolistic
educational systems.

She also continually stresses the unique

legitimation of the modern professions in terms of " 1 ohjectively'
legitimatized competence" (Larson, 1977:2).
The most systematic attempt to identify the social conditions
that undermine structures of traditional professionalism is a case
study of changes in the French University-Hospital system by Jamous·
and Peloille (1970).

They argue that transformations of a profession

have the greatest chance of occurring when two dynamics of change
come together (Jamous and PeJoille, 1970:1!12).

One dynamic, the

external dynamic of the socio-economic front, "provokes new dcm::tnds
as far as the social use of the production underlying the activity is
concerned" (Jamous and Peloille, 1970: 142).

The second dynamic, the

internal dynamic of the scientific front, is the product o[
technical or scientific discoveries

11

nmo~

which make it possible to better

rationalize the means of arriving at the expected results of the
activity in ·question"

(Jamous and Peloille, 1970:142) and which

provokes new demands on the part of the innovators for a redefinition
of the nature of the professional activity.

Jamous and Peloille
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(1970: 142-143) argue that neither technical dysfunction nor social
demand alone is likely to successfully challenge a

prevail~ng

struc-

ture of 'professional power.
Other recCnt work on the professions also recognizes the importance of hath an internal and exte.rnal dynamic in understanding the

development of and changes in occupational power.

In a short

theoretical article, Klegon (1978) seeks to bury .the taxonomic appreach to the professions and to

reorient theory and research to

the larger social context of occupational struggles for power.

Hall

(1979), long associated with the taxonomic approach, contends that
the theory of occupations should dra\\1' on rec~nt literature on
organization-environment relationships for an understanding of the
dynamics of occupational change; however, he also suggests that
occupational sociologists examine the way in which the taxonomic
approach has been used by occupations seeking to legitimate their
professio~al

status,

All of this literature indicates that much more

consideration should be given to the environment of the occupation
than has previously been the case, wHhout denying the importance of
the internal dynamics of the occupation tV'ithin that larger context.
This literature suggests that not only does the larger social
context determine the success of the professional project, but also
that changes in that larger social context may push toward a restructuring of occupational patV'er as a new balance of social forces
emerges.
\Vithi.n. both the sociological and popular literature on the professions, there is a recognition of the current emergence of social
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c.hanges that may challenge prevailing patterns of occupational power.
This literature is scattered, of varying quality, sometime!'> merely
speculative, anri dubiously grounded ln empirical data.

Yet this

literature doeS point to actual developments in the social and political arena which increasingly require the sociologist's attention,
These challenges to professionalism include:

the client challenge,

the governmental challenge, the technological chq.Uenge, and the

organizational challenge.
Wilensky's (1964) inquiry into the future of professionalization
represents one of the most careful analyses of potential challenges

to professionalism.

He suggests that the ri~ing educational level of

the population may have paradoxical results:
with education come (1) greater sophisitication about matters
professional, more Hkepticism about the certainties of practice,
some actual sharing in professional knowledge (the mysteries
lose their enchantment); but at the same time (2) more willingness to use professional services. The question is open \V'hether
a population prone to greater use of professional service which
is at the same time more critical and less deferential will mean
greai:er pressure for high standards of technical and ethical
performance or an increasing skepticism, the discounting of
professional claims, even a tendency to see in tht=> professional
just another commercial vendor.
(Hilcns.ky, 1964:150)
Lopata's (1976) examination of expertizati.on and the revolt of the
client indicates that the recent pattern of client response to professionalism has two aspects, not too. different from thosE' identified
by Wilensky.

On the one hand, Lopata (1976:442-443) traces the par-

tial rejection of expc>rts and their advice in the "do-it-yourf>elf 11
movement; on the other hand, Lopata (1976:443) identifies an increased
demand for expert services·, but with a changed relation with the
experts--a relation that is less asymmetrical than the traditional·
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professional-ciient relationship due to the greater knowledge of the
client.

Theoretical articles by Haug (1973, 1975) and by Toren

(1975) and Ruzek 1 s (1977) examination of the emergence of the women's
health movement also .support the thesis of a client challenge to
professional pm.;er.
A second challenge to professionalism is suggested by Hal1 1 s
(1975:123) consideration of the dual rcle of governm'ent.

On the one

hand, government sponsors professionalism and supports established
profe~sional

groups against emergent challenges; on the other hand,

Hall (1975) notes an emergent role of government as an active regu·lator over human service delivery systems,

e~pecially

as the federal

and state governments assume increasingly jmportant financial roles
in service delivery systems.

Hall (1975:121,) contends that this govern-

ment intervention, while providing no guarantee of better professional
practices, represents an important potential source of variation in
occupational practice.

The recent flood of court litigation regarding

the professions (Yarmolinsky, 1978:171) and recent Supreme Court decisions affecting professional self-regulation and the monopoly status of
professions (Business \.J'eek, 1976:127) f~rther illustrate the emergence
of an increasingly interventionist and regulatory role of government
that restricts professional power.
A third challenge to professionalism is related to the potentially dynamic nature of the knowledge base of the professional.
classic

art~cle

A

by Bucher and Strauss (1963) on the dynamic nature

of professions in process points to the continuing challenge of
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specialization to the community of professionalism.

Toren (1976)

argues that as the knowledge base of some professions,

esp~cially

the more· scie'nce-based, is subjected to :increasing technological
innovation and· specialization, professional performance hecomes
subject to standardization and rou.tinization.

Haug (1973:200-201)

stresses the potentials of computer technology in undermining the
knowledge monopoly of the professional.

Especia~ly

significant is

the grmvth of new types of experts, their interdependence in the
division of labor and in the performance of professional tasks, and
the accompanying requirement that their work be coordinated (Hall
and Engel, 1974; Zald, 1970:33; Bucher and Stelling, 1977b:l23).

In

a technologically innovative society, occupational patterns of
power are not immune to change.
The final challenge to professionalism, the orga11izational
challenge, is closely related to both the governmental challenge and
the technological challenge.

On the one hand, governments are types

of organizations with control over the resources, especially financial, which professions need to perform their work; on the other
hand, organizations can be vie\.,.ed as one type of technology, the
technology of complex organization.

The threat to professionalism

from organizations is a continuing theme in the classical literature
on professions (Johnson, 1972:14) and is recognized by Hi!C'nsky
(1964:155) as the threat to professionaLism (as opposed. to the client
challenge) likely to grow in influence.
tion and

pr~fession

The conflict of organiza-

is usually described in terms of the clash bet-

ween the bureaucratic and professional forms of social organization
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and is reflected in a whole line of empirical studies on the conflicts that professionals experience as workers in bureauc:ratic
organizations (Benson, 1973),

This complex relationship between

profession and bureaucracy receives an extended treatment in the
discussion :i.n the following section on profession and bureaucracy
structural types.
These challenges to professionalism are of c.onsidcrable significance, especially in the context of the precariousness of prof<.>ssionalism as a form of occupational control.

As Elliott (1972:24)

notes, profes!!ionalism as an occupational organization has been
presented as an alternative method of determining and serving social
needs.

But, Elliott (1972 :24) argues, professionalism has no criteria

by which professional judgments of need are linked with public demand
and kept within the limits of available resources.

Professionalism

offers no way ''to resolve the conflicting aims of different fields
or to decide the allocation of scarce resources bet\.,.een fields"
(Elliott, 1972:24).

Elliott (1972:144) points out that the main com-

petitors of professionalism in defining. ends and means are the state
and profit-making organizations, whose criteria for allocating resources are fundamentally different from those of professionalism.
In :l.dcntifying this critical problem of the lack. of self-sufficiency,
Elliott recognizes one of the "inherent dilemmas of the professional
project.

Hhile times of relative affluence (in terms of claims for

public services) may obscure this dilemma, the problem may be expected to grow as new professi"onals seek markets for their services and
as mechanisms must be developed to adjudicate the conflicting dema~ds
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for resources ~f these occupational groups.
The challenges to professionalism of clients and others have
suggested to ·same that the term deprofessionalization may better describe the futUre of occupations which have attained professional

status (Haug and Sussman, 1969; lla.ug, 1973; Toren, 1975; Haug, 1976;
Ritzer, 1977).

However, while there may he considerable truth in an

acknowledgement of challenges to professional

au~onomy,

deprofessionalization obscures more than it clarifies.

the term
In the

secti'?ns and chapters to follm.,, it tV'ill be argued that professional

power is increasingly "medi~ted," not "deprofessionalized,''

The

term mediation suggests that the challenges to profeBsions should
be seen as attempts to develop alternative structures to assure that
expert knm.tledge is truly service-orientcd, as the structure of professionalism t.tas meant to assure; the challenge is nei tlH.•r n challenge to expert knowledge nor to the service orientation of the
professional.

The use of the term mediation, then, suggests that,

while the client challenge to professionalism may be important, its
claims will be mediated by governments and other organizations to
assure that client interests are truly served and in the most rationally competent manner.

The mediation of goals toward the service

of client needs and the mediation of technique toward the most effective competent practice to achieve those goals will be the charge of
mediating structures, outside the professional group which heretofore
has made decrisions about goals and means without opposition or judgment.
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Professio.n and Bureaucracy
as Structural Types

\.J'hile the issue of professlon ancl bureaucracy can be posed as an

issue in social psychology, such as role conflict or reference groups,
the issue can also be vie1.;ed as a _problem in the study of historical
social structures.

The increasing importance of this issue is in-

dicated by the increasing "organizationalization': of the professions
and the concomitant decline of the independent frC'e pract:itioner

(Cullen, 1978:9-10),

t•lhile certain professional occupations have

been primarily based in organizations, other historically independent
professions increasingly find the need for organization owing to
increased specialization and the need for collaboration (Blnu and
Scott, 1962:64; Hall nncl Engel, 1973), the requirement for expensive professionnl l'quipmcnt (Etzioni, 1969 :xi), and the need for
auxiliary staff (Etzioni, 1969:xi),

The issue of the relationship

between the struc.tural principles of profc>ssion and bureaucracy in
emergent organizational forms is thus made more important by the
changing nature of professional work; the issue may also be promoted
in importance hy the changing social context of professionnl work.
The differentiation

bet~;veen

profession and bureaucracy as types

of social structures, though implicit in much of the early literature
on the profesHions, receives a focal stntement i.n Parson 1 s
commentary on
11

l~cher.

(1947)

Parsons (19!17:54) accuses Heber of having a

conspicuous; blind spot" in failing to bring out the structural

uniqueness 9f the modern professions which can be differentiated from
the ' 1 'administrative 1 hierarchy of occupationnl structures."

Heber's
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bureaucracy, Parsons (194 7: 54) complains, combines both.

In a

lengthy footnote, Parsons (1947:58-60) clarifies the differences
between

·tlVO

essentially different types of social structure which,

Parsons contends, t~eber had "thrown together."

Parsons (194 7: 59)

distinguishes betl.,reen what might b.e termed bureaucratic authority,
where exercise of authority is legitimzed by incumbency in a defined
office, and what is now termed professional

autho~ity,

based on the

technical competence of the profess lonal and not carryint., with it
the coercion implicit in the bureaucratic exercise of authority.
Parsons contends that when professionals come together in organizations they tend to develop a different sort of structure than the
administrative hierarchy.
Instead of a rigid hierarchy of status and authority there tends
to be what is roughly, in formal statuo, a 'company o[ equals",
an equalization of status ~-.'hich ignores the ievitahle gradation
of distinction and achievement to be found in any considerable
group of technically competent persons. Perhaps the best example
of this tendency, which t~eber curiously enough seems to have overlooked in its bearing on this problem, is to be found in the universities of the modern 1~('stern ~.·orld. Nuch the same will, on
close examination, he found to be true of the professional staffs
of such organizations as hospitals or law firms.
(Parsons, 1947:
60)
In a monograph on the. academic profession, Parsons ancl Platt (1968)
identify this as an associational structure, which they claim constitutes another organizational type at
society as the bureaucratic.

~east

as important in American

Parsons and Platt (1986:Intro-4) contend

that in associational structures the focus is not on organizational
effectiveness in achieving specific goals, but is on the rights and
procedures for arriving at collective decisions and commitments.

The

egalitarian strain of associational collectivities prevails over th€-
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hierarchical strain of bureaucracies.
This distinction between profession and bureaucracy receives
consider-able attention in the literature on occupations and organizations,

Blau' and Scott (1962: 60--63) contend that both profession

an.d bureaucracy sh:>re certain characteristics; both are character l~cd

by universalistic standards, specificity of expertness, affective

neutrality, and achievement over ascription.

How';'!ver, profession

differs from bureaucracy in its distinctive control structure, which

is at ·variance with the hierarchy of bureaucratic organizations (Blau
and Scott, 196_2 :62).

The profession is based on self-control,

maintained by the internalization of professional standards and by
the formal mechanisms of social control of the occupational group
(Blau and Scott, 1962:63).

In bureaucracy, the source of discipHne

is the hierarchy of authority, not the colleague group; discipline
prevails over expertness (Blau and Scott, 1962:63).
In two recent articles, Freidson (1973a, 1973b) distinguishes
between the occupational principle and the administrative principle,
which can be likened to the distinction between profession and bureaucracy. Under the occupational principle, the structure of relations among occupations is not determined b)• the management of the
work organization, but by exercise of. authority over 1wrk by the
occupations themselves

(Freidson, 1973b:26).

Freidson (1971b:S0-51)

contends that as societies move from industrial to post-industrial,
there will he a movement toward greater stress on the occupational
principle.

·According to Fteidson, (1973a:Sl), neither the nature of

professional work, nor the status of post-industrial professional
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workers, seems amenable to the managerial rationalization of the
factory of industrial society.

While management may contr9l the re-

sources 'of the organizations, they cannot control what the workers do

nor how they dO it (Frcidson, 1973b:22-23).

As post-industrial

society emerges, the administrativ.e principal progressively loses

ground to the occupational principle.

In a recent text on occupations, Hontagna

(1~77)

reviews and

integrates much of this material on occupations and organizations,
and the distinctions he draws help to clarify the nature of the tech-

nical competence of the professional.

According to Montagna (1977:

172) bureaucracy is an ideal type characterized by rationality and

control, while profession or professionalization represents, as an
ideal type, the lack of rationality (standardization and accessibility) and control.

Professionalization is accomplished by the

occupation's successful control over its own body of knowledge by
means of

~

1977: 172).

mandate which is awarded to it hy the state (Nontagna,
The work autonomy of the individual professional is there-

by fully protected.

Montagna (1977: 172) points out that presumably

this autonomy, derived from the professional mandate, allows more
room for creativity and innovation, but he later points to the dilemma
of profession and innovation.
However, the emphasis on keeping a tight in-group structure and,
for the professions, a protected body of knowledge t does have
serious drawbacks. The unwillingness to rationalize the mystery
of the professional expertise, for example, forestalls most attempts ·at 1nnovation. Practitioners do not feel any change is
necessary or desirable.
Ufontagna, 1977:184)
McKinlay (1973) also points out this dilemma of the profession and
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constructive social change.
Montagna's (1977) characterization of profession and pureaucracy
identifies the dilenuna inherent in the legitimation of uniquely professional power:

the dual legitimation of professional autonomy.

On

the one hand, professional authority is the authority of the expert,
justified by the specialized knowledge of the professional; however,
as Montagna (1977) points out, chis expert aut.hm;ity does not differ
from the authority of the technician.

On the other hand, the profes-

sional authority is a charismatic authority, justified hy tlw privileged and tacit knowledge of the professional.

This charismatic-type

authority, which entitles the collective profession to exercise its
Handate anrl legitimates the clinical judgment of the individual
professional handling the unique case, resembles a priestly authority
(Jackson, 1970:8-10).

This might be vieHed as a potentially unstable

type of authority in a highly modernized, secularized, and rationalized
society •. The increased pressure to rationalize the knowledge base of
the profession may come into conflict with the charismatic authority
of the generalist professional; new specialist professionals--and
eventually even machines and servo-mechanisms--may emerge to challenge and replace the generalist professional (Heydl'brand and Noell,

1973: 298).
1.Jhile analytically one may follm.;r Parsons and others in clist inguishing between profession and bureaucracy as structural types, the
more important question is the usefulness of this distinction in
understandit;tg emergent forms of social organization.

The major argu-

ment suggested by the discussion of structural changes in higher
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education and in medicine in the following chapters is that Weber was

correct in joining together office and expertise in his
understa'nd th'e emerging rationalization of society.

at~empt

to

Experts and ex-

pert knowledge' nre integrated into the organ lzat ion as the profession
is increasingly bureaucratized and. as the bureaucratic-type organiza-

tion--principally organized to promote effectiveness and efficiency-is

increasingly professionalized.

~\Ieber's

view,, summar:l.zed by John-

son, brings together professionalizntJon and burenucratb:ation
expre~sions

As

of the increasing rationalization of Western civllization.

\.Jhile Heber would have agreed with Carr-Saunders nnd Hilson
that the '[lrofessions bring knm.,rledge to the service of pm.,rer,
he sa\v this convergence not as a limitation upon the exercise
of pm.,rer through the humaniHing agency of the professions, but
as one element in the process of rationalization. It was a
process in 1.,rhich the professional as technician or expert 1.,ras
caught up in the bureaucratic machin£1. 1 as one of 1 ts creatures.
(Jobnson, 1972:15)
The argument in thls study follows

~<leber

in its contention that the

independent, autonomous role of the professions will be considerably
limited iri emergent forms of soc.ial organizations 1 however varied they
may be.

As Heydebrand (1973a:l85) argues, the frame of reference of

professional work thus shifts from the QCCupational structure or the
larger social system to an organization or class of organizations.
According to Heydehrand (1973a:l85), this parallels the "transforrnation of profess lonal work from the spCcification of goals to the
speciflcat ion of procedures, L e., to a form of technical specinlization. ''
In his discussion of types of authority in the university,
Blau (1973:isB-159) distinguishes between the bureaucratic authority
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of the university administrator, having its source in superior official position, and the professional authority of the faculty member,
grounded. in expert knowledge.

However, as Perrow (1972: 57-58) points

out, this dist-inction hy Blau, Parsons, and others fails to acknowledge the technical character of administration:

knowledge in managing the organization.

the specialized

Larson (1977:197) discusses

the rise of organizational professions \vhich are -9enerated by heteronomous bureaucracies and by the expansion of the state bureaucracy:

hospj tal administrators, management analysts, school Sllperintendcnts,
college presid.ents, and the like.

Such professions do not aim so

much for an independent professional status; rather their specialized
or professional expet•tise borrmV's from the ideology of professionalism to legitimate

11

techno-bureaucrat.ic pmver" (Larson, 1977:179),

In his discussion of the new class, Gouldner (1979:50) notes the
change in contemporary bureaucratic organization as it becomes increasingly, .:;cientized. This scientizatlon of the organization brings
to the fore the clash between the new technical intelligentsia and
the old bureaucrats, with their different systems of social control
(Gouldner, 1979:51).

Gou1dner (1979:51) notes that the Ne\V Class

intelligentsia typically seek to control by rewarding persons for
conformity to their expectations, while tlw bureaucratic sy>.tem of
control is based on ordering and forbidding.

The New Class intelli-

gentsia legitimate themselves on the basis of their ability to increase services and production while the old bureaucrats legitimate
themselves on the basis of ·their official position (Gouldner, 1979:
51).

This shift of power to tl1e New Class intelligentsia in the
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sclentizcd organization parallels the increasing importance of nonbureaucratic forms of coordinating professional work.
Hhfle professional private practice has, in the past, been vie\.;cd
the idenl fOrm of professional practice, some recent sociologi"""'
cal Hritings su[;gest

that the organization of professionals may

allow for a more genuine fulfillment of professional standards.
Elliott (1972:99) points to the ways in which in1cpcndent practice is
structured by its .<>ituation and he argues that some orr,ani7.ations cnn
insulate the profc,ssionCJl from client pr.essurcs to l'ngagc in "unprofessional'' conduct.

Similarly, in their comments on the growing

industrialization of the professions, Engel 8.nd Hnll (1973) point out
that the freedom from economic pressures, team approach to service, and the possibilities for peer and public

cvaluL~tion

may alloH

for a more faithful adherence to the i.dea1 of professionalism--rational competent practice in serving social needs--in an organizational setting.

Hall and Engel (1974: 332) contend tlwt this professional

organization \voudl reflect a dcbureaucratization--as non-bureaucrntic forms of coordination \Wuld play an increasingly important role.
The suggestion that the "organizationalization" of thl" professions
may permit a more "authentic" professional ism calls into question
whether autonomy would
modern

11

be viewed as an essential character lstic of

profession<1l i.sm."

Perh<1ps collegiate control by modcorn

professional groups is just a tempornry structural form that modern
specialized.occupations take in a transitional state.
219)

conten~s

!.arson (1977:

that the alleged conflict betHeen bureaucracy and pro-

fession is primarily a conflict between the structure of bureaucratic
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organizations and an ideology promoted by some organizational members.
She argues that the underlying structural affinities

betwe~n

profes-

sion and bure'aucracy would indi.cate that, tn a world of bureaucracy,
"professions ate not inherently antihureaucratic 11 (Larson, 1977:199).
The examination of changes in univ:ersity organization, as well as the
organhation of medicine, will shed light on the nature and significance of this coming together of profession and

~ureauc.racy.

Conclusion
Chapter II has introduced concepts and themes which will guide
and structure the discussion in Chapters III: IV, and V.

In the

initial section, the concept of mediation as a form of occupational
control was introduced.

A specific type of mediation, systematic

mediation, will be clarified in Chapter III and structural indicators
of the growth of systematic mediation will he carefully examined.
The second section--on occupational change--is principally relevant to the explanatory ambitions of Chapter V.

The themes of an

external and internal dynamic of change and the various challenges
to professionalism will he integrated into the dtscussion of the
causes of the rise of t=lystematic mediation.
The third section addressed the issue of profession and bureaucracy and the argument was advanced that the authority of office and
of expertise will be joined together in emergent sociitl structures as
the professions are bureaucratized and the bureaucracies are increasingly

profe~sionalized.

The emergent social structural changes por-

trayed in Chapters III and IV illustrate this increasing integration
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of the professional into the complex organization.
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CHAPTER III

STRUCUTRAL CHANGE IN AJ>IERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION

Introduction

Chapter III, the central chapter in this study,_ clarifies the

nature, dimensions, and ::dgnificRnce of emergent "structural change in
higher education.

This clarification illustrates the type of analy-

sis of the qualitative directions of social change that Smelser (1968:
205) finds one of the "least developed

aspec~s

in the study of social

change. 11
This chapter has eight se,ctions including a conclusion.

The

first Rection reviews the literature on the university as an organization.

Its purpose J.s to provide a context of theory and research for

the analysis of changes in university organization in the following

sections. ·
The second section identifies and clarifit::s three prominent
themes in organizational theory and research which orient the analysis
of structural change in higher education:
history.

power, environment, and

In addition, the concepts of the visible hand social struc-

turP and systematic mediation, around"which the remainder of the
chapter is principally organized, are briefly

clarified~

The third section portrays the development of the visible hand
type system in education in recent years.

Developments on the state

and institutional levels illustrating the growth of the visible hand
in higher education are highlighted.
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The fourth section clarifies the key concept of the systematic
mediation of professional power, with special reference to. higher
education.

This section delineates the central dimensions or aspects

of systematic ~ediation as i.t emerges in American higher education-dimensions

that

>re illustrated i,n the discussion of. the structural

indicators of mediation in the following three sections,

These

dimensions are the qualitative dimensions of stru.ctural change, the identi-

fication of

\~hich

is the principal concPrn and eontrihution of this study.

The fifth section describes thc> emergence of !'.ystcrnntic mediation as it imf!resses itself upon institutions of higher education
from outside their \Valls.

The governmental policies 1.,1hich increas-

ingly affect program, personnel, and educational policy are the
principal focus of the discussion.
The sixth section describes the emergence of systematic mediation
the level of individual institutions of higher education.
effects

o~

The

systematic mediation on program, personnel, and educational

policies are identified and clarified.
The seventh section focuses on changes in the curriculum as they
reflect this emergence of systematic mediation.

The inclusion of this

section reflects a concern to identify emergent changes in the
tent of central professional practices that are related to th0 organizational changeG dcscribC!d in thJ.s chapter,
T.n a brief concluding section, s;1lient dimensions of these
structural changes are again reviewed.

This section also explores

the meaning-and significan·ce of these changes for the academic
professional educator and for academic social organization,
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The University as an Organization--A Literature Review
Th~ 197~s witnessed a vast increase in the sociological

literature on

~he

university as an organization.

This literature

varies considerably in focus, purpose, theoretical orientation,
quality, and significance.

The most thorough review of the litera-

ture on the university as an organization is presented by Baldridge,
et al. (1978), a t.,rork which may constitutL~ the m~·st significant
empirical contribution to the sociology of higher educational
organization.

The purpose of this literature review, which draws

that of Baldridge et al., is to situate the ?-rgument that follows in
the context of prevailing theory and research on the university as an
organization.

The approaches that are briefly reviewed include:

the

collegial approach in Clark (1961, 1963), Parnons (1968a, 1968h), and
Parsons and Platt (1968, 1973); the organized anarchy thesis of Cohen
and Narch (1974); the decision-making approach in Pfeffer and Salancik
(1974), RUbin (1977), and Hills and Hahoney (1978); the open systems
approach of Frey (1977); the political, environmentalist, and historical approach of Baldridge
Gross and Grambsch (1974).

et al. (1978-); and the goals approach of
In each case, the approach will be brief-

ly summarized and assessed.
The collegial model, which represents the application of Parson's
thesis of the professional structure to the university,. stresses the
uniqueness of the university as an organization.

Clark (1961:300)

contends that the need for coordination and integration in academic
organizations is much lower, in fact almost different in kind, than
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in other organizations; 'rationality' consists of leaving professors
alone, rather than in coordinating their efforts.

Pan:wns· (l968a:l6R)

argues that in the collC'gium power tends to he decentralized and the
formal apparatur; of collcctf.ve decision-making is deemphasizcd; integration of the

organL~ation

o.ccur-s· through persuasion and influence

rather than through poHer and authority,

According to Parsons and

Platt (19118:V1I-40), the accountahility of academtc organization
rests on "implementation rather th<1n achievement" or effectivtoness,
since ·academic outputs can be evaluated only in the long nm.
Parsons and Pl.at:t (1968:Vll-4()) obviously intend the collC'ginl pattern

as an empirical, and not merely a normative, pattern;

in their rC'-

search they hypothesize that the main tE>nclency is to preserve and
strengthen the collegial pattern.
Several critLcisms have heen directed at the collegial model.
The most frequent criticism is that the collegial model confuses the
normative.or desirable with the descriptive, the explanatory, and the
predictive (Richman and Farmer, 1974: 29; Baldridge ct nl,, 1978: 33).
Richman and Farmer (1974:29) argue thnt. the collegial model assumes
a bias t01vard harmony which hides the reality of conElict within the
organization; furthermore, they contend that the collegial model
could only \vork well under limited situations, such as abund.:mt
resources and stmi.lar values and goals among institutional participants.

Gusfield (1974:293) similarly pointH to the avoidance of

pmver in thcl collegial model as developed by Parsons and Platt,

But

certai1:l;· the most convincing criticism is that of Baldridge ct al.

(1978), \.,rhose empirical research indicates that current social trends
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are likely to undermine the little callcglolity that has existed in
higher education.
gial

Baldridge et al. (1.978:224) contend that "colle-

gdverna'nce for the most part • J.s dead. 11
On the bakis of their study of

l~2

college and university

presidents and the characteristics. of their institutions, Cohen and
March (1974) develop the organized anarchy model of university decision-making.

Their key finding is the prevalenct:;

of

ambiguity in

mnny dimensions of univC!rsity organization and the concomitant
inapplicability of models of rational decision-makine--eithcr dcscriptively or prescriptively,

Cohen and Narch (1974) find in the

universities they studied an ambiguity of pu:i:-posc and of goals, an
ambiguity of pm~er, an ambiguity of ability to learn 'from experience,
and an ambiguity of stu·.c.ess.

They find that technology is unclear

and that involvement by organizational participn.nts is fluid.
coordination, nor control is practiced.
the university

~~ithout

NE'it!lC'r

Resources are allocated in

explicit reference to some superordinate

goal; the system is decisively controlled by no one (Cohen and Harch,
1974:33-34)

0

The Cohen and March model is a valuable contribution to "the
literature on universities and organizations; there is considerable
truth in their port"rait of American universities.
Cheit (1977),

\~ho

hns studied organi?.ntionnl

Yet the work of

chan~ws

forced on

institutions due to financial adversity, points to a hi~torical
dimension oe university organization neglected by Cohen and Harch
(1974).

Un~versities

are increasingly being turned from loose col-

lecti.ons of professionals into managed institutions.

Such changes,.
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discussed in greater length later in this chapter, have the effect of
inc·reasing the importance of the formal structure of the o:rganization.
The uniVersity becomes less anarchicnl, more organized.

There iR an

unrealistic diinenslon in the understanding of Cohen and }larch (1.974),
as is suggested by their recommend.ation to university presidents and
other top administrators to engage in a playful dimension or employ
the technology of foolishness in facing problems .the university faces.
Such advice fai.ls to appreciate the context of accountability in
\oJhich_university administrators must opernte.

Wllile a rational model

does not and \Vill not explain university decision-making, one would
still expect ever increasing attempts by uniVersity administrators
to bring rationeJ.l.ity to university decision-making.

The context of

administrative decision-making will permit nothing less.
The third approach, tvhich is termed the decision-making approach,
includes the toJork of Rubin (1977), Hills nnd Mahoney (1978), and
Pfeffer and Salancik (1974); like the work of Cohen and Harch (1974)

1

it focuses on decision-making in the university, specifically
source allocation and reallocation.

In her study of five state

universities undergoing financial stress, Rubin (1977:248; 253) finds
that the reduction of resources did bring about clwnges in procedures
for allocation, including increasing the explicitness of criteria
for decision-making cmd the use of organizcltional resources to address problems at the organizational level.

These changes illso

brought an expansion of the information base of the university and
the use of

~his

information

(Rubin, 1977:247).

for

more systematic decision-making

Nevertheless, Rubin (1977:250) stresses the
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distortions ini:roduced into the decision-making process as a result
of administrator and departmental response to the requirements of

financial stress.

In summary, Rubin's (1977) study points to the

kind of organizational changes that are not adequately encompassed
by Cohen and March (1974) in their characterization of the univeristy

as an organized anarchy; university administrators were not helpless in
their plight.
The studies of Hills and Hahoney (1978) and Pfeffer and Salancik
(1974~

represent attempts to develop organizational mode.ls of the

resource allocation process in complex organizations.

Pfeffer and

Salancik (1974) seek evidence from a study of resource allocation at
the University of Illinois for either a bureaucratic (rational) m:.Jdel
or a coalitional model of decision-making about resource allocation.
The bureaucratic model assumes the use of universalistic criteria
such as tvorkload, while the c'oalitional model focuses on differential
power of the subunits of the organization.

Pfeffer and Salancik

(1974) interpret their findings to support a coalitional model, which
stresses the importance of subunit power.

The study by Hills and

Mahoney (1978) of resource allocation i~ another larger state university suggests that a bureaucratic model could encompass decisionmaking about resourCes during a period of abundant resources, while
a model which encompasses subunit power, externally based in outside
advisory boards, is required to explain changes in resoUrce a] location
in periods

~f

scarce resources.

Each of these studies. of university decision-making constitutes
a contribution to the real l.rorld study of university organization.
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Rubin's (1977) study points to the impact of financial stress on
decision-making and resource allocation; Pfeffer and Salancik (1974)
and Hill's and l-tahoney (1978) suggest the influence of differential
power i.n organ1zational subunits, which may be espE"cially important

during periods of financial stress..

Vlhile these decision-making

studies are considerably limited in focus and scope, they do provide
information on an important process wi.thin the

u~iversity,

resource

allocation, which cannot be neglected in understanding universities
as organizationR.

or

In his study of university-environment relations in the state

Washington, Frey (1977) employs an open systems model of organization.

Frey's (1977) purpose is twofold:

to systematically understand the

changing relationship between a state university and its environment
and to develop open systems generalizations based on this study.

The

principal finding reported in Frey (1977:1) is the increased permeability of the boundary between state agencies, which consitute the
most important part of the organizational set of the university 1 and
the university,

Frey (1977: 80-96) notes specific policy changes

which exemplify this turn:

the increased activity of the Council on

Higher Education (CUE), the higher education coordinating body; the
introduction of performance auditing; the increase of item-specific
provisions in state appropriations; the increasing importan'ce of the
state budgetary process; and the professionalization of. legislative
staffs.

These changes in turn force the universi.ty to make decisions

increasingly based on rati.onal or universalistic considerations (Frey,
1977:66); they also increase the importance of the university's
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boundary roles' to the state agencies (Frey, 1977:19).

Frey (1977:

73-74) notes that the pervasiveness of Rcarce resources in the larger
environment, 'the 10\V'('red priority for higher education, and the inscreased competition for state government resources have significantly
increased the dependency of the

u~iversity.

He concluc\es that whilE'

autonomy in policy level decision-making has largely remained with
university officials, the evidence points to the faCt that thfs

autonomy is being slm.,.ly usurped through legislative action, as the
legis~.ature

begins to dictate long term policy related to academic

goals (Frey, 1977:108, 132).

Frey (1977: 136) further contends that

these changes make the traditional model of professional autonomy for
faculty "not applicable."
Frey's (1977) study of state-university relations in \.Jashington
repreRents an important contribution to the sociology of higher educational organizations, most significantly in. its acknowledgement
of the salience of the university's political environment.

The study

reveals considerable insight into the actual forces at \V"Ork in higher
education, especially agencies of state government.

On the other

hand, t"hile the environmentalist perspe~tive of Frey is noteworthy,
his specific use of the open systems model to expl_':.in these changes
is disappointing.

The open systems model represents a managerial

and equilibrium model of organization, '"hose implicit assumption
is that the environment of the organization can be managed.
sociology

o~

From a

knowledge perspective, the development of the open sys-

tems model can be traced

t~

the need to sensitize the organizational

manager to organization-environment relations.

As Frey's actual
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portrait of higher education in Hashington suggests, however, the
environment threatens to overwhelm the university.

As Rosengren

(1975) points out, the more fundamental structural changes in formal
organizations at the present time cannot be adequately understood
through the use of equilibrium models of organiuttion.

The study by Baldridge et al. (1978) of policy making in higher
education represents an elaboration of the

politi~al

model of

university organization advanced in an earlier Hork by I3aldridge
(1971).

Tlw political model indiceltcs that universities, like other

complex organi:zations, can be vie\ved as small-scale political systems,
with the prevalence of interest group dynamics and conflicts.

Bald-

ridge's (1971) earlier study focuses on the political dynamics in n
large city university.

The:; model is enlarged in the study by Bald-

ridge et al.

(197S) t.Jith its focus on the diversity of political

processes i·

types of institutions from community colleges to elite

private universities.

The

OQW

model also introduces a strong

environmentalist theme by identifying the impact of externnl factors
on political procrJsses in universities and an historical pC!rspective,
by examining long-term changes in decision

pattern~

and structures

in tt.Jo sug);estivc chapters (Baldridge et al., 197S}.

Probably the

major theme in the study by Baldridge et al. is the increasing environmental vulnerability of colleges and universities and the impact
this has on the power of academic professionals.
In

sev~ral

ways the study by Baldridge et al.

for research on the univerSity

an organization.

(1978) is a model
The book combines

the competent use ol' empirical methods with an historical sophistication;
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also, the theoretical perspective ln the study is adapted to the
shape of the empirical facts,

The major flaw in the study. is a

relatively simplistic juxtaposition of bureaucracy and profession,
which fails to' adequately appreciate the emergence of organizational
processes mediating the interests .of profession and bureaucracy,
Nevertheless, the study provic..les the most insightful picture of
higher educational organizations in the United States of all the
works on higher education.
The goals approach to university organization, advanced by Gross
and Grambsch (1974), represents one of the older empirical orientations to the university as an organization.

Gross and Grambsch

(1974) report two studies, one conducted in 1964 and a second in
1971, at large research universities to determine goals and goal
preferences among potentially

pmo,~erful

parties in higher education.

Gross and Grambsch (1974: 204) report that there were few changes
in goals

~r

in the power structures of the universities studied

between 1904 and 1971.

Pure research and other faculty-centered

goals still received primary emphasis; student-centered goals
mained of relatively little importance.

In both studies, the power

structure consisted of the presidents and the regents at the top,
the faculty in the middle, and the
Gramhsch, 1974:133-134).

st~1dents

at the bottom (Gross and

Gross and G.rambsch (1974:204) find an

increased meeting of minds ahout university goals by parties within
the universities between 1964 and 1971.

Hmo,~ever,

they note that two

quite distinct sets of goals were associated with the power of outsiders versus insiders:

service-oriented goals for outsiders; 1 iberal
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arts goals, faculty professionalism, and freedom of student inquiry
with the pm11er of insiders.

Thus the major cleavage

ident~fied

by

Gross arid Gr.S:mbsch (1974: 169) is between external and internal pow£.!r
holders, not between administrators and faculty; administrators are
portrayed as supporters of faculty.-centered goals.

The studies by Gross and Grambsch (1974) indicate that faculty

power at large research universities weathered tl')e student revolution.
The question nine years later is hmo~ faculty power is \veathering
the accountability revolution.

Richman and Farmer (1974:99) argue

that the increased financial problems facing many institutions have
resulted in significantly decreasing the conSensus on goals between
faculty and administrators.

Richman and Farmer (1974:100) also

suggest that the power structure of universities and colleges has
probably shifted toward external constituents, with their orientation
toward more service goals.

Finally, Content (1975:497) notes th(>

startling omission of "non-academic, middle-management administrators"
in the list by Gross and Grambsch of potential power holders.

He

contends that the failure to include this new "professional university management" personnel could have introduced an important bias
in the study,

Nevertheless, the two studies by Gross and Grambsch

provide evidence of the extent of collegiate control in the more
prestigious segments of higher education in the 1960s and early
1970s, i f only assured by administrative sponsorship.
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The University as an Organization-Power, Environment. History

In 'his Short treatise on complex organizations, Houzel1s (1Y67:
162-163) urged' sociologists to turn away from the "excessive preoccupation 11 with managerial problems. nnd to address ane\V' problems more

relevant from a theoretical point of view and
standing the organizational features of the

11

more crucial for under-

soci~ty

in which we live."

Ten years later, that call relatively unheGded, Benson (1977) called

for a s.i.milar reorientatio'n of organization theory tot.Jonl four analytical problems relatively neglected in organizational research:

action, power, l~:!Ve]s (environment), and proc~ss.

The perspective on

the university as an organization developed in this chapter is an
attempt to respond to the call of Houzelis and of Benson by focusing
on the university from n perspective encompassing power, environment
(levels), and history (process).
biases

an~

[n moving away from the managerial

perspective embodied in much organizational research, the

perspective developed here moves toward a more sociologically adequate
and relevant orientation to the university as an organization.
Ironically this parallels an earlier imperative to challenge the
"professional 11 biases and perspective in the literature on professionalism in order to achieve a more

soci~logically

adequate understanding

of the professions.
In his analysis of university governance, Epstein (1974:3) notes
that both pliofessors and political scientists might be reluctant to
view the university and faculty decision-making as a properly
political subject due to perceptions about the academic character

o'(
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such decision-making.

The use of the term governance to describe

university government may, in fact, be viewed as an

depolit:i:dze university decision-making.

attemp~

to

But the social order of

every organization, including the university, is politically negotiated (Benson, 1973:383).

Bcnso11's (1977a)

revl.e\~

of recent

organizational research has focussed on organizational power.

The

use of the polit:ical model by Baldridge (1971) acyd Baldridge et al.
(1978) represents the clearest focus on political elements .in studies
of university organization, but power is recognized as jmportant in
most of the organizational perspectives discussed in the previous

section.

While tranquil times may disguise i:he political aspects of

the university, turbulence brings out very clearly the politicality
of university organization.
This power perspective on university organization must not 1
though, consider the university as a closed political system.

In-

creasingl¥ organizational research, by focussing on interorganizational networks and sets, recognizes that organizations are not closed
systems (Benson, 1977a:l0).

In their development of the resource

dependence perspective on organi?.ations, Pfeffer and Salancik {1978:
94) point out how management of the organi?.ation's environment has
become the dominant problem of today':; organization.

This centrality

of the environment of today's college and university is starkly clear
in the research by Baldridge et al. (1978) and Frey (1977) and in the
discussion 'by Hortimer and HcConnell (1978:272-273) of problems of
shared authqrity in higher. education.

Richman and Farmer's (1974:

289) guide to academic managers also points out that academic
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institutions are becoming increasingly open systems, in environments
that are turbulent and competitive.

While the

significanc~

of the

environnient n\ay be latent at times, i t is ahmys a potential forcej
the

university~

like other complex organizations, ls not a self-suf-

ficient enterprise.
In his critique of modern organizational theory, Benson (1977a:
11-12) notes:
The analysis of organizations hns gonC' forwnrd on the hnsls of
an assumption o( stability In mnjor organi?.<Jtionnl features.
The field is based largely on studies of correlated variability
in features of a produced and relatively stable reality. Studies
of the comparative-quantitative type constitute an extreme example
of this t'endency. Yet, even when• long~tudinal ~ensures are
employed and changes observed, the tendency is to assume the
continuity of the general features of the organizAtion as we have
known it. Studies tend to examine relatively mi.nnr adjustments
among the components of the organization as a produced reality.

Benson (1977:11-12) argues that a process-oriented organizational
perspective would focus on the changing dimension of organizations neglected by "conventional organizational research.

Thls study, above all

a study of social structural change, does not assume stability in
major organizat i.onal features; rather it focuses on major structural
changes:

the emergence of

neto~

rol('s and new organizational units in

higher education, changes in social roles and organizatf.onal units,
and changes in the relationships of rOles and organizational units.
The important contributi.on of this study is to
patterned character of these changes.

shmo~

the .historically

Two terms are introduced and

discussed to clarify the nature of these strucuural changes:
visible hand system and systematic mediation.

the

The concept of systematlc

mediation is the central concept is this study; the development of the
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visible hand system in American higher education iR discussed in order
to provide a backdrop for the clarification of structural tndicators
of medi.3tion in American higher education.
Bates (1974) introduces tlw term

11

visihle hand systcm 11 to clnrify

differing ways in \.;hich the specialized parts of complex social systems
can be coordinated.

Bates (1974:4-5) contrasts the invisible hand

system \Vhere tlw specialb:ecl parts are regarded as being autonomous
with regard to authority, with tlw vis·iblc hnnd svstcm in t..'hich a common authority structure has the responsibility for coordinating the
operation of the ]Wrts of the systems.

These terms can be applied

either to relationships to units within a givpn Gec:tor of a society
or to sectors of

H

society.

The common authority structure of the

visible hnnd system, according to Bates (1971,), can take a number of
forms; it may be reflected in an autocratic leadership or in patterns
of collective leadership or participatory democracy.

Bates (1974:

/1-S) contends that increasingly modern social systems move toward
the visible hand system, both within and between sectors of society;
this indicate's to Bates (1974) the movement toward a managed society.
According to Bates (1974 :9), the most

pm~erful

factor pushing

tm~ard

a social system or.gani?.ccl around the visible hand of management is
the

grm~ing

belief that society can he manap;cd.

Hhile Bates' terminology of visihle and invisible hand has not
become popular, nE-vertheless the idea exprC'ssed in his terms is not
unique to Bates' work.

In his massive study of the nature and causes

of changes :1-n the American. economic system, Chandler (1977) contrasts
the visible hand of modern husiness management with Adam Smith's
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invisible hand of market forces.

Chandler (1977) tries to explain why

the visible hand of business management has grown increasi':lgly important in 'the American economy, and especially in certain segments of
the economy.

Bates' views of changes in organization is also conso-

nant with Pfeffer and Salancik's (197R:94) argument that organi.zations
are increasingly interconnected and that interorganizational effects
then must be increasingly mediated by regulation .and political nego-

tiation rather than by impersonal market forces.

Gouldnc!."' s (1979: 98)

contention that the socio-economic system is .increasingly becoming a
system, with an increasing mutual dependence of systems parts, suggests
an affinity with Bates' (1974)

argum~nt.

The increasing development of the visible hand system in higher
education is indicated by the increasing importance of the coordination and management of systems of higher (or post-secondary) education.
On the state level, this is reflected in the increasing power given
state coordinating commissions for higher education to coordinate the
efforts of higher educational institutions, primarily public hut also
increasingly private institutions, into an effective system of postsecondary education.

On a level intermediate between the state and

individual institutions of higher education, the visible hand is
reflected i.n the existence of multi-campus systems of higher education,
which coordinate the efforts of more than one public institution
(Lee and Bowen, 1975).

On the individual college or university level,

this is reflected in the move toward fiystems of planning and management to

bet~er

coordinate what are increasingly recognized as inter-

dependent activit:ies.

Higher education, then, is becoming a more
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organized enterprise.
The growth of the visible hand is closely related to

of systematic mediation in higher education.

~he

growth

As the brief review

of the history' of American higher education in Chapter II indicates,
American higher educat Lon does hav;e a long history of orientation to

clients and markets (Rourke and Brooks, 1966; Waldo, 1969; Bledstein,
1976); mediation is not a new form of control apr.Hed to American
higher education.

But the increasing application of mnnagement

practices, tools, and concepts to institutions of higher education

indicates the emergence of a relatively new type of mediation, sys-

tematic mediation, a med:i.ation of profession~! power through modern
management to attempt to assure that the academic professional
educators truly serve the educational needs of the society, both
effectively and efficiently.

The growth of systematic mediation

parallels the increasing legitimation of management in terms of functional~

r;;ather than merely formal, authority; academic management

becomes professionalized o
It is almost axiomatic that the visible hand system and systema-

tic mediation will not affect the diverse sectors of American higher
education alike.

For example, while private institutions of higher

education can be expected to be increasingly included in stHtewide
planning, we can expect that they will be significantly less affected
by this state public network than public institutions.

Yet, 1f as is

likely, private institutions come to rely on state funds, the integration of pri.yate institutions might be significant o

The more elite

sector of American higher education, both public and private, may

b~
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expected to have organizational resources to insulate them from these

pressures for change; yet Cheit (1977) points out that the.elite
public i.nstitutions may be the hardest hlt by these developments,
especially hec~use of the greater incongruence of their structures
with these emergent developments . . The study by Baldridge et al. (1978)

clearly shows the differential resources different types of institutions have to insulate them from environmental :pressure.

But at

the same time that Baldridge et al. dC'scrihe and extol diversity,

their· argument and its tone indicate a power of the environment
that will rcsh.ape all types of institutions of higher education.

ln

the description of structural change that follows, recognition and
attention tllill be given to diversity, but the primary purpose is to
describe the overall direction of these changes, a direction best
exemplified in the public sector of higher education that has become
the dominant sector of higher education.
Finally, the recognition of the salience of these structural
changes in university organization is not to deny the continuing
anarcltical element in university organization.

The structural change

that is described is only emergent, not complete or definitive.

It

is difficult to predict the eventual extent to which these developments will nctunlly reshape the work Qf un iversl ty tc•achers.

Never-

theless, it is n central argument of thls study that, despite the
fact that academic man can he expected to n•sist these developments,
their effecl!s are likely to be considerable.

And insofar as these

structural changes reshape the univeristy, an institution particularly
resistant in its structure and culture to organizational rationaliz3tion,
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one can expect similar developments to reshape other institutional
sectors in American society.

The Growth of the Visible Hand
in American Higher Education

Historically, American collefies and universities have enjoyed
considerable independence, both from one another and. from the close
scrutiny of political authorities (Godwin, 1975:236), although the

degree of independence has varied considerably with tlw differing
tradil:ions of state governments (Clark and Youn, 1976:21).

The

mechanism of t!he lay board of trustees and a. self-regulating system

of accreditation has substituted for direct political control (Folger,
1977a:vii).

Constitutional provision for the independence of the

university has been one means to prevenL political incursions
into the university, though most states have preferred to keep relations more ambiguous and undefined (Glenny and Dalglish, 1973h:l).
While, formally, individual colleges and unive.rsit"ies have a common
authority structure centering around a lay board of trustees, the
considerable independence that many

fac~1lty

have gained is reflected

in the dual hierarchy--financial and academic--of the university
(Garbarino, 1975:21-24) and in tlw relative autonomy granted academic
departments and their faculties.

Thc.degree of faculty autonomy i.s

directly related t.o size, institutional prestige, and the degree of
research orientation of the university (Balriridge et al., 197R),
The gro\vth of the visible hand in higher education is directly
related to the birth of new state agencies and the strengthening of
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existing agencies of state government, especially in the executive

branch of state government (Glenny and Dalglish, 1973b:4li.\.fattenbarger, 1974:2).

It is also related to the growth of the public sector

in higher education:

Since 1950 there has been a steady shift

toward public enrollment with 75% .of students enrolled in

public institutions in the early 1970s (Newman, 1973:19).

The depen-

dence of state universities on state funds provides the structural
basis for the increased involvement of state government in higher
education.

Budgeting and the appropriations process arc the over-

riding consideration in the operation of state colleges and universities (Glenny and Dalglish, 1973b:73; Jacobson, 1977:6-7).

As a study

of public universities and the lm.;o by G!E>nny and nalglish (1973b:l43144) illustrates, institutional autonomy rests on the trust of state
government officials, not on some special legal status of the university like constitutional autonomy.
ing of

th~

They contend that the strengthen-

state government and the new management control techniques,

especially centered in the office of the governor, are increasingly
undermining higher education as a distinctive area of state government, to be dealt with differently than other state agencies (Glenny
and Dalglish, 1973b:ll•l).

This results in increasing demands for

managl!ment and opernt i.onal

informat!.lo~

from those public higher

educational institutions for the purpose of state budgetary decisions
on higher education.

t~hiie the increased intervention by state

government in university operations is sometimes attributed to trends
in enrollment and the need for state fiscal restraint, a study by Lee
and Bowen (1975:73) of multi-campus systems finds that this increas'ed
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intervention is attributed by those within these institutions to the
increasing size and competency of state executive and legi:;lative
staffs, 'to cOnflicts between executive and legislative branches of
government, and to a legacy of distrust from the days of student
activism.

Glenny (1976:70) notes _that despite a stabilization in

the percentage of university funds as a part of state budgets, state
agencies increasingly request more data and infor:mation and place
more controls over college and university operations.

It should be

noted. that not all states are characterized by these developments;

in some smaller states with strong executives and citizen legislatures, relatively little new regulation has i:aken placE' (Folger, 1978:

34).
Probably the most significant development on the state level is
the growth of statc\·.ride planning in higher education, especially
through coordinating boards or agencies for higher education.

The move-

ment of states toward higher educational planning is reinforced by
the federal Higher Education Amendments of 1972 which underlined the
need for broad state planning of "postsecondary education" (Glenny,
1973; Wise, 1979:99),

The growth and acceptance of statewide planning

has been a recent phenomenon.

In 1960, the (Miltotl) Eisenhower Commit-

tee defended the principle of instit:utional autonomy rmd the undesirability of state level regulations, and stntl'wide planning played a
minor role (Folgur, 1975:227).

In 1976, on the other hand, only two

states lacked some type of coordinating agency (Mortiner and NcConnell,
1978:231) • . Mortimer and McConnell (1978:219} identify four types of
coordinating boards:

the voluntary association, the advisory
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coordinating board, the regulatory coordinating board, and the
consolidated governing board.

They note that the voluntary associa-

tions h<ive disappeared, and those coordinating boards with some level
of regulatory authority have increased substantially (Not"timcr and
McConnell, 1978:220).

Others

als~

note a definite tendency for states

to increase the power of their coordinating agencies, especially in

the area of program revi.ew (Folger, 1975:230-231; Glenny, 1976:41;
and Barak, 1977:74-75).

These advisory and regulatory coordinating

board13 are increasingly comprised of lay persons, not employed by
colleges or universities or advocates for particular segments of high-

er education (Johnson, 1976:13; Nor timer and· NcConnell, 1978:223),
The private sector of higher education is also being

increr:~singly

drawn into this planning and coordination process (Glenny, 1973;
Hendrickson, 1976:29; Wilson, 1975:31; Yarmolinsky, 1976:21; Hortimer
and McConnell, 1978:220).
Because it is resources that those in the upper reaches of this
inter-organizational hterarchy control, it is not surprising that
the budget becomes one of the principal management tools in this gr0\'11ing coordination of post-secondary education.
tified state budgeters as

11

In 1972, Glenny ideo-

anonymous leaders of higher education" as

they had become increasingly concerned with programs and productivity
rather than line items in budgets.

Four years later, in his extensive

study of state budgeting in higher education, Glenny (197f,:J-4) notes
the development of the budget as a central policy instrument and the
growing

pow~r

of the professionalized budget staffs who push state

budgets from the line item form (so dear to legislators) toward thP.
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performance or functional budget.

While Glenny notes thC' difficult

problems in introducing such performance budgets

1

which increasingly

attend t'o the outcomes of those services budgeted, he still argues
that states wiiJ move toward program-type budgets, "alien to the
purists, but pragmatic for budgete.rs" (Glenny, 1976:31).

Glenny

(1976:23-24) contends that the result of this development is to
increasingly place policy power in the hands of

t.~H~

budget review

staffs, at the expense of the legislators or the governor.
The devclorment of thl" visible hand also par<J.llels t11e increasinp, profe:sionalization or expertization of those state-level
management personnel involved in decis:l.on-m<J.king about higher education.

In their. .study of multi-campus systt!ms of higlwr education,

Lee and Bm.Jen (1975:15) note that Eo'Xecutivc• budget offices and legislative fiscal committees are incren.si.ngly being staffed by those 1.Jho
have recently obtained advanced degrees in such disciplines as
poli.tical.science, economics, and public administnttion.

They indicate

that those within higher education view this as a mixed blessing,
since they fear tlwt such personnel "do not alway;; recognize or accept
the difference between the university and other agencies'' (Lee and
Bowen, 1975:15).

Besides documenting the professionalization of

budget staffs, Glenny (1976:117) notes that most coordinating agencies
employ specialists for at least three• funct-Lons--progr.nm review and
approval, budget review, and sti1tei.Jide planning--and that these staffs
are increas.i:ngly committed to the pubHc administration viei.J of their
role.

Trow .(1975:126) records his impression that the views of these

new "populist technocrats" on the state level are "markedly egalitarian,
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hostile to eli.te values and institutions," and more sympathetic to
nonselective, rather than elite, public institutions of

hi~her

educa-

tion.
This growth of the visible hand system in higher education has
not been without its trenchant

cr~tics.

Enarson (1973: 16) complains

of the "heresy loose in the land" that universities, like other
agencies of state government, are units to be "p<?li~ed, regulated,
and '"hipped into a bureaucratic mold. 11
revol~tion

lie argues that a managerial

is under t.ray, whose articles of faith are "control,

coordination, efficiency, and something called 'accountahi lity'",
threatening to

11

convert relatively free-stanffing, self-directing

institutions of higher learning into homogenized state systems"
(Enarson, 1973:16).

Trow (1975:122) notes

to,~ith

fear the development

of modern management systems and data sytems, especially by state
governments, that threaten a crucial element of the private life
of higher education:

the spontaneous and creative aspect that is

crucial to teaching and learning.

Nevertheless, Trow (1975:124)

points to the difficulties universities have in resisting such developments, given their commitment to the dissemination of knowledge and
the universities'

0\-.111

development of management systems for their own

purposes.
Jn tiH• institutional level, the growth of lht• visihle hand of

management is directly related to the risP of the stead). state and to
the changing role of state governments in higher education (Cheit, 1977).
For both

pu~lic

and

privat~

"institutions, the increasing reliance on

management systems can also be viewed as an adaptive response by the
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organization to preserve its autonomy in t\w face of intense environmcntal pressure.

The ideology and practice of managc':lent in

higher e'ducat'iona.l institutions is not, however, without a history.
Hri.ting in 19hl, Clark notes the battle between faculties and admini-

strations:
Going into battle, the faculties march under the banner of
self-government and academic freedom, emphasi zin~ equcll ity of
relations among colleagues and de-emphasizing administrative
hierarchy. 'TIH:' administrations move fon~ard· undl'r a cluster
of banners:
let's bring order out of chaos, cr at l(•ast reduce chaos to mere~ confusion; let's increase cfficiC'ncy, util izl'
our scarce resources of men and monf'y effectively; let's give
the organization as a whole a sens(~ of direction with knm..,ledgt.'able bands on the helm; let's insure that WC' handle external
forces--l~he legislature or our constituencies--in Hays that will
insure the survival and security of the 'whole enterprise. (Clark,
1961: 296)
Five years later, Rourke and Brooks (1966) devoted a full-length
monograph to the mnnagerial revolution :l.n higher education, focussing
on its manifestations in the non-academic life of institutions.

But

the forcC'S of managerial rationalization, of the visible hand of
management, had relatively little effect on organi.2:ation (Cheit, 1973:
16),

lt is wich tile gro1,rth of the steady state and increased state

demands for accountability that the methods Of management emerge to
have a significant impact on the organization (Ciwit, 1977).
period of continuing growth, the interdepcndencl' of

d~.:cisions

In a
can he

avoided; in the steady state or the si:atc of decline, they cannot
(Cheit, 1977).

Toombs (1973:16) point.<> out that the tr<)diti.on of

management "claims special ability in optimizing the use of resources
by sorting out mixed goals and rationalizing internal relationships I f .
However, that issue did not emerge as a univeristy decision problem
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until the growth curves in university resources began to level.

With

this levelling off of resources, according to Toombs (1973.: 16), came
the reafizadon that faculty were serving many objectives and that
within these aCtivities there was a "network of dependencies" that
reached well beyond institutional .boundaries.

"This combination of

conditions--limited resources for multiple goals in a decentralized
organization whose interdependent units operate tmder an impression

that they are autonomous--is the substance of management dec.islons 11
(Toombs, 1973:16).
This rise of the steady state, this stabilizing of student and

financial resources, might be viewed as an u~usual condition peculiar
to higher education and requiring some special, ad hoc explanation.
That issue of uniqueness will be

addre>s!:a~d

later in the study.

But

an important point to note is that these developments illustrate the
special problem clarified in Elliott's work:

the lack of self-suffi-

ciency of. the professions and the inability of the professional form
of social organization to deal adequately with resource allocation
decisions.

As Fincher (1975 :49) points out, the academic traditions

that have pervaded university life have allowed participants to
structure their roles without regard for the economic consequences of
their doing so.

l·lhile i t is possible. to view this lapse as a p1·oblem

peculiar to one profession, the acatlcmlc profession, following Elliott

(1972) i t is more accurate to see thi.s as a recurrent prohlem of a
particular type of social organization, the decentralized organization
associated with the dominance of "unmanaged" professionals.
The growth of management systems in institutions of higher
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education, whi~h are indicators of the growth of the visible hand, is
reflected in a number of interdependent developments:

(1) the

changing language and jargon of higher education; (2) the development

of management internship programs; (3) the increased development and
use of management tools and

plann~ng

models for charting institutional

futures; (4) the increased use of the budget as a tool for systematic
management; and (S) the growth and professionali~at:ion or expertization

of management functions in higher education and the development of
profe~sional

associations for these upper and middle-level mn.nagers

in institutions of higher e'ducation.

These emergent developments

parallel changes in the state level managemeht efforts tO\o/ard h.igher
education.
The new language

of managerialism represents one of the most

striking changes in academe accompanying the managerial revolution.
Academic management replaces academic governance or university administration as the term to describe the more active role of the university administrator in organizational affairs (Richman and
1974:14, Shoemaker, 1977:4).

'Farmer~

The word management also reflects the

increasing concern for efficiency in un.iversity operations (Baldridge
et al., 1978:231).

The accountability demands of legislators and

the emergence of faculty unionization also bring other business phrases
and words to the university like worklond, productivity, Pmployee/
employer relations, and management by objectives to replace the more
traditional, language of the university:
scholarly

r~search

academic freedom, colleginlity,

(Kelley and Rodriguez, 1977:103).

The management

systems approach also introduces the management information system;
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which entails an increased collection and organization of information
to improve decision-making processes (Tierney, 1977: 211) . . Resource
allocati"on models and program budgets reflect the increased budgetary
consciousness Of the university.

Overall, the central task is iden-

tified as developing "information .that can help us to manage
by carefully

integrati~g

n~sources

our academic policy objectives with the al-

location of funds" (McCorkle, 1977:2),

Or, with .a little more of the

new systems jargon, administrators are urged to design "a framework
of th<;lUght ••• to help decision-makers select the best choice in a
complex situation containing a number of interdependent variables 11
(Cheit, 1977:59).
This movement toward management systems is promoted by extensive
public and privatC' support for management internships or management
development and training programs.

ThE' Advanced Institutional

Development Program of Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965
emphasizes as one of its three foci management development in higher
education, and several institutional programs have been subsidized
under this act (St. John, 1930),

Webster (1979) describes in broad

outline the Higher Education Management Institute (HEHI), a management
development and training program designed to improve college and
university performance by helping man?ger's carry out their rcsponsibiliti.es.
for

s~?tting

The system deals \vith the managers primary responsihilities
goals, obtaining and allocating resources, working ef-

fectively with people, and achieving results (Webster, 1979),

The

program had .23 pilot colleges and universities who were selected from
more that 450 applicants (l-Jebster, 1979).

The program, which is ba·scd
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on an extensive review of the general management literature, is funded
by the Exxon Education Foundation and has recently been incorporated

into th~ American Council on Education (t~ebster, 1979).
A similar management improvement program funded by the Exxon
Education was the Resource Allocation and Hanagernent Program (RMIP)

1

which was limited to private liberal acts colleges and universities

and was begun in 1973.

The program was designed .. to support institu-

tions desiring to improve their managC'mcmt practices.

In material

announcing the program, Exxon noted that:
While the needs of individual colleges will diffc•r, we assume

that modernizing management practices will usually include (1)
a clear redefini.tion of authority and responsibility within
the institution, (2) a definition of the objectives of the
institution and its constituent units, (3) a system of continuous
comparison of achievements to objectives, (4) a system rE.'quiring
a review of all possible options before any decision is made,
and (5) a management information system capable of projecting
the financial, personnel, and physical space allocation consequences of each option being reviewed. (Baldridge and Tierney,
1979: 2)

Two hundr.ed institutions applied for the grants to improve management
practices along one or more of these lines, anci 49 programs
were funded, including at such prestige colleges and universities as
Carleton, Dartmouth, and Haverford,

Baldridge and Tierney 1 s (1979)

examination of 34 of these institutions installing either a management
information system or a management hy objective systems indicatE'S that
such systems can improve college management and decision-making.
The systems movement in higher education has al!:;o received impctus from th"e evolution of a specialized service industry, which has
been instrumental in the development of management tools and techniques
for use by higher education decision-makers (Sheehan, 1977 :91-92). · As
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early as the 1960s, the possibilities for improving higher educational

administration through systems approache!'i and rigorous
tl:'chniqti~:>s

ana~ytic

attracted a few L•::!Searchers (Chett, 1977:57),

By the end

of the 1960s, this effort had created a new field of spcc.ialhation
with research organizations, confe.rences, technical publications, and
a dazzling array of acronyms (Cheit, 1977:58).
this development of systems approaches and

At the present time,

techn~ques

goes on in all

parts of the country and in a variety of institutions--public, private,

and profit-making (Cheit, 1977: 58).

According to Clwit (lq77 :58), no

physical or intellectual center exists, althoueh the National Center

for Higher Education Hanagement Systems (NCHF.MS) at Boulder, Colorado
has hecome a focal point for work because of its size and the level
of its public financial support.

However, considerable contributions

have a.! so been made by the Systems Research Group in Toronto, the
Analytical Studies Group at

the Unviersity of California, the Pro-

gram for Research in University Administration at Berkeley, several
Big Ten institutions, the Florida state system, and by men and women
in public accounting fi,rms, consulting organizations, and research
institutes (Cheit, 1977:58).

These organizations and individuals have

contributed to the development of several types of analytical tools,
including enrollment projections models, program profile models,
resource requirement simulation models, and flmv models (Craven, 1975:
132).

The National Center for Higher Education Managements Systems
(NCHEMS), fc_:mnded in 1968,. is the most visible contributor in this
service industry.

NCHEHS, which has been heavi.ly subsidhed by the
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, had as many as 800

institutions from 50 states as active participating member;; as early
as 1973 "(Danforth, 1973:135).

NCHENS' goals are to -tmproVC! manage-

ment and decision-making on the institutional, state-wide, and

national levels (Danforth,

1973:1~5).

Host of NCHEHS' work has

tered on the development of quantitative techniques such as costanalysis procedures that standardize terminology .and increase the

variety of cost data available to decision-makers (Toombs, 1973:22).
Howev~r,

NCHEMS has also worked on such problems as the development

of an inventory of higher education outcome variahlc>s and measures
(Astin, 1974: 24).

MorP recently, NCHEHS has' shi £ted its principal

concern to more qualitative dimensions and is strongly pushing the
concept of 'strategic' planning in higher education (.Jacobson, 1980).
St~tewide

systems of higher education have shown considerable interest

in these NCHEHS' products (Toombs, 1973:40), and Glenny et al. (1976)
find a considerable use and prospective use of NCHEHS products in
public institutions of higher education.
{.Jhile Glenny et al. (1976) report no evidence of disenchantment
with NCHEHS products, an analysis of recent higher education literature
suggests considerable criticism of NCHEHS products and especially of
the assumptions und~rlying their development and use.

These criti-

cisms of NCHEHS products indicate the seriousness of efforts to improve decision-making through systematic efforts to collect nnd
structure iqformation that relates to decisions that must be made.
a study of

~he

In

uses of management information, Wyatt and Zeckhauser

(1975) found that the computer-based information systems they studied
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often did not ~eet the information needs of dccisi.on-makers and failE'd
to mesh with their decision styles.

Schroeder (1977:99) questions

six assumptions of management system design including the aRsumption
that a comprehensive _decision-information system can be built, that
state and institutional information needs are compatible, and that
a vendor-supplied system will meet institutional needs.

He favot's

the development of more limited systems organized around decisions
that must he made.
artic~Jlate

Porter et al. (J.979) and Wiseman (1979) both

a critique of zcneralizing planning models, insisting

that only a more institution-specific model that integrates insti-

tutionally relevant factors can take hold within an institution and
impact on its decision-making processes.

Parker and Gardner (1978)

note the failure of prevalent conceptions of management information
systems to deal with the oreanizational realities of power in colleges
and universities.

This work indicatef! the extent of reflection that

is going on about the types of management systems that will firmly
root themselves into the institutional context and improve decisionmaking processE-s.
Despite this growing literature on' management techniques in
higher education and this growing availability of tools and techniques,
there is no survey "of the current extent of use of various management
systems and techniques ln higher education.

One of the few sources

of information is a University of Pittsburgh study of the> development
of comprehe!lsive planning systems in American research universities
(Freeman, 1977).

Comprehe.nsive planning can be seen as the fullest

commitment to the applicability of management practices to the university.
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Fifty-six of the largest research universities were surveyed, 32
responded, and 23 of those 32 indicated that they had deve.loped or
w·ere deVeloping systems of comparative planning that

~wuld

integrate

long-range aca"demic, administrative, financial, and fncilities concerns
for the entire university and its ,principal components (Freeman, 1977:
40).

On the basis of the replies obtained in the study, Freeman (1977)

draws a number of conclusions about planning systems in higher education:

that t!w movement is still in its infancy (p./+0); that the

interest in planning is growing (most planning systems have been

developed 1vithin the past five years) (pp. 40-41); that planning processes tend to he centrally controlled and highly structured (p.l1l);
that trusto2es, faculty, and students are demanding greater partid.pation (p.42); that institutions find present management i.nformation
inadequate to the planning process (p .45); that there is considerable
resistence to plannin[; (p.45); that conceptual approaches to planning
vary

wide~y

(p.43); and that external agencies influence the extent

of planning (pp. ll2-43).

Freeman (1977) also found that comprehensive

planning has been developed almost exclusively in public institutions,
although there is evidence of increased interest in planning in
private lnstitutions.

Freeman (1977 :l1S) finds that

<1

central aspect

of these planning processes, in whatever type of research institution,
is their integration of fiscal and acac\emlc concerns and the centrality
of the issue of adequate resources.
This

c~ntrality

of the resource allocation process makes the

university pudget a potent-ially central management tool.

Blau (1973:
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278) notes that the most important decisions in academic institu-

tions, as in other organizations, concern the allocation

o~

resources

and that the top administrators ·make the main budgetary decisions.
However he strilngcly concludes that this is an issue '"hich does not
create conflict in universities

11

b.Pcause the academic interests of

faculty member.s,,, make them uninterested in diverting time from
their academic pursuits to the financial affairs .of the university''
(Blau, 1973:278).

This parallels the findings of an earlier study

by Dykes (1968:4) \.,lhich suggested that the connection hctwhen educational and financial decisions was quite evanescent in the minds of
many of the respondents, l\lho tended to view educational and financial
affairs as parts of two different worlds.

Such a concept of educa-

tion and finance is possible, given that institutional budgets have
been traditionally built on the incremental form, with acrosn-theboard increases or decreases in departmental allocations (Tierney,
1977:214).
The increasing attention to" the budget as a management tool
brings chnlienges to the traditional incremental or decremental
practices in budgeting and brings increased use of program or performance-type budgets, which more systematically link fi.scal outlays
and academic policy objectives.

Thou~h

the more ambitious of such

program budgeting policies, such as Planning Programming Budgeting
System (PPBS), have been un.successfully implemented, this has not
deterred institutional leaders from more modest and realistic versions
of the

prog~am

budgets (Freeman, 1977:39).

In their follow-up study

of multi-campus systems, Lee and Bowf!n (1975) note the increasing
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importance of the budget and the cl:oser relationship between budgeting and academic planning.

Caruthers and Orwig (1979:3,4,?8) note a

definite trend toward greater program budgeting in higher educational institutions, which they do not anticipate to slow in the
coming years.

They argue thrtt

on~

of the principal

forc~s

pushing

public institutions toward such budgeting practices is the use of program budgeting on the state level.

Caruthers aml Orwig (1979) also

find that private colleges and universities are increasingly resorting
to program or performance budgets.

The movement toward program-type

budgeting is illustrated in many university practices 1 including the
current trend where line items in budgets, Like faculty salnries
which have become open due to resignation or renewal, revert to the
central office of the university for reassignment (Hanson, lq7(,:27).
The implementation of various requirements of the new management systems requires an increase in the number, variety, and specialization ?f administrative offices within the university.

In 1972-

1973 administrators accounted for one in five higher educati·on
positions; four years later, in 1976-1977, administrntors accounted
for one in four positions (Scott, 1978b:l7).

Even with the stable

enrollments of recent years, this growth, spec.ialization, and differentation of admlnistrative positions appears to have continued,
especially at four year colleges (Scott, l979h:l7).

The principal

causes of this growth are intensified needs for general management
information, donations, students, and information to fulfill governmental requ:J,rements (Scott., 1979b).

Scott (1979h:l7-18), following

others like Baldridge et.al. (1978), expects a continued growth in
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administration and its specialization resulting from the complex
decisions institutions face and the influences of the exte.rnal environment,

The categories of administration whiCh will grotll in size

are those work'ing closely with the institution's environment:

financial technocrats,

11

fund

rais~rs,

11

the

lawyers, labor negotiators,

safety officials, institutional researchers, and management informa-

tion specialists (Scott, 1979b:l8).
This grm.;rth of the specialist administrator--budget and systems

analy.sts, lawyers, management information system specialists, legis-

lative liaison officers, and others--indicates a professionalizat ton
or expertizati.on of the management functions' in higher P-rlucR.tion.
This professionalization is promoted by a number of developments in
higher education:

collective bargaining (Kemerer and Baldridge, 1975:

9-10) i federal regulations (Gellhorn and Boyer, 1978: SO); the impact
of legal rationality on the university; and increased external and
internal demands for information.

In arguing that the university

presidency is becoming increasingly professionalized, Hortimer and
McConnell (1978:187-188) suggest that the changing demands of the
university presidency forces an increased reliance on functional
authority hased on competence, rather than on merely formal authority
based on position.

The growth of professional development program!?

for both academic nnd non-academlc administrators, through the professional associations of these administrators, both illustrates the
changing requirements of institutional· management and supports the
professiona~ization

movement.

While, from the faculty point of view

we can expect skepticism about these claims for expertise (Epstein;
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1974:110-111; Lunsford, 1970: 89), nevertheless these changes in university administration and management personnel reflect reill changes
in the n"aturc' of university administration.

The well-Puhlicizl'd development of collective bargaining in 4year institutions of higher

educat~on

introUuces another factor into

the development of the visible hand system in higher education.
1980 collective bargaining agreements were in for.ce in 170

In

/~-year

public institutions and 83 4-year private institutions (Chronicle of

Higher Ec\ucati.on, 1980:7).

The \Videspre8.ct faculty support for the

principle of collective bargaining is illustrated by a recent study
which found that nhout 75% of rollege and university faculty mc.mhers
support the principle of unionization (Ladd and Lip set, 1978).

The

movement toward collective bargaining is slot..r0d, hmvever, hy tho.
absence of enabling legislation in many stcltes (HortimC'r ;md HcConnell,
1978) and by a recent Supreme Court ruling that nmature", private
universities cnnnot under current lmv be required to engage in collective hargaining with their faculties (Watkins, 1980).
This development of collective bargaining in American higher
education has an ambiguous relationship to the development of this
visible hand.

On the. one hand, collective bargainLng represents a

reaction to and against the increased

ccntr<:~lization

of higher edu-

cation, both within institutLons and within systt>ms of higher education (Kcmen'r nnd Billdridgc, 1975; Garbarino,

197~1).

On the other

hand, colleC'.tive bargaining contributes to the further grm..rth of the
visible

han~

of

manageml~nt.

in higher education hy promoting the strength

of the formal structure and by clarifying rights and responsibilities
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within colleges and universities and within state systems of higher

education,

This is not surprising since collective bargai!ling itself

represerits the spn>ading of a visible hand of union management

ov~·r

certain facultY domains that have been prC'viously dealt ,.,..ith
b~sis

more decentralized and informal

(Crossland, 1976:38).

Kemere•r

and Baldridge (1975) point out that, although collectlve bargaining
does complicate the process of

admini~tration,

aqminl.strators, with

the clear exception of middle managers, do not appear to have lost
power. as a result of collective bargaining and may, in fact, gain

increased pmy-er from this formalization that collective bargaining
brings.
This spread of the visible hand system in the sphere of higher
education is directly related to an increased formalization and
tralization in higher education.

The study by Baldridge et at. (1978)

documents this increasing centralization of higher education, which
is traced to financial austerity and increased environmental pressure
institutions of higher education.

The spread of management systems

and techniques promoten centralization hath within institutions of
higher education and within systems of higher eclur.ation as information,
and the power that can go with control over the information, moves
upward.

The study hy Baldridge et

al~

(1978) and the Hark of

~terti

mer and HcConncll (1978:2R0-281) also document the increased formal!.zation i.n higher education, as rules, regulations, formulae, and
standard O?nrat ing
of higher

e~ucation

proc~dures

increasingly prevail within institutions

and systems of higher education.

The introduction

of management techniques, the increasingly litigious atmosphere of
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higher education, a.nd the movement toward collective bargaining also
promote an increased formalization.

These developments have the ef-

fect of ·promOting the power of the formal AtructurP of higher education and of undermining the traditional and considerable informal
power struC"ture of the university ..

This consideration of the visible hand of management in higher
education does not attempt to claim triumph for ~he 'visible hand.
The focus has heen, instead, on the emergent developments that
indicators of the growth of the visible hand.

an~

The anarchical elements

of academic organization remain strong and continuC' to resist f:'fforts
at manager1al consolidation.

Nevertheless, those forces of organj za-

tional consolidation continue to press forward in their quests.

In their discusston of the arts and sciences faculty in the
American university, Parsons and Platt (1971: 125) argue that three
organizational models are not highly relevant because they fail to
adequately address the fiduciary aspects of the academic system.
Those three models arc:

the economic market with the faculty as

producers and the students as consumers; the hurPHucratic organization, with the trustees and top administrators as bosses, fac\llty
as middh> level and 10\Vl'r exl:'cutives, and studentR ns workers; and tlw
democ-r-atic association where all involved are in princiPle 1.oqual
participant!)l.

iS clearly

The rise of systematic mediation in higher education

~elated

to the growth of each of these three models of

social organization:

the bureaucracy, the market, and the dP.mocratic
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association.

The bureaucratic character is suggested by the growth

of systems of post-secondary education, ultimately accountable to
the larSer society through its elected and appointed representatives.

The university' as economic market is illustrated by the federal policy

to promote the student as a consumer to attempt to assure responsive colleges and universities; it is also promoted by the policy of some coordinating boards to rely upon institutional competit:.ion to achieve selected

educational goals and by the economic circurnstancC'l'l of a buyer's market.
The principle of democratic association is indicated by the relatively
egalitarian

a~d

participatory form the systematically mediated college or

university will take.

The principles of collective bargaining and col-

laborative planning reflect this character, as does the increased provision for the explicit and formalized protection of the rights of
participants in university life.

These three principles of social or-

ganization also correspond to three principles of accountability which
become

in~;reasingly

structured into the system of higher education:

accountability to providers, the bureaucracy; accountability to consumers,
the economic market; accountability to members, the democratic association.
A closer examination of the terms mediation and systematic can
clarify several hasic dimensions of this form of occupational control.
Interestingly, in his later work, Johnson (1977) contends that the
term heteronomy should replace mediation in his typology of occupational control in order to emphasize the imposed character of mediated
control.

The term mediation has been preserved in this study because

this form of control does constitute a mediation of professional and
client interests, though different interests of each party are preserved.
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The systematically mediated synthesis attempts to preserve and protect
the professionals' interest in professional competence,

te~hnique,

and effective"ness; on the other hand, i t does not preserve the professionals 1 interest in trust, privilege, immunity, and autonomy.

The

mediated synthesis attempts to pre.serve the interest of tlw client

(both the student and the larger society) in effective and efficient
service to client and social needs and goals; it _does not preserve
the student client's interest in dfrect control over the professional
and in doing so recognizes the valid claims of other university

clienteles.

The organization, instead, becomes accountable through

its mediating structures and processes to ati:empt to assure the
effective and cost-effective service of the professional to the educational needs and goals of the society.
This systematic mediation represents the principle o[ organizational control over work--whether the organization be a university
department, an individual college or university, or some larger
organization of organizations, like a coordinating commission for
higher education.

This agency of mediation legitimates itself not

merely through formal authority or political leg.ltimacy; rather i t
combines both formal and a functional authority, baf!ecl on its alleged
ability to rationalize complex resources to better he responsive to
social and client goals.

Such a use of scientific organizational

methods, modern principles of management, makes syst€'matic mediation
a different ,type of mediation than the mediation of some formally
powerful fig;ures whose formal authority allows them to make capricious
decisions.
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The systematic mediation of professional power, it must ht! reemphasized, must not be confused
nating Work.

~i

th bureaucratic forms

of

coordi-

Those various non-hureaucr.ntlc forms of coordinating

work that lleydehrand (1973) describes--like incentiVL' structures and
participatory management structure.s--also represent processes of
po~1cr.

organizational consolidation that mediate professional

For

example, the increasing use of the budget as a systematic management
tool can be vi.e1ved as a non-bureaucratic rorm of coordinating 1vork.
The importance of these non-bureaucratic forms of coordination can be
see.n i.n their. centrality in the Higher Education Hnnagement Institute

(HENI) mrtnagement development and training p~ogram, \Vhich is based on
an extensive revie\..r of current management theory.

This mnnagcment

theory stresses that successful managed companies tend to be character.ized by such f<Jctors as open communication, good tP.am work, and
considerable \·JOrker participation (Webster, 1979:244).
ples of

m~nagement

These princi-

can be vic\..red as part of the attempt to mobilize

all of the professionals' strength t01varcl the organizational goals
and to promote the legitimation of the managerial authority by alloHing f0r "professional" jnput into the decision-making process.

This

then requires the faculty member to become much more of nn organization
man, as [;:Jcnlty mr-mbers join tvith others in the institution in becoming
co-managers, \Vith all the responsibilities that entailr-;.
Systematic mediation also entails
institutional and larger social goals,
of the

medL:~.tecl

synthesis,.

increasing integration of
i8 suggested by the nature

In two remarkably prescient articles on

the university and the governmental-political,

\~aldo

(1969, 1970)
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argued that the American university from its begiq.nings had a more important governmental-political role than was customarily perceived,
but that its governmental-political role was growing in importance
and that current developments were pushing the university toward the
center of political life.

Waldo (1970:109) pointed out how universi-

ties were becoming more important both to governmental goals and to
personal goals, and with this importance would come an increased
political regulation of university affairs.

The growth of systematic

mediation in higher education does entail an increased de-differentiation of higher education from the governmental-political, despite
Parsons' (196Ba;l78) claims that the health of the academic system
rests upon a clear differentiation.

Universities lose their preferred

positions in relations with the government and must share the burdens
other enterprises bear in an increasingly regulated society (Rosenzweig,
1978:29).

Goodfriend (1973:4) and Mortimer and McConnell (1978:4)

point to the increasing likeness of higher education to the status of
public utility.

Hartle (1977:201) argues that higher education is

beginning to take on characteristics of an industry and of a collectivity for social goals by the government.
In his review of the character of state mediation, Johnson (1972)
points to the affinity of mediation with a social service orientation,
which contrasts with the personal service orientation of traditional
professionalism.

Under systematic mediation in higher education, the

organization increasingly mediates the orientation of the professional
to the student client, in contrast to collegiate control where only
the profession itself could play such a mediating role.

With this
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systematic mediation of professional power, service to the studentclient may be individualized, tailored to certain aspects of different
types of students like their relative speed at certain tnsks.

Hm.r-

ever, professional service will not he personalized, geared to the
unique student self, or constitutE" some sacred teachpr-student relationship.

The rcrtuirement of systematic mediation is competent

professional practice to maximize the greatest

11

v.aluc" for the great-

est numher,

The following thrcrJ sections clnrify,

th~ough

the identification

and descripti<:n of cxnmples of structural indicators of mediation,
the qualitative dimensions of change entailed by the emergence of
systematic mediation in American higher education.

These structural

indicators of medirttion all r12latc to governmental cmd organizntlonal
policit>s with implicutions for academic pol icy.
identify and clarify the

net-.~

These sections

roles and structures, changes in roles

and structures, and the changing relationships hetwN'n roles and
structures,

t-.~hich

arc the structural indicators '_;( the emergence of

systematic mediation in American h.igher education.

In the sections

interorgan.Lzational and organizational mediation, the rnmifications
of these changes for program, personnel, and educntional polj cy are
clarified.

The section on curriculum.c:onstitutes u more hypothetical

or speculntiv(• consideration of the potential significance of these
developments for current and future

changL~s

in the curriculum.
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Interor&anizational tlediation in Higher Education

Introduction
The systematic mediation of professional power through interorganizational process occurs principally through the impact· of policies
of federal and state governmental agencies.

The policies of multi-

campus systems of governance have also been included, since in several
respects they parallel the polich•s of stHte coordinating agencies
for higher education.

The policies and practices ciiflCUSRed in this

section include specific laWs, executive orders, or regulations, like
those dealing with affirmative action or

con~umer

protection, and

more general policies that evolve out of normal budgetary processes
in state government.
education are:

Included as systematic mediators of higher

selected federal agenciE!sj the courts; executive

budget agencies; state

legi~lative

auditing agencies; coordinating

commissions for higher education; and multi-campus systems of uni.versity governance.
The structural indicators of mediation clarified in this section
principally address professional goals ~r the nee8s of clients rather
than professional technique or manner directly.

For example, program

polid.es attempt to integrate data on efficiency nnd effectiveness
into the state budgetary process.

The federal governmcmt' s promotion

of consumer protection seeks to strengthen client-centci-cd goals in
higher

educ~tion.

Affirmative action policies represent an attempt

to implement the social

go~l

of employment equity into the personnel

practices of colleges and universities.

But the interdependence of.
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of goals and techniques is also· illustrated in these developments.
The best example is affirmative action where the thrust of. guidelines
is to sUbstantially formalize faculty personnel practices :tnd thereby
shape the mann'cr in which profE'ssionals evaluate their peers.
closer examination of the

eventua~

A

effects of other policies would

also indicate at least indirect effects on professional manner or
technique.
Program Policies

The systematic mediation of professional power through program

policies is illustrated in the emergence of ~tate-level polic:ie.s variously called program review, program audit, program evaluation,
performance audit, or performance budgeting.
terminology, the intent is the same:

Regardless of the

to assess program performance

in terms of results or impact (Hickek, 1976:5-6).

11uality, cost, or

productivity, or some comhination of these, is typically the focus
of program revie\V (Groves, 1979: 1).

This requires the collection and

summary of quantit.itive and/or qualitative data about the performance
of those programs to make such judgments pos!'dble.

Statewide pla.nncrs

and decision-makers for higher education have become increasingly
concerned l..rith such program review efforts, in higher education and
in other fields, as limited resources and competing demands make it
necessary to consider program cutbacks or terminations to fund program additiQns (Southern Regional Education Board, 1977:2).
Coordi~ating

agencies. for higher education have made slow but

steady progress into the program review process (Glenny, 1976:148), ·
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By 1975, there were 19 state level governing boards, all of which
had program review authority; ther£! were also 28 coordinating agencies,

oi

which 20 had authority to review programs and eight others

had authority i:o recommend program approval (BaraK, 1977:7fl),

The

functions of coordination have changed with the onset of financial
austerity.

The allocation of expanding resources ·is supplanted by

the necessity for trade-offs in distributing

scar.~e

resources bet\.Jeen

institutionfl (Glenny, 1976:148; Hortimer and NcConncll, 1978:218),
The facus then shifts to the revie\.J of current programs and their
worth and prio.rity relative to programs in other state institutions

and to proposed programs (Glenny, 1976: 148).
Barak's (lq77) study of coordinating agency reviews reveals the
nature of coordinating board involvement in this rcviC't.;r process.
These revict.;rs are primarily in tended to assess the relative. efficiency
or effectiveness of prograins at one institution vis-a-vis programs at
other

ins~itutions

of post-secondary education (Barak, 1977: 70),

Criteria for program

reviet~

include:

"productiv.ity (suc.h as the

her of graduates p£>r program over a given period of time); program
costs; the need for the program, which is frequently based nn manpower
needs; and program quality, as judged by peer consultants and certain
combinations of other indicators" (Barak, 1977: 70).
vary in their sources of information usl:'d.

These reviews

For example, the reliance

on self-reviews, outside reviews, or reviews by agency staff varies
from state t'O state (Barak, 1977: 71),

The process of review general-

ly consists .of a screening·stage to identify questionable programs
according to some predetermined criteria and then a more intensive
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examination of those questionable programs (Barak, 1977:74).

Several

decisions, based partially on the power of the coordinating boards,
may be niade, ·including probation, termination, or cutback (Barak,
1977).

The EdUcation Commission for the States <lnd the National CC'n-

ter for Higher Education Nanagemen.t Systems (NCHEHS) have been involved in developing cri.terla and measures for such statewide program

revie\11 (Glenny, 1976:148).
Barak (1977) describes several examples of coordinating agency

reviews of undergraduate and graduate programs and introduces case
studies of New York's review of doctoral programs and of Florida's
program review system.

He also points to prOgram review in several

other states, including a review mechan:l.sm by the \-.'est Virginia Board
of Regents, which required institutions to make forced ratings of
their programs on criteria related to costs, outcomes, priorities,
and program quality (Barak, 1977).

Buchanan, Fancher, and Fuldauer

(1978) describe a Tennessee coordinating agency review of lmv producing degree programs which resulted in the consolidation of 10
programs and the termination of five others.

Finally, Katz (1978)

reports on a new system of accountability for higher education being
implemented through the New Jersey Department of Higher EducAtion,
which would include consideration of fiscal accountability, academic
quality, :1nd institutional responsiveness to state higher education
policy.
A second structural indicator of the mediation of program policy

is

illustra~ed

in the examination by Peterson et al. (1977) of the

emergence of performance budgeting in states, as :It affects higher
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education.

Performance budgeting, which first emerged as a concept

on the federal scene in 1912 with a recommendation of the Taft Commission,·

11

is a budgetary structure that focuses on activities or

functions (pro&ram structures) tJhich produce- results (outcomes or lmpacts) and for which resources (in.puts) are used and a budgetary

process that attempts to allocate resources on the basis of anticipated or past results'' (Peterson et al., 1977: 2) ··. Performance
budgeting attempts to be both a cost-accounting system and a resultsoriented decision-making or resource allocation approach (Peterson,
1977:21).

Accord:i_ng to Peterson et al., (1977:4), the controversial

character of performance budgeting is related to the current emphasis
on qualitative as well as quantitative measures of results and to the
attempt to allocate resources on tl1e basis of outcomt> measures.
A survey of hjgher education agencies in 1976 indicated "embryonic developments" toward a performance budgeting structure in
several

s~ates,

although only six (Washington, Hawaii, Michigan, South

Dakota, Wisconsin, and Tennessee) cited an explicit collection and
reporting of outcome measures in the process of budget preparation
and review (Peterson et al., 1977: 3-4).

Ten other states reported

attempts to use performance measures in the preparation of the state
budget (Pct€'rson E.'t al., 1977:3-4).

~eterson

et al.. (1977) give

special attention to the uneven and troubled attempts

o(

t\o/O states,

HB\V'aii and Washington, to implement such a system in public higher
education w:i!th the resistence this generated within the state universities.

Fr~y's

(1977) sociological study of state-university rela-

tionships in Washington also notes the potential significance of th€
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emergence of performance budgeting.
note

that,

Overall, Peterson ct al. (1977)

despite attempts to use qualitative measures (e.g., level

of ar:ade'mic performance) in the hudgetary process, quantitative mea-

sures, such as·degrees awarded, are much more commonly used, partially
owing to the fact that qualitative. mpn.sures are mor:-e controversial

and threatening to institutions of higher education.
A third structural indicator of mediation related to program

policies is indicated hy Lhe state-level movement toward lPgislative
program evaluation.

Childlvin (1975) notes that 1.,rhile no stntc legis-

lature had a full-time staff responsible for progr;'lm evaluation in

1970, over a do7.en such bodies--committees, Commissions, auditor's
offices, <:tc.--had appeared by 1975 \-JLth no sign of let-up in grm.;th.
A

nation<~l

group of staff members concerned about such legislative

program evaluation h:'!s been formed and has becomc a spction of the
National Con[erenc£' of State Legislatures (Berdahl, 1977:36-37).

The

signifiC'ance of this movement is in its concern to go beyond the
traditional post-audit concerns \-Jith legality and effiC'.iency and to
raise questions about program effectiveness (llerdnhl, 1g77: 10-37).
Berdahl (1977: 38) notes that of the first 150 such studies in t\.;enty
states, t1.;enty looked at som(' part of higher education.

lie notes the

signi.ficance of the conflict between traditional conceptions of higher
education's diffcnmtnoss and the legislative efforts to incrr.·a~;e
state-level aef'ountahil.lty of higher education (BC'rdnhl, 1977).
Berdahl (1977) discusses as an illustrGtion of a legi.slatlve program
evaluation

~

relatively aborted attempt to implement such an evaluation

of the University of \.Jisconsin system.

Interestingly. one of those
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institutions expressed willingness to co operate in the study, as its
own objectives-oriented management style complemented the ori('.ntation
of legiSlatiVe program evaluation (Berdahl, 1977: 49).
universities ih the system resisted (Bcrdnhl, 1977).

Overall, the
Few o[ the othPr

legialative evnluation studies of _higher education conducted thus far
seem to have attempted to genuinely evaluate academic programs and
most have had a limited focus (Berdahl, 1977: 38):

Nevertheless Berdahl

(1977:18) suggests such efforts have a larger meaning as warnings
about potential l.c'gislative intrusions, if institutiuns fail

to pro-

vide relevant and useful program data to state ngc'ncies for use in
their decision-making pr.oc0sses.
On the mult i-cnmpus level of university governance, Lee and Bowen
(1975) note a similar increased inU'rest in prop,rum review pfforts.
They find that an increased :intensity in program rl'vietv in eight of
the nine systems is directly attrihutalJle to fiscal stringency, declining enrollment growth, or to both (Lee and Bowen, 1975:39).

With

limited resources, the review of both proposed a.nd existing programs
becomes central to multicampus governance, as netv programs can only be
added at the expense of exist:ing activities (Lee and Bowen, 1975:36).
This results in

Fl

closer integration of acRdemic planning with the

resource allocation pron·ss.

Lee and Bmvcn (1975:137) note! the con-

tinulng centrality of enrollment as a central criterin in the resource
allocation process.
This growing importance of interorganizational program review
process is,_of course, an emergent development, and caution must be
expressed about

overstating

or overemphasizing its c.urrent impact.
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However, these indicators, taken together, reveal the growing determination to integrate program information--whether quantit.ative or
qualitat:ive-..:.into the budgetary or resource allocation process in
state governmeht, so that larger state interests in program effectiveness and efficiency are recogf!ized.

This moveml'nt can be viewed

as a stimulant to individual institutions to put their own houses in

order to forestall interventions by state

agenci~s.

The greater sig-

nificance of the1>e df'velopments may be> in their impact on organb:ntiona~

processes of mediation considered in the following section.

Personnel Policy

The most important developments outside the university mediating
institutional

pt~rsonnel

policies have been the extensive federal and

state lat"s extending equality of employmE'nt opportunity and prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of race, religion, national origin, and sex.

The relevant federal laws and regulations

include, hut are not limited to, Executive Order 1124() of 1965, subsequently amended in 1968 by Executive order 11375,

pro~1ibi

ting

government contractors (e.g., colleges and universitiE'S t"ith government contracts in excess of $10,000) from discriminating in employment
against any employee based on race, color, religion, national origin,
or sex; and Title VII of the Civil Rights ll.ct of 1964, \oJhich bans
discrimination in E'mployment opportunity and covers nll educ:ttional
institution$ '"ith fifteen or more employees (Fishbein, 1975).

Also,

most states. and many local governments and municipalities have similar
laws·, statutues, or ordianances (Fishbein, 1975).
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Of all laws and regulations affecting the university, Executive
Order 11246, as amended by Executive Order 11375, has had .the greatest
and broridest impact on university life (Solomon, 1977:271).
orders require·

11

These

the collection of data on all employees, utilization

analysis, projection of goals and .timetables for hiring members of

minority groups and women, and the development of systems to monitor
hiring procedures and practices (Solomon, 1977:2Zl).

This requirement

of affirmative action, along with the other numerous laws, statutes,
and regulations, makes it increasingly necC!ssary to justify academic
personnel policies to nonacademicians (Fishbein, 1975),

They also

have the effect of greatly increasing the imPortance of legal counsel
in inst:l.tutional decision-making (Fishbein, 1975:3).

Tlw demand for

equal employment opportunity and affirmative action, \.Jhose institutiona! impact will be briefly discussed further in the

follmo~ing

section, represents a challenge to the autonomy and trust of the
academic

~rofession

in its personnel practices and introduces a re-

quired accountability of the university organization to attempt to
implement the social goal of equity in Us personnel policies and
practices.
This imposing legal environment of equal employment opportunity
and affirmative act.ion, not to mention collective bargaining, suggests that the marC' informal means of: nssessing faculty performance
have become and will continue to he

11

impractical, unfeasible, and

illegal 11 (Holley and Field, 1977:428).
be required:

Hare formalized systems will

In analyzing the legal and regulatory literature for

guidelines to the de\l"elopment and use of performance evaluation
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systems in edu~ation, Holley and Feild (1977 :447-448) draw a number
of reconnnendations, including a first recommendation that

~'the

per-

formance evaluation method should be shown to be job-related through
content and/or· cmpi.rical validation procedures."
legal pressure on an institution

~f

This would suggest

higher education to develop tech-

nically adequate performance evaluation measures for personnt::!l dl!cision-making based on institutional and program m~ssi.ons and on the
actual responslhllities of the faculty member.
mary use of research critcria in

evalu.:~ti.ng

For example, the pri-

a faculty member whose

principal institutional responsibility is undergraduate teaching may

be seen as a potentially discriminatory use 6f a performance evaluation system.

Were such a legal ruling to he made, this would push

the university toward the development of formal performance evaluation
systems more consonant with the tasks that faculty members actually
perform.
A final and related structural indicator or mediation is illustrated in the federal and state j_nterest in faculty development
efforts.

The Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education

(FIPSE), through its National Project for lnevati.ng the Importance
of Teaching, has supported faculty development programs to strengthen
commitment to the teaching function (Gaff, 197Sb).

Thorne (1976) des-

crlbes onC' such project tV'hi.ch examined factors influenclng tenure and
promotion in institutions within the Oregon state syste~ of hi.gher
education . .One principal finding of the sludy was that many faculty
did not consider that teacJ:dng was an important criterion in tenure
and promotions decisions in those institutions where teaching was the
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primary mission (Thorne, 1976).

This research gave impetus to the

development of new incentive structures within the Oregon _state system of liigher education to improve the quality of instruction (Thorne,
1976).

Thls wOt1ld suggest a larger state and federal interest in

integrating institutional

mission~

and faculty rew·ar.d structures.

Several, though far less tht>n most, of the faculty and staff development programs described in a recent directory of. the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) wen> given their

impet!JS by state higher education system offices (Resource

Cent~r

for

Planned Change, 1976a).

Educational Policy

The> emergence of interorganizational systematic mediation of
educational policy is illustrated in two actual developments and one
prospective development with the potential for far-ranging consequences.

Perhaps the most important development is the impetus

given to the student consumer movement by the federal government.
Over the last fifteen years, the federal government's policy toward
higher education has shifted aHay from institutional aid and aid to
categorical programs toward financial aid to students, t.;oho may attend
the

11

post-secondary.11 institution of their choice (Glenny, 1973:6;

Davidson and Stark, 197(;:10).

For €'Xample, incrC'ased !Hippert for

students accounted for almost $6 blllion of

th~:!

$7 bil]ion added to

the federal. higher education budget between fiscal 1968 and 1977, and
student aid, rose from 33% to 62% as a percent of federal outlays
(Finn, 1978:11).

This federal turn toward student astd.stance is
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illustrated in such programs as the National Defense Education Loan

program, the Equal Opportunity Grants, and the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants. ·With this shift toward student financial assistance has come
a philosophicai shift toward a conception of higher education

11

as a

service industry responding to a student-demand market 11 (Davidson and
Stark, 1976:10).

As Willett (1975:167) points out, the student is

defined by the federal government as a direct

con~umer

of educational

services and, following from this, educational ahuse (of studt!nt consumer. rights) becomes viewed as a responsibility of the federal government and its various agencies.
This federal effort toward advancing and protecting student
consumer rights has been sporadic, diverse, and uncoordinated at the
federal level, as the responsibility for consumer protection has been
fragmented among several agencies (Stark, 1976a).

~lost

of the federal

activity has taken a broad regulatory approach toward consumer protection at].d three distinct objectives underlie at least some of these
regulations:

protection of the student from specific abuse; promotion

of better student selection among educational options and institutions;
and assurances about adequate program quality (El-Khawas, 1976:36-37).
El-Khawas (1977h:173) suggests that the ttvo principal issues of consumer rights are (1) effective communlcation of information on relevant aspe.cts of institutional pol icy and practice and (2) fair practices
toward students.

These objectives and issues have, of course, been

addressed in regulations affecting these loan programs.

The Guaranteed

Student Loan program now requires the institution to provide accurate
information to the prospective student on the current academic or
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training programs in which he or she has an interest, which is to
include, for programs preparing students for a particular yocation or
field,· placement statistics for those graduates (Davidson and
Stark, 1976 :11).

A section of the Education Amendments of 1976 re-

quires institutional disclosure of. twelve items, including data regard-

ing student retention rates at the institution (El-Khawas, 1977b:l75).
Furthermore, the Education Amendments require inc;reased research into
improving consumer responsiveness, and several rC'RI?<Irch and development
effort:s are under way to seek t11E' best ways to present and to supple•ment information that students are now entitled to receive from institutions under the law.

Current campus demonStration projects to

advance these objectives include:
provision of current regional and national information on
jobs for college graduates by caret?r fields; projC'ctions of
actual educational costs; full disclosure of student attrition
and retention rates; developing a profile of sucCessful students at the institution; sol"lciting current student and
faculty perceptions of the quality of campus learning process; conducting surveys of the careers and achievements of
alumtli; using national survey data to comiJaratively dcscrihc
campus environments. (Hoy, 1977:183)
In addition, the concept of educational auditing is being explored to
assure that institutions provide accurate information to prospective
students (Stark, l976b:69).
This government sponsorship of

s~udent

consumer protection is·,

like other. policies described in this section, still working itself
out.

Nevertheless, these

polici~s

do promote an accountability to

consumers, associated with the economic market, by pushing the institution to &J;"eater responsiveness to student-defined needs in their
programming and policies.

These regulations also push toward the
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development of more comprehensive information systems by institutions
with their potential for use in institutional decision-making.

The

provision for studcmt receipt of information on retention and place-

ment rates and. tlu~ potential dLssemination of products of tlw curr!!nt
demonstration projects are especially significanl.

Hhi.le the long

range results are unc.l.ear, it can be expected that such developments

would promote a responsiveness of institutions in. goals and practices
that the student, ratht>r than tlw collegial prof('ssion, consid('rs

central.
A prospective development affecting educational policy follows

this logic of consumerism.

Bonham (1976) and Barnes (1978) suggest that

the issue of professional malpractice may soon spill over from
medicine and the lcnv to the academic profession.

Out of the fledgling

student consumer movement have already come several lah'Suits <1gainst
university teachers, administrators, presidents, and trustees that
can be conSidered issuc!s of acadc•mic malpractice (Barnes, 1978:10).
At least two of those have dealt tv:ith the issue of quality of academic programming (Barnes, 1978),

Such suits have generalJy not heen

successful, both because no legal definition of academic malpractice
has yet to be ,1ccr,pted and because of the courts'
trude into university affairs (Barnes, 1978}.
assurances that such developments

1Vi

rcluctancr~

HmvL~ver,

to in-

tlwre are

11 not emerge in the future.

The potentlal significance of such an acceptance of the concc>pt
of academic ·malpractice is suggested :in the legal status of the faculty,

Since, .by lmv, a faculty member may be consiclf:!red an employee of

the institution for tvhich he or she works, the legal doctrine of
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respondeat superior might well lead the courts to find the employer
ultimately responsible for the sins of the employee (Barne.s, 1978: 11),

Such an "inteipretation could force administrators to become increasingly aware ol t\lhat their faculty are doing and promote a greater
organizational responsibility for .the learning that occurs within a

higher education institutton.

A third and final structural indicator of the emergence of
interorganizational mediation over academic policy is illustrated by
the continuing state-level concern for equality of educational opportunity and especially for the special educational needs of minoritiPs
and other disadvantaged students.

This has ~esulted in many special

programs for such students, funded either through an institution's
general fund reRources or through categorical federal or stnte support
for such programming to promote educational equity.

Such programming,

in the context of the state-level concern with equality of opportunity,
illustrat~s

the introduction of larger social policy objectives into

the operation of public institutions of higher education.

Conclusion

These structural indicators of systematic mediation, taken singly,
might not seem worthy of special

atte~tion.

But taken together, they

reveal the powerful density of the environment of current institutions
of higher education, especially public institutions.

Each of these

structural indicators represents a principle of accountability which
higher

educ~tion

is increasingly expected to respect:

an accountabi-

lity to providers, especially through program policies; an accountability
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to members, especially through personnel policies; and an accountability to consumers, especially through educational policieS!.

These

developinents ·promise to continue to emerge and to provide a powerful
context fc.·r tt1e operation of institutions of higher education
Organizational Hediation in Higher Education

Introductio!!_

The systematic mediation of professional power through organizationa! process occurs in the context of this interorganizational systematic mediation of profess1.onal power.

Th.e organizational planning of

program, personnel, and educational policy that constitutes systematic
mediation is constrained both by that political anrl legal context of the

larger

environm~nt

and by internal agreements (and policies--tenure pro-

visions, collective bargaining agreements,) etc.--which are legally sanctioned by that larger environment.

Such constraints serve both to re-

strain th'e policy power of the academic administrator and to strengthen
the imperative to plan to ensure the survival and viability of the organization and its autonomy from its environment.

This context makes

the playfulness and foolishness that Cohen and Harch (197lf) recommE!nd
something less than ldse, or even acceptable, institutional policy.
A complete account of systematiC mediation on this institutional
or organizational level would require an additional analysis of the
impact of these same forces on the research or science role, as well
as the teaching role in colleges and universities,
count is beYond the scope of this study.

This complete ac-

The multiple goals (teaching,

science, etc.) of higher education, and especially the relative importance
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of the research role, can be viewed as a buffer to the systematic
mediation of the professional power of the university teacher.

How-

ever, this same systematic mediation \Vill result in a greater scrutiny
of the extent and nature of graduate training and research within
the context o£" the larger goals of' the society.
The following discussion focuses on the emergence of structural
indicators of mediation of professional power thrpugh organizational
process that impact on program, personnel, and educational policy.
The principal focus, as in the previous section, is on the mediation
of goals

rath~r

than professional technique.

But again that interde-

pendence of goals or needs and manner or technique makes systematic
mediation a force that eventually impacts both professional goals
and techniques.

The systematic mediation of professional power through program
policy occurs through various institutional policies that attempt to
more systematically allocate resources
organizational goals or objectives.

~o

achieve institutional or

Fundamental to this task in the

steady state is the gathering of relevant data or information, the
setting of priorities, and the assignment of resources (Hanson, 19711:
25).

In this steady state, th.:! self-renewal of. the organization can

no longer rely upon growth, hut must rely instead upon the substitution and reiillocation of existing resources.

This requires the gath-

ering of inllormation, quantitative and qualitative, to Justify those
shifts.

A study by Bowen and Glenny (1976) of institutional criter.ia
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for allocating resources under budget reductions found that the first
round of reductions tends to be absorbed in across the board cuts,
but lat~r decreases force institutions to define program prlorities
and to make cuts in those programs that are less supportive of an
institution's r:ore mission.

Glenny (1976:31) notes that this has

resulted in some state budget offices, who have pressed for institutions to mnve tmvard a program budgeting formnt, ..finding that higher
educational i.nst.i tutions <He running ahead of them.

Huch of the im-

petus for this program planning movement has come from such outside
agencies.

Groves (1979:1) notes the external stimulus for institu-

tional program review from governing boc;rds, coordinating hoards,
budget bureaus, and legislative staffs.

Nulticampus systems of higher

education gener<llly encourage inrlividunl campusl's to revil'\V all
graduate programs on a five year cycle, though the extent to Hhich
these systems generally encourage or monitor campus-based program
review va-ries substantialJy (Lee and Bmven, 1975}.

The report of the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teachi.ng (197S:R2-ll0}
more than survival has also given substantial impetus to institutional
program planning and review efforts.

Finally, the recent decision by

the National Center for Higher Education Hanngement Systems (NCHEHS)
to emphasi7.c strategic planning

illus~ratl'S

Ltc; push for progL:tm plan-

ning to move beyond quantitative concerns to stress the quality of
academic: progrnmming in the light of market

tn~ncls

(Jacobson, 1980).

The extent of the implementation of various program budget and
program review practices cannot be documented at this time, though
an analysis of the literature would suggest the increasing ncceptan.ce
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of these practices,

In his examination of program review in the

Illinois public system of higher education, Groves (1979:8) stresses
that roUtine cyclicnl revi.et"s of academic programs are a "recognized
campus functio;1" to maintain progrnm quality and currency nne\ to
facilitate the orderly development. of new programming.

ln their

study of current changes in higher education, Glenny et.al. (1976:30)
find tllat program f'Vnluation is the only institut.ional area
institutions anticipatE'

11

t~here

greater increase in personnel in the next

six years (for that study, 1974 to 19RO) thnn was cxperiC'nccd over
the previous six years (1968 to 1974).

Sixty-eight percent of the

institution."l responding to this study anticipated extensive change in
program evaluation techniques from 1974 to 1980, as compared to the
27% tvho recorded lwving experienced extensiVL' change from 1968 to ]974.
Furthermore, Gl<'tmy et. al. (197!1:31) find a much grl'nter proportion
of public institutions than private institutions expecting to add personnel in this area, Hith only 6% of private research universities
expecting an

incn~ase.

An American Association of State Colleges and

Universities (MSCU) directory of ongoing program evaluation processes
(defined as "organized and continuing efforts of an institution to
examine the several dimensions of its educational progrnm for purposes
of improving itn)

lists l10 programs in 21 states 1vith most

of those in operation for four years or less and fllmost all less than
seven years old at tlw time of this study (Resource Center for Planned
Change, 1976b),

This AASCU directory does not include accreditation

studies or xeviews imposed- by outsLle agencies.
Reflecting this increasing instl.tutional interest is the bcginriing
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of a literature on program review processes

1

though there is still

little guidance in the form of criteria or guidelines for ~uccessful
program 'review efforts.

For E'xample, DrE"ssel and Simon (197h) describe

a systematic mOdel for resource allocation that involves systematic
program revic>w on an ongoing

basi~.

Recent articles in the establish-

ment journals of higher education by Davis and Dougherty (1979),
Shirley and Volhvein (1978), Cranton and Legge (1,978), and Arns and
Poland (1980)

illustrate this emerging concc>rn, with thrC'e of those

articles reporUng experiences Hith program review efforts by public
institutions.

Groves (1979:8) notes the growing recognition that

program reviews are less likely to serve the· spectacular purposes
some attribute to them, hut are 1vell suited to orderly improvement in
program plcmning and development.

Kelley and Rodriguez (lg77:108)

note the increased demands by faculty to participatt' in program planning and evaluation processes,
Ttvo general approaches or strategies toward more systematic
resource allocntion policies to programs can be identified.

The

first approach represents the more common nttempt to reallocate
institutional resources based on shifts in enrollment.

Thus the

credit hour--a strl ctly quantitative critcrion--ln,comes the criterion
used to measure the amount of instruction given to studentOJ.

This use

of the credit hour reflects the relativc·ly little progrcsr-; in developing
a technology for quantifying outputs of educational effectiveness
(Sandin, 1977:22).

This instructional policy of allowing students to

vote with tl:teir feet increases the motivation of departments to
adopt policies, to maximize departmental enrollments, including such
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policies as the addition of courses attractive to students and the
elimination of courses which generate felv student credit

(TierneY, 1977: 219-220),

h~urs

Thus the curriculum is made more responsive

to the mass of' students, though increasingly those students attracted
to programs with less mass popular.ity finrl their pr.ograms and courses

threatened by low enrollment.

This illustrates the social service

orientation that is central to the systematic meQiation of professional pmver,

The second approach, which can be expected to he increasingly
important in the future, is a more thorough program review or evaluation process, which demands increased participation by university

members.

Program review, in this second sense, advanceR a more multi-

faceted examination of academic proframs and program performance on the
basis of which allocation decisions for scarce resources can be made.
Such policies can be seen as responses to the increased demand for
faculty i..1:1put into program planning cited by Kelley and Rodriguez (1977:
108) and Freeman (1977).

The program revietv- model used at the University

of Vermont and described by Arns and Poland (1980) illustrates this
second type of process, which seeks improved value and quality as well
as the effective use of resources.
consistent with the model of

Such program revietV" efforts are

strategi~

planning which has been recent-

ly stressed by NCHEHS and also consistent with the Higher Education
Management Institute (BEHI) model of management development discussed
in an earliiir section.
This SE;!cond type of pt'ogram review process can be said to have
~everal

important purposes and meanings.

On the one hand, it makes·
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possible a more orderly claim by departments and programs for con-

tinued or increased shares of institutional resources.
time,

At. the same

it promotes a closer examination of course offerings, duplica-

tion of courseS, and potential collaboration with oth£>r programs and
departments to rnorc effectively a11d efficiently nsc scarce institu-

tiona! resources,

Furthermore, by providing a vehicle for faculty

input into this program review process, this proc;ess serves to promote the legitimation or regularizat-ion of the otlwrwise arbitrary

power. of the university administration to allocate insti tutlonal
resources.

Such policies then support the development of a functional

authority of the university administration.
While this second type of program review effort may increase
faculty involvement in this planning process, the domination of program planning with considerations of the adequacy of resources also
increases the power of the new cost controllers, budget forf'casters,
and other financial specialists who increasingly examine the financial
feasibility of new or current programming (Baldridge et .al., 1978: 20R).
Thus the generation of institutional revenue becomes an increasingly
important criterion in the program planning
the faculty as t\lell, must heed.

proces~,

a criterion which

As Baldridge et al., (1978:208)

point out, those other experts in the. process of cutting, squeezing,
trimming, and reducing also gain increased power and influence in
program planning in this context of financial adversity.
This program review and resource reallocation process exists in
a context

of

not only stat-e agencies, but also private professional

program accrediting agencies, which can be said .to be interest groups
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for those programs.

Increasingly, as the steady state makes itself
a~d

felt, the relationships between colleges or universities

such

accredit"ing a"gencies and states and those accrediting agencies cool.
Heinert (1977: 83) rep.orts a cooling of relationships hetHeen several
states and some private accreditin,g assoc.i.ations who are perceived as

interested in neither institutional regul.i.tion nor consumer protection, but in the protection of occupational self-.interest.

Scully

(1979) reports the increasing attacks on professional school accrediting agencies by .institutional administrators for their efforts to

force institutions to upgrade, or at least not cut back, professional
programs in order to keep their accreditatiorl..

While these accredi-

ting agencies continue to be effective advocates for their programs,
it would follm;r from the central argument of this study that there
t.;rill be increasing pressure to bring these private acr.rediting
associations under some form of public accountability.

These measures

might be indirect, like differential tuition policies for high cost
programs or the consumer policies identified in the previous section,
However, the challenges to these accrediting agencies might also take
the form of legal action to require such accrediting agencies to justify the criteria they use in accrediting professional programs or
state-level action to eliminate or consol idnte
programs ln one or more public 1nstitutions.

hi~h-cost

professional

Regardless, these

accrediting agencies will not be exempted from accountability.
The prQgram planning, review, and evaluation processes discussed
above have

~he

effect of making departmental and program information

increasingly available for the use of administration and thus represent
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that movement toward systematically integrating institutional pollcy
objectives and resource allocation decisions that is at
academiC! rnana'gement,

th~

heart of

Such policies have the effect of asserting the

larger organizntional interests and objectives into the curricular
decision-making process at the exp.ense of departmental and faculty

autonomy.

These processes can be expected to spur the important

institutional purposes of increased curricular

p~anning,

the identi-

fication of duplication, and increased collaboration bC'tween programs
and departments for the shared purposes of the organization.

Personnel Pol:ky

The systematic mediation of professional power through organizational personnel policy is illustrated in several developments at
colleges and universities, public and private Rlikl'.

Each of these

developments signifies that personnel policy is more of an organization-level concern than was previously the case.

This planning for

the effective use of faculty personnel becomes a significant organizational concern, as reflected in

~ffirmative

actton policy, faculty

development !'ltrategics, and re-examined tenure policies.
Equal employment opportunity and affirmative action, as structural indicators of mediation, were discussed in the earlier section
on interorganizational structural indicators of mediation.

There it

was pointed out that the thrust of equal emploYment opportunity and
affirmative .action i,s to introduce a required accountahility on the
organizatiot:tal level to implement the value of equity in employment
practice.

Affirmative action following from Executive Orde.rs 11246
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and 11375, by requiring utilization analyses, goals, timetables, and
monitoring systems, also spawns a vast nP.w personnel

manag~ment

systf'm, 'with new struc.tures--ltkc affirmative act:lon coordinating
committees--an(.! 1ww roles--like affirmative action officers--that

promote a vastly increased person11;el planning to implPment those goals
and timetables.

This impetus to extensive personnel planning, made

even more difficult by the steady state, i.s an ill}portant effect of
affirmative nctf.on.
A second structural indicator of mediation of organizational
personnel policy is exemplified in the emergence of various faculty

development policies at colleges and universities.

These new faculty

renewal efforts result from several factors, including steady or
declining enrollments which threaten to produce an immobile and
unresponsive professoriate, the growing influx of new students in
higher education for l-shom traditional Jnstructional strategies may be
unsuccessful, and increased demands for academic accountability
(Yanikoski, 1977:602-603).

As Gaff (1975b:173-174) points out, what

is new about faculty development is that old forms of faculty development focussing on subject matter competence and on research are
being suppl£!mented by efforts to help teachers grow in their teaching
roles.

This emergE'nt movement rests on three assttmptions

teaching:

r~garding

tlmt t£•aehing jg the principal aetivity of the faculty;

that instructional competence is !(larned and not inborn; and that
faculty can .learn those skills, attitudes, and goals to improve their
classroom pe;rformance (Seldin, 1976:10).
This faculty development effort takes on a number of forms in ·
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individual institutions of higher education.

Seldin (1976:10) con-

trasts four approaches to faculty development:

(1)

financ~al

incen-

tive prOgramS; (2) lectures and discussion groups focussing on educational issues Or common problems; (3) in-service courses and workshops
for instructional improvement; and. (4) feedback programs.

Centra

(1977:50-51) lists four categories of faculty development practices:
(1) workshops, seminars, or other presentations; ,(2) analysis or
assessment of instructors by students, colleagues, or others; (3)
activity involving the increAsed use of audio-visual materials; and
(4) institutionwide practices such as annual teaching awards or sabbaticals.

Centra (1977:50-51) contends that· perhaps half of all

American post-secondary institutions have some type of program.

Gaff

(197Sa:94-96) identifies three types of instructional development
program based on their focus:

instructional development, \Vhich focuse.c;

on student learning; faculty development, which focuses on faculty
growth; and potentially the most important of all, organizational
development, focusing on improving the organizational setting to
promote value on instruction.

These various efforts nrt' accomplished

through centers, divisions, offices, and programs, which vary from
small-scale to large-scale efforts (Gaff, l975b:73-74).
faculty developmC'nt programs are

rela~ivE'ly

Hm.,ever, most

small scale underfunded

efforts (Cross, 1977:2).
The impact at this time of this new movement to renew faculty
in their teaching roles should not be exaggerated.

As Seldin (1976:

12) notes, tl).Ost programs are modestly staffed and budgeted and most
professors have not been sufficiently motivated to participate in
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such efforts.

Yanikoski (1977: 604) notes that Gaff, a principal

spokesman for the movement, "exudes a level of optimism", \'J'hich needs
to be temper~d by a recognition of the level of faculty resistance
to such facultY development efforts.

Cross' (1977) study of attitudes

of University of Nebraska faculty .indicates considerable resistance to

faculty develop:nent.

Finally, a recent evaluation of twenty faculty

development programs found those focussing on imp:oving teaching tech-

niques less successful than the more traditional research-centered
programs (Jacobson, 1980).

NeverthelPss in the context of the

student huyer' s market and an inc.reased hudgetary pinch, as faculty
are forced to pay more attention to students· and as the staff of such
faculty developme>nt programs show increased sophistication, a greater
use and impact of these programs may he expected.
A third structural indicator of systematic mediation of organizational personnel policy is the increased institutional attention
to tenure. policies and the revision of those policies in light of
the overall situation of the institution.

In the early 1970s, the

literature on higher education was alive with discussions, pro and
con, of tenure itself.

That that debate issued in no drastic change

is partially related to the dual meaning of tenure.
tenure is a form of job security

comp~rahle

On the one hand,

to that in other secton;

of the society; on the other hand, tl'nure can be snid to constitute
a special privilege of the academic profession.

1t is unclear exact-

ly what form tenure in colleges and universities will take in coming
years, though its meaning as special privilege can be expected to
decline and its meaning as job security can be expected to be
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strengthened.

Institutional policies have already reflected the

current fiscal situations of colleges and universities, wh.ich has
made teriure ri.ot just a departmental issue of faculty competencE> but
an organizatioi1al issue contingent on the availability of future
institutional resources.

ProbablY. future staff reducllons will side-

step the issue of tenure directly and use program reductions to
justify staff reductions that might otherwise nec;cssitate a more direct
confrontation with the tenure system.
The thrust of these developments in faculty personnel planning

is the increasing recognition that personnel policy is an institutional issue, bearing on the survival and pr~sperity of the organ:f.zation.

Thus the larger accountability of the orgnn:ization requin•s

that personnel policy and practices not he left alone to work
themselves out, hut must increasingly become the subject of attention
and of conscious policy efforts.

Clearly such a development challenges

the auton?my of the collegial faculty in its personnel decisions.

Educational Policy

There is little documentation of the extent of changes in educational policy in American higher education which would constitute
structural indicators of systematlc

m~diation.

Examples of such

changt•s would includE> new policies reflecting inerPnsed att£>ntion
to such issues as student retention, grnding, admJssions, and student
grievance pl:'ocedures.
state,

prob~ems

For example, in the context of the steady

in retaining students become an organizational pro-

blem, not just a student or program problem, and can he expected to·
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stimulate the consideration aml i.mplementation of organizational

policies to address the issue.

In the context of stable 0!' declining

enrollments, ·admissions policies become even more of an organizational
problem than they have been and increased consideration is given to
alternative scenarios based on alt.ernntive admissions policies.

Jn

an era of increased program competition for students, the issue of
grade inflation can be expected to stimulate the .consideration of
organizational pollcies to mediate

bett~een

progrnms in thE'ir competi-

tion for students and to preserve a credible degree to outside

constituencies,

Finally, the introduction of new

rolt~s,

like the

ombudsman, orne\" structures, like Pittsburgi1's model grievan.::.e
structure (El-Kha,... as, 1977b:l77), represent s':ructnral indicators
of mediation of educational policy, as those roles or structures
mediate the claims of faculty and students.

Conclusion

The systematic mediation of professional power through organizatiqnal process reveals the changing nature of university organization,
as an increasing number of educational issues become organizational
issues, not issues to be left to chance or to individual professional
judgment.

Thus, program, personnel, and educational policies increa-

singly are viewed as institutionnl concerns with the development of
new structures and roles to attend to those

polici(~S.

Faculty can be

expected, at least at many institutions, to he encouraged to participate in suet) organizational planning efforts as co-managers in addressing these issues in the context of a turbulent and uncertain
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environment.

However, in so participating, faculty will be drawn to

recognize those same realities of finances and environment. that the
institutional manager must daily face.

Systematic Hediation and the Curriculum
The analysis of interorganizational and organizational structural
indicators of mediation has focussed on their eme.rgent impact on program, personnel, and educational policy.

While these structural

indicators suggest changes in curriculum, that impact has not yet
been directly. explored.

From the perspective of this study, systematic

mediation in higher education should promote the development of clientcentered educational goals and a client-centered curriculum.

~-tillett

(1973:44-45) contrasts two emphases or perspectives, the academic and
the career, that have a long history of conflict in American higher
education.

The academic perspective encompasses two ethical commitments

of curric.ulum, knowledge for its own sake and development of the cultivated or Renaissance man, while the cAreer perspective promotes the
principal commitment to knowledge as a social utility and as a praC".tical means to soclal progress.

Systematir. mediation gives strength

to the career perspective, and the accompanyin'g commitment to professional education, at the expense qf the academic perspective and its
commitments.
In 1968, Jencks and Riesman devoted part of their classic text
the acad'emic revolution to the emergent triumph of the academic
perspective in higher education, a triumph which embodied a commitment
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to the development of scholarship and knowledge for its own sake.
While noting the pre-eminence of that pedagogical standard, Jencks
and Rieslnan (1968:190) also stressed that only a hundred or so of the
most distinguiShed colleges and universities actively conformed to
that standard iTL performance.

Hm"p.ver, they sugge.Rted that tlw

institutional goals of higher education increasingly accommodated
faculty professional goals (Jencks and Rlesman, 1.968).
(1969: 63) notes thnt thE' dominant tn>nd in curr {cui nr

Hefferlin
cll'VP 1 npment

between 1962 and 1967 was "away from !'lervice and away from the consideration of the significance, function, and utility of the disci-

plines" and "toward the analysis of discipli~ary issues for their own
sake."

Gross and Grambsc.h (197/+) identify the dominance of this comit-

ment to the professional ideology in their research on university
goals.

Blank (1978: 23) points out how these developments i ssucd in a

"professionalization" model for explaining teaching goals, focussing
on the fac:ulty member's association with the acadE.'mic professional
community.
This discipline-centered perspective on the curriculum, with the
graduate and professional schools as the most significant public, is
challenged with the growing influence of other external groups on the
curric.ulum.

Van Geel (1978) and tHse (1979) note a striking centrali-

zation of tlw curriculum of the public elementary and secondary
schools, as curriculum and education are more and more determined by
the states, .the federal government, and by Lhe courts, rather than by
the public s.chools themselves.
centralization and

11

According to Wise (1979:193), this

hyperrationalization 11 tend to reinforce narrowly
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utilitarian and instrumental goals.

Wise (1979: 187) argues that the

same processes of "legislated learning" and

11

the hureauc:ra~ization of

the curiicu1Um 11 that he identifies on the level of publ-tc elementary
and secondary education are in operation "with potPnt effect on the
system of higher education 11 as

~vel_!.

Nevertheless, higher education

has so far been able to escape the efforts to
ship" between means and ends that have
education (Wise, 1979:195).

11

tighten the relation-

character~zed

changes in public

Hayville (1980) also analyzes the federal

influence on the curriculum and on educational goals in l ts pursuit
of social and political prerogatives and notes .its advancement of
vocational goals at the expense of the more i:radit:lonal humanistic
goals of the university.

In its analysis of the curdculum, the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1977) finds those
effects of external agents on curriculum so pervasive that it devotes
an entire chapter to external forces and the curriculum, with those
forces including professional and occupational groups, governmental
and accrediting agencies, employers, and the communications media
(Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1977 :63).
Olscamp, the president of a state college, finds those governmental
intrusions so threatening that he sees emerging "the battle of the
century, and perhaps longer" (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching, 1977:49) over control of the curriculum hetween colleges
and the governmental agencies that endeauor to regulate them.
This impact of external forces on curriculum reinforces an already

incre~sing

on largely by the

consumer responsiveness of the curriculum, brought
11

buyer 1 s market''.

In their analysis of pedagogical
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goals in educa'tion, Liebert and Bayer (1975) note the emergence of a
client-oriented perspective on curriculum to challenge the asceondant
disciplinary ·or scholarly perspective.
the Carnegie

Foun~ation

In its study of the curriculum,

for the Advanceme.nt of Teat'hing (1977 :4) points

out that the curriculum is

11

more strongly oriented than ever before

toward the consumer 11 in its offerings and in the flexibility allowed.
Hanns and March (1978) find that, even at an elite Private institution
like Stanford, the response to relative financial adversity has hcPn
to he more responsive to the consumer

by, among other practicl's,

making courses more accessible and providing more attractive packaging for courses.
Nevertheless, the resistance of the collegial professional to
these developments has been considerable, and an unbiased assessment
would undoubtedly find that the movement totvard a systematically
mediated curriculum has been more marked by impulJ'ies, tendencies, and
the foot-dragging of academics than by clearly-defined progress.

The

themes discussed below as emergent developments in curriculum are
more hypothetical than the developments clted in previous discussion.
·The identification of themes is meant t~ indicate in t-Jhat directions
systematic mediation will push the curriculum.

Some of these direc-

tions--toward more "pre-professional education--can be well documented.
Others represrmt impulses or tendencies which have not yet crystallized
as emergent trends.

The discussion then represents a mOre speculative

considerati?n of the prospective impact of systematic mediation on the
university and college cur_riculum.
First, systematic mediation will bring a greater attention to .the
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outcomes of higher education.

This attention to clear-cut statements

of outcomes is one of the core characteristics of

instruct~onal

provemen"t or ·development practices (Schalock, -1976:34-35).

im-

Tlw

increased specif·ication of outcomes on the instructional levC'l represents a working out of that asf'i.umption or principle of university

management that goals and objectives can be identlfi!i!d and agreed
upon.

The advice given by Richman and FarmPr

(1.974) to college mana-

gers to opera tiona] !ze their goal systems illustrates this management

imperative.

TllC' NCHF.HS i.nvPntory of educational outcomE's represents

an attempt to stimulate that examination of outcomes from the mnnagement service industry.

Finally, one of the Principal influences of

the competence-based education movement in education has been to
stimulate the examination of outcomes of education (Gnmson, 1979).
However, this argumP.nt that educational outcomes wi 11 be incn'!asi.ngly
specified should not obscurP. the immen::;e di.fUculty Qf the task of
agreeing

~pon

and assessing instructional outcomes.

Forces that encourage this increased attE>.nti.on t:o ontcomeR are
illustrated jn earlier discussions of structural indicators of mediation.

For example, in the context of state-lP.vel pe•:formance

budgeting, the demonstration of

11

tion hy a college or university

repre~ents

va1ue-added 11 through a collegP E'ducaan institution's claim for

a greater share of the state's f'.ducati.onal resources, hased on its
greater accountability and productivity.

\.Jithin the context of the

program revi.ew process, the documentation of student lParning

outcome~

by a departm_ent represents-a claim for survival, for stable resources,
or increased resources.

Within the r.ontext of more formalized persOnnel
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policies 7 the teacher's demonstration of increased student learning
outcomes represents his or her C"laim fnr rewards from the erganization
commensurate with those succe:=:seR.

In order to S1.1ccessfully place

its students by prov:iding whatever competitive advantages it can give
them, collegP. and university depar·tm.,.nts and programs will he pushed
to give evidence of the work-related outcomes and competences of their
graduates.

While these examples represent more

i·~direct

policies, thls specification of outcomes mul polides

mrt~·

effects of
t<lkC' on n

more orderly or systema.tic developmPnt ln tbc contF>x:t of an ln.:;titutiona! C"ommitm.ent to a

man<~Bement

by objectives oricmtation.

The second prQSpP.ctive trend is toward focus on a particular type
of outcome--the competence or competency.

In the prologue of an ex-

tensive study of the competence-based education (CBE) movemc>nt, Grant
(1979:6) defines CBE as:
a form of education
of a prospective or
attempts to certify
strated pP.rformancc

that derives a curriculum from an analysis
actual role in modern society and that
student progress on the basis of demonin some or all aspects of that role.

A movement tm... ard competence-based education, as defined by Grant,
represents the curricular corollary of i::he greater conscious artic.ulation of higher education with other social, economic, and political
instituttons that systematic mediation represents.

Systematic media-

tion should push tot.,.ard such n client-centered currieulum hast•d on
prospective or actual roles, whether occupational or others such as
the so-called life role competencies.

Such a curriculum could recognize

the relevance of both work and leisure competencies.

Interestingly,

competence-based education has been heavily promoted by the federal
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government and. egpecinlly by the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), which has had the promotion of CBE as one
of its principal missions (\<lise, 1979:197).
One

manifc>~>tation

of this more general competency moVC'ment is the

vocational impt:rati.vP in higher ed_ucation.

The Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching (1977:6) study of undergraduate
enrollment found the !'Hlrprising figure of 58% of _undergradu'ltes enrolled in profpsslonal school programs as compared to 87. for social
science and 5% for hunw.nities.

This pn•-professlonnl nnd vorntionnl

orientation is promoted by a number of

circumstanc~!s,

including tht>

more career orientl!d student from a changing'social and

e~onomic

back-

ground O.Jagner, 1976:540; Glenny et al., 1976:28}; the federal support
for career

educr~tion

(Glenny ct al., 1976:28; HisC', 1979:194); tllC'

women's movement which hns been oriented toward equal employment
opportunity for women (Glenny et al., 1976:28); the tightening job
market for college-tr<'l ined manpO\.,.er (Glenny et a 1.., 197(): 20: HUlett,
1977b); the increasing competition of colleges and univPrsities with
proprietary and industrial schools (Glenny, 1973:7; Yarmolinsky, 1976:
20); and the funding of

11

useful" programs h)• private foundations and

government agencies ('I.Jagner, 1976:539-540).

Wagner (1976:540) points

out that tlw grl:'atest impact of this vocational moveml'nt may be indirect,
as more tnulitional departments vocationalize their coun::es to attract
students and maintain their current staff and programming.
As Gams.on (1979: 256) points out, thus far the competence-based
movement has. not penetrated "the upper reaches of academe", such as
the research universities, the elite liheral arts colleges, and the·
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disciplinary associations,

However, even there an increased orienta-

tion toward professional education can he expected, as

stu~ents

struggle· for Competitive advant.age :i.n getting into the gradunte prcprofel'lsiona1 program of their choice.

Kaysen (1974:183-184) argues

that the elite culture of American. society--shared by lenders of
business, government, the professions, and even many academics--is
the culture of rational problem-solving by the appli~ation of organized
knowledge.

Kaysen (1974) argues for the redefinition of the primary

purpose of eJitf! college education around that elite culture.

This

orientation around the rational problem-solving of the professional
would constitute the curricular parallel in the elite sector of the
vocational imperative in the middle and lower echelons of higher
educat'lon.
A third prospective trend is tmvard the gr.eater consideration of
cost-effectiveness in instruction and, a related development, the
:l.ncreased concern with the potential of instructional technology.

The

movement in this direction of increased concern for. cost-effectiveness
is now illustrated by developments like the Program Effectiveness and
Related-Cost (PERC) framework, which tries to link program effect lveness and costs and which has been adapted for use by some institutions
of higher education (Palola and Lehman, 1976:75).

Sclwlock (1976)

argues that the larger mood of accountability \V'ill push state legislators tat.,rard greater consideration of instructional co~t-henefit
analysis in .analyzing government expenditures.
points to

tl~e

Fincher (1975:499)

increased coocern with developments in new technological

educational delivery systems, which run full force into academic
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traditions.

The impli.cations of such technological developments for

cost-effectiveness in a labor-intensive field like education have
only begUn to· be explored.
The prospective developments outlined above have effects not
only on the content of the curricu.lum, but on the shap£! of the facul-

ty teaching role.

Based on the national study of competence-based

education, Grant (1979) points out how competence.-baserl education
tends to create new duties for the classroom teacher, such as trnm:;lating coursC' goals into measurable outcomes, but it nlso fosters a
more cooperative and collaborate relationship bett.,reen faculty and

students.

Besides seeing that course goals .:ire translated into

measurable outcomes, the instructional accountability movement also
comes to define the teacher role as one of managing the learning
environment to facilitate the student 1 s success in mastering those
outcomes or competencies (Chronister, 1971:172).

This makes the

teacher more of an instructional manager or technician than in
traditional conceptions of the faculty role.

These changes in faculty

role mark the routinization of the charismatic authority of the univerSity teacher.
The larger implications of this prospective change in curriculum
must also be examined.

In his classic study of ·the Chinese literati,

Weber notes how rational bureaucratic and patrimonial structures of
domination tend to promote the contrasting educational ideals of the
specialist a.nd the cultivated type of man (Karabel and Halsey, 1977:
67).

This

~rowth

of this client-centered and competency-oriented

curriculum reflects a further forward movement of that rational
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bureaucratic society, as the humanist culture of universal man is

further undermined.

The acceptance of this new

pedagogica~

ideal of

specialiSt maTt by American youth is suggested by the findings of a
recent survey 6£ attitudes among college freshman that 74.8% consider "becoming an authority in their field 11 an objective the student

considers essential or very important (Chronicle of Higher Education,
1978).

The next highest objective draws alomst l.Oi. less assent

(Chronicle of Higher Education. 1978).

Thus cultural changes rein-

force the emergent structural changes bringing systemat !C' mediation
to the fore.

Conclusion
The portrait of university organization that has emerged from
this analysis of the structural indicators of mediation diverges
from most previous conceptions of complex organization.

The syste-

matically mediated university is quite unlike the static rational
bureaucracy, closed to its environment, which is caricatured in current textbooks.

Likewise it is a far cry from the autonomous profes-

sional organization pictured by Parsons that is equally closed to its
environment.

Rather the organization is an active bureaucracy that

is increasingly required to be innovative and responsive in the face
of environmental pressure.

The increasing interdependence of work in

this emergent organization suggeAts Burns and Stalker's (1972) organic
model or system of organization, which they contrast to the mechanistic
system, a

n~cessary

condition of which is that the individual works on

his own and is functionally isolated.

However, private institutions
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may more resemble Burns and Stalker's organic system with its shared
values, relatively fluid character, and its greater reliance on the
use of ~on-bureaucratic forms of coordination.

On the other hand,

public institu.tions--tolith rules and regulations coming down from

11

above"

and emerging from the collective bargaining process as well--may take

on certain characteristics of the more

mechan~stic

system, despite this

increasing level of occupational interdependence ..
At the same time the systematic rnedintion of professional pm,'er
is a concept that addresses themes and concerns prominent in classicnl
sociological theory.

For example, the systematic medintion of

professional power can be viewed as an advanced form of that emerging
organic solidarity 1.,rhich was the principal concern of Durkheirn.

In

the context of Weber's 1vork, the systematic mediation of profes.o;lonal
power is an analytic ideal type of social organization that captures
the central structural dimensions of chnnge--thc increasing formalization of. rationality--more adequately than Heber's own ideal type of
bureaucracy.

From the perspective of a Narxian perspective, the

systematic mediation of professional power represents the social
structural outcome

ne1v form of capi.tal, cultural capital., attacks

the fetters on the ''uneconomical" and "unproductive'' structures of
traditional bureaucracy and collq"\irtl. profession.

The concept of the

systematic mediation of professional power also clarifies that bureaucratization of the professions nnd professionalization of the bureaucracies \Vhich was briefly discussed in Chapter II,
This emergent social organization, the systematic mediation of
professional po1.,rer, is Janus-faced both in its apparent meaning as· a
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social type of organization and in its significance for the professional worker.

On the one hand, this emergent

organizatio~

consti-

tutes a itew c"ommunity of workers innovating together to more
effectively and efficiently serve social needs,

This community can

be seen as the new structure of organic solidarity, promoting both
moral integration and regulation, that Durkheim considered the pros-

pective role of the occupational groups or associ.at ions.
On the other hand, in the context of scarce resources, this
community is marked by pervasive struggles for resources to

those needs and over which needs to serve,

These strugglcs--lwtween

academic departments, programs, divisions, c<illeges 1 men and women,
whites and minorities--continually challenge the integrative and
regulative functions of the nE'w community.
This systematic mediation of professional power also has an ambiguous meaning for individual workers.

On the one hand, the

organizat io1,1 encourages and supports the needs of professionals by
supporting those projects to make them more technically effective
professionals.

Increasing professional effectiveness promotes in..:

creased organizational effectiveness.

Planning and program review

serve to assist professionals by allowing them to make a more visible
and orderly claim on the resources of. the organization to increase
their professional effectiveness.
On the other hand, the organization, and the interorganizational
network in \.,Ihich it is embedded, demand effectiveness and efficiency as
part of the .accountability function.

Planning and review serve to

identify duplication and pcomote the process of squeezing every last
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ounce of productivity out of the professional workers,
sional workers are proletarianized.

This emergent

The profes-

organiz~tlon

also

further '"dise'nchants'' professional-client relationships, as the
social service' orientation of systematic mediation prevails
personal service orientation of cl.assical professionalism.

the
In addi-

tion, as the analysis has made clear, systematic mediation foils the
larger. ambitions and horizons of the

professiona~

proj ec:t.

There are, cf course, strong conservative forces within institutions of higher education that, interpr('ting the rise of systematic
mediation as proletarianization and frustration of the professional
project, resist these developments.

Ironicaily, one form this re.si!::;-

tance takes, the collective organization of the faculty for bargaining,
tends to strengthen and promote those very princjples it resists.

It

may be that the resistance of the individual professor in his or her
classroom hest defends the anarchical element in university organization associated with collegial professionalism.

But the forces of

systematic mediation are also powerful, and the control over organizational resources, in the context of environmental turbulence, is a
powerful tool for organizing the anarchy of university life.
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CHAPTER IV

SYSTEMATIC NEDIATION AND AI!ERICAN MEDICINE

In her analysis of the rise of professionalism, Larson (1977)
examines the professional success of medicine that has provided a
model for the efforts of other occupations.

She

·~oncludes

that the

of medicine depended largely on factors peeuliar to mE-dicine,
such as its potentially limitless market and its
red value of J.lfe (Larson, 1977:38-39).

servict~

to the

Other occupations, she

argues, 1vere and are unlikely to "get the prize at the end of the
road"

(Larson, 1977:3R),

And even medicine's success is precarious.

In concluding her discussion of medicine, Lanwn (1977:39) remarks:
The contradiction hctt.,een Lh(:: use value and tlw market vnlue

of the service rt>nders tlw profession of medicine particularly
vulnerable to challenge, if ever the lay clienteles could overcome their characteristic atomization and attack medicine's
corporate pm..rer politically, with the strength of a socil'll
movement. This potential for challenge is particularly sign}.fic.ant today: the general demystificatton of the pro[essional
model and of its ideological functions may, indeed, begin with
the attack on the archetypal profe~sion of medicine.
The d:iscussion of developments in medicine In this chapter
identifies emergent challenges which repn•sent such a demystification
of the professional model.

This examination of changes affecting tlw

medical profession, the quintessential proff'ssion, reveals significant parallels between emergent structural changes in hl.gher education
and medicine.

These parallels indicate the significance of the emer-

gence of structures of systematic mediation beyond higher education
and point to the need to more thoroughly examine developments in

148
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other institutional spheres from the perspective of this study.
Besides Larson (1977), who has extensively examined

th~

case of

medicine', Frc.idson (1970a), Berlant (1975), and Starr (1978) document
the distinctivE- historical, political, and social condilions that
have promoted the professional successes of the American medical pro-

fesslon.

In an extensive survey of current social and political

developments affecting the profeSsion of medicine.' Starr (1978:177) notes
that the

"sovereignty" of the American medical profession has rl:!st-

ed on its distinctive cultural, political, and economic authority.
The confluence of these three types of authority dates back only to
the beginning of this century (Starr, 1978: 179).

Starr (1978: 179)

contends that the most ser.ious current challenge to the medical
profession centers on the sphere of political and C'conomic. authority:
the rapid inflation in the cost of health care that, according to
Marshall (1977:9),

01

economists and budget planners now regard.

a kind of. good soldier gone herserk.

11

This contintling pressure of

health care costs on government budgets, corporate profits, and union
members' take home pay splits the community of interest hetween the
medical profession and the economic and political leadership of
American society (Starr, 1978:181).
medical care Hystcm that parallels

The decentralized and fragmented
th~

professional power of thC' med-

ical profC'ssion provides no \.my to cffectivt•ly control. those spiralling costs.

The controlling of costs, Starr (lq73:176) suggests, will

mean redrawing the contract with the medical profession on terms much
less favorable to physicians.

While it is unclear exactly what form

future developments will take, Starr (1978:191) points to the
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gathering det~rmination, as yet unrealized, to impose on medical

services the rationality of bureaucratic organization, of market
competirion, 'or of democratic control."

Starr (1978:191) argues

that, while notle of these three principles now governs, the bureaucratic trend is tlH:! strongest.
These current problems of political economy do not initiate,
but only support, a contintuing shift of power f~om ·individual medical
professionals and the organized medical

profl~ssion

to large scale

organizations, whether govt.'rnmental, hospital, insurance, or resenrc-h
(Ermann, 1976;167; Starr, 1978:181).

Out of the enormous growth of

the medical industry in the last two decades· have emerged interests as
powerful as, hut with aims quite different than, the medical profession (Starr, 1978:178).

For example, medical schools and hospitals

have often encouraged incrP.ased federal spending on ml'dicine; it has
not been imposed against their will.
growing involvement of the state:

Even more significant is the

public funds now account for

over 40% of present health expenditures (Starr, 1978:182).

This

rising investment has brought growing federal involvement in the form
of support of prepaid group practice, h·ealth planning, and the monitoring of physician performance.

Starr (1978:190) points out that

measures that were 'once proposals dismissed out of hand as socialistic
now

rE'ceivt..~

considernhlC' comwrvative support in the legislative and

executives branches of government.
A numh,er of separate, though related, developments might he cited
and examine.d as structura], indicators of the emergence of systematic
mediation in medicine.

These include:

the growing network of health
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systems agencies active in health care planning (Starr, 1978:189);
developments resulting from the malpractice crisis (RitcheY, 1977);
the growth of health administration occupations (Beauchamp, 1975:
513); and the emergence 'in the division of ln.bor of

otht~r

specialized

health care occupations (Zola and ~Iiller, 1973:157-158; Stow<lrt and

Cantor, 1974:354).

Rather than an extensive laundry.list of indica-

tors, however, a fe\-J politiC<1l and social developi'lent~ have> be~n

chosen for discussion in this chCJpter that rPlatl' principally to Lhe
crisis of political economy in medicine.

These include:

the growth

of explicit rationing in medicine; the introduction of Professional

Service Review Orgnnizations (PSROs) and accompanying developments;
the gra.ving interest in the relative value of medical technologies;
and the future dE'Velopments of technological mPdici.nC'.

Each o[ these

emergent deve.lopments will be briefly examined as on indi.cator of
the growth of mediating structures affecting the professional power
of physicians.
Hechanic 1 s (1977) identification of changes in the social structure of medicine in advanced societies b.roadly illustrates the
emergence of systemntic mediation in medicine.

Nechanic (1977:6.'3)

argues thnt in response tn the continued escalation of demand for
medical services and to increased medli.:R.l Pxpenditures, societies
shift from rationing by fee, to a stage of implicit ratiQning through
resource o.Uoc:ation, to a final stage of explicit rationing.

Impli-

cit rationing invoL•es setting limits on health cnre expenditures;
explicit rationing brings the development of mecho.nisms to arrive at
more rational decisions about health care investment such as facilities,
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manpower, and medical technology, as well as the establishment of

minimal uniforms standards (Hechanic, 1977:67),

This tren<;{ toward

explicit· rationing occurs despite difficulties in mnki.ng such rntional decisions b<lsed on real evidence of differences in he ell th
outcomes (Mechanic, 1977:67).

The. restriction of options of health

cnre practitioners, either through the exclusion of certain services
by health care providers or by an insurance system's insistence on

use of the most cost-effectivf'-technique,
of explicit rationing.

illustrates this practice

l·n1ile Mechanic (]CJ77) recognizes thnt such

restrictions may lead to an improved practice of mcdicim•, h0 nlso
notes that physicians resist such guidelines as intrusions on their
profeRsional autonomy and can be expected to try to subvert them
ntcchanic, 1977:67-68).

Nevertheless, governmental and non-govern-

mental insurance programs intrude with increasing holdnto>ss into
areas considered by physicians as part of their professional
discretion (aechanic, 1977:69).
In exploring the meaning and significance of these emergent
developments,

~lechanic

role of the physician.

notes their mome·.1tous implications for the
He suggests that As rationinp, movt'S from fee

to implicit to explicit, the type of

influence on the physician

changes from client control to colleague control to bun•aucrntic
trol (Hechnnic, 1977:72).

"Similarly, the nuances .in the physici<m's

role shift from 'entrepreneur' to 'expert'

1977:72).

to 'offi.cin.l '" (:·kchantc,

Hechanic (1977:75) argues that such hureaucr<ttlc medical

settings, gl!ided by principles of explicit rationing, tend to put the
physician under pressure to put the. needs and interests of the
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organi?.ation above the interests of the individual patient.

Such

bureaucratic settings also have the effect of segmenting medical
responsihility and diluting the personal responsihil.ity of thC'
individual phySician (Nechanic, 1977:75-76).
from the personal

~;ervice

Tlds parallels the shift

orientat.ion of collegialc control to the

social service orientation characterizing mediatell control.

Hechanic

expresses his profound worries about the ramif-icat-ions of tlwse
developmC'nts on physician-patiC'nt rel<Jtionships.
The Professionn! Standards RevieH Organizations (I'SROs) com lH•
viewed as one /\meri.can development in the general directlon of change
identified hy Hec:hanic.
to control

m~dical

PSROs are part of a major federal prof;ram

expenditures cmd to assure quality cnrc in medical

services financed under NeclicGre, Hedicaid, and Child and
Health programs.

~l<:Jternal

PSROs arc non-profit associations of praclicinr,

physicians under contract t.;ith the Department of Health, Education,
and Helfan•, chnrged tvi.th assuring rhe necessity of individual medical services and assuring that specified
are met (IHnsten, 1976:213).
program include:

standards of performance

The components of the PSRO CJUali.ty
utili7,ation review, medicnl care evalua-

tion, and profits monitoring (Palmer, 1976:61).

In thC' injtial stagE's

of this program, t.JC' ean expect these PSROs to be n>l_nt ivcly ineffectual, given both physician resistance nne\ the lack of any ustabli.shed
and validatud criteria to monitor physician performnncf'.

Probably

more important "is the accompanyl.ng movement of federal funds into
the development of such methods for assessing physician performance
and determining standards for adequate medical care (Starr, 1978 :1R9).
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This movement toward quality assurance would then entail a change
from acceptance of the conventional wisdom of health care toward the
developnient ~f empirically tested, effective, and cost-effective
health care pr8ctices (Greene, 1Q76: 4-fi).
A related development involving the federal government i.s the

increasing interest in the value of medical technologies (Inglehart,
1977).

This incrE>ascd interest follmvs the

growi~g

recognition of

the importance of the diffusion of technology as a primary elemt>nt
fueliRg medical care inflation and a concern that tC'chnologies
developed through public funding are increasing at an uncontrollable

rate.

Inglehart (1977:54) points to the increased interest in some

government-sponsored mechanism which would asses!'> the relative merits
of technologies and treatment practices, perhaps a set of puhl!c::
bodies which would not only engage practicing phyn lcians, hut would
also involve academic researchers, medical specialists, and other
experts.

_The decisions of such bodies \VOuld then provide criteria

for health care providers which identified what technologies and
treatment practices would he paid for, based on tilE'SC governmentsponsored judgmt'nts about the medical practices that are judged most
effective and cost-effective.
While Mechanic explores one dimet;tsion of the role shift of
physician related to current social developments, Avorn (1974) and
Haxmen (1970) probe the implications for physicians of a relaled
development -1 the increasingly technologically based character of
medicine.

Avorn (1974:71}·points to the increasing growth of infor-

matlon technology in medicine, which finds its two most important
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manifestations in the application of computeis to diagnosis and
therapy and the development of step-by-step medical protoc!?ls to
guide paramedical \-IOrl<ers in the investigation and tr('atment (management) of various complaints.

As Avorn suggests, the underlying

assumption of such developments is. that there is nothing arcane or
11 extra-rational 11

about medical care.

Little by little, the specialness of the sh<)m<ln is stripped
away:
his lntervie\..-ring technique~ can be rcp'lncC'd hy a hrnnching electronic sequence, his dingnost.ic acumen is nothing more
than a collection of thresholds and logic tH'l~s, l1is therapeutic decisions simply programmeU probnhi lit ies.
(Avorn, 1974: 77).
Haxmen (1976:vii) suggests that· during the 21st c~mtury, doctors will
be made obsolete by such technological devel~pments, and he predicts
the demise of the physician and the development of a medic computer
model of medicnl cnre.

Under such n system, comput('rs would perform

the tec\mic.1l diagnostic and treatment decision" presently pt•.rfornwd
by physicians, Hhile medics, a new type> of he>alth care professional,
would provide support and elementary te>chnical taskfl that currently
doctors perform.

Naxmcn (1976: 7) argues that such a model of medicnl

care for the post-phys-ician era

is

"feasible, desirable, and inevi-

table."
While developments in medicine and higher education can be
expeetNI to diverge somewhat, these developments in medicine suggest
striking pctrallels in structural chnngc \wtHeen m0C!Lclne nne\ higher
education.

From the perspective of this study, t\H' most important

implication· of these developments is th<Jt increasingly the rcsponsibility for effective and efficient health care is vested in governmental and henlth care org;mizations, rather. than in the medical
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profession itself.

This responsibllity becomes structured in policies

that attempt to assure the effective and cost-effective
resources to serve the medica] needs of society.

us~

of medical

t{hile the devC'lop-

ments of structures like PSROs indicates that physicians will participate in the shape of future devfllopments, this involveme.nt will be
at the direction of, or at least accountable to, government and
corporate organizations.

It can also be expectec} that this growing

organizational responsihl.lity will lead to mol;"e systematic exnminat ion
.of the relative benefits of curative and preventive medicine.
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CHAPTER V

TOWARD A THEORY OF THE SYSTEHATIC
MEDIATION OF PROFESSIONAL POWER

Introduct"ion
Chapters III and IV attempt to clarify the ~atu.re and signHicance of the rise of structures of systematic mediation in higher
educa~ion

and in medic.ine.

The major purpose of that clarification

was to sight the main structure, to identify the central changes
structuring the exercise of professional power.

The analysis in the

previous two chapters has been descriptive in the broadest sense of
that term.

The description has involved articulation, clarification,

delineation of interrelationships, and identification of the larger
significance of these changes, so that they are viewed not as isolated
dimensions of change, but as a coherent Bet of developments structuring the exercise of professional power in similar \.,.ays.
The analysis in Chapten; III and IV has sider:tepped a genetic
explanatory approach to these developments.

Several factors account

for this relative neglect of the causes of these changes.

First,

the principal concern of this study has been in clarifying the nature
and dimensions of these changes.

This task, which is the basis for

any expl11nation of change, requires principal nttcntion to lhe content and stz:;ucture of changes, rather than

<1

careful examination of

the dynamics_ of the change process--as is required to fully justify an
explanatory theory of change.

This description and classification of

157
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qualitative dimensions of change, though of crucial importance in
the study of social change, has been badly neglected

(Smel~er,

1968).

This typ"e of 'description, in the broadest sense of that term, is
and must be a i-espectahle sociological task if

the study of social

change, in all of its dimensions, _is to he advanced.

Naedless to say,

this delineation of the qualitative dimensions of change is no simple
task.
Second, this development of mediating structur('s is just nm"
beginning to \V"Ork itself out

changes.

since these changes are only emergent

This makes i t more difficult to identify the causal network

than for an already completed process of cha~ge--\o,~hose explanation
is itself a difficult task.

Third, the concept of the systematic mediation of professional
power is meant to identify structural changes affecting not just the
older professions, but also other occupations in change.

As the

professior:ts are bureaucratized, so the hureauct;acies are professionalized.

If, as it is contended, thesE> changes are centrally impor-

tant, even decisive, social structural changes in American society,
then such an explanatory theory t.;rould be the core of a theory of
advanced industrial society.

Clearly such a theory is beyond the

scope of this study.
Oespite tlwse difficulties, the importance of the explanatory
task makes it imperative to seek an understanding of thE'se changes
that goes beyond the more descriptive analysis presented in previous
chapters.

I,.ater in this chapter a theoretical model of structural

change is put forward which, though exploratory in nature, may prove
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useful to futui:-e research on occupations and organlzat Ions.

This

theoretical model is an attempt to identify and to interrelate the
social conditions under which structures of independent professional
power are transformed lnto structures of the systematic mediation of
professional power, based on the case of American higher education
and, to a more limited extent, American medicine.

Such a model

should parallel in several respects a model to descr.ibe the process
by which the independent power of professions serving corporate

clients is transformed into structures of corporate patronage.

This

theoretical model should represent a sound first effort toward
understanding the emergence of the systematiC mediation of professional
power, though ultimately this theoretical model must he placed within
the context of a larger theory of the dynamics of change in advancE'd
industrial society.
Tl1e first section of this chapter reviews themes and perspectives
in the literature on social and organizational change with potential
relevance to an understanding of the rise of structures of systematic
mediation.

It complements an earlier section on th0 theory of the

professions and occupational change.

rhls section includes a brief

discussion of (1) selected perspectives on organizational change;
(2) the role of tPchnology; (3) the role of government in social
change; and (4) vnlucs or culture and tht' change

procL~fHL

The SC'cond section identifies adequate criteriA for a theory of
social

chan~e.

The writings of Smith (1976), Smelser (1968), Houzelis,

(1974) and Giddens (1977)

~re

gleaned for guidelines for the theore-

tical model of change advanced in the following section.
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The third section draws themes and perspectives on this change
process together into a theoretical model that may explain. how independent "structures of professional power are transformed into l>tructures of the s)•Rtematic mediation of professional po1~er.

A research

agenda that is suggcRted by this t.heoretical model is alRo put forward.

Social and_Q~zati.onal Change-.-:.
Themes and Perspectiv~_!2_
In Chapter Il, the relevant

literaturt~

change was reviewed and summarized.

on occupations and soci:tl

Thi1: critical review suggcf'!ted

the importance' of a perspective integrating q.n internal and external
dynamic in the analysis of occupational change.
challenges to current patterns of professionalism

In addition, four
\~ere

identified:

the client challcntw, the governmental challenge, tlll' technological
challenge, and the organizational challenge.

This comdderation of

perspectives and themcs on social change, relevant to a theory of the
rise of structures of systematic mediation, complements that earlier
discussion.

Many of the same themes will be analyzed, within a more

general consideration of social, rather· than occupational, change.
Those perspectives and themes to be reviev1ed includl':

the political

economy or resource dependence perspective on organizational change;
the "nutcrackPr" theory of chnnge in

modt~rn

orgnni:;o:ations; thC' din-

lectical, neo-Narxlst perspective on organizational changt>; technological developmC'nts and social change; government and social change;
and values and social change.

In each case, a brief assessment is

made of the potential contribution of that theme or perspective to a
theory of the rise of structures of systematic mediation of professional
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power.
In a review of literature on organizations and
Aldrich ·and p·feffer (1976:79)

id~ntify

enviro~ments,

an organ1.zational change model

which has been· variously called a political economy model, a de pendency exchange approach, or a reso.urce dcp(mdence model.

They contrasl

this model to the natural selection model of organizational change,
which gives decisive importance to the environme~t i.n determining
organizational survival (Aldrich and Pf('ffer, 197fl:79).
depen~ence

The

resourcl~

model argues for much greater attention to int('rnal

organizational d£>cision-making processes, especially as they rl:'flect
an attempt to manage or strategically adapt to organizalional environments (Aldrich and Pfeffer, 1976:8lf).

While calling attention to

the importance of environmental contingencies and constraints, this
model also i.ndicntcs that many possible nctions and structures are
consistent with organizational survival and that a range of choices
or strategies is available (Aldrich and Pfeffer, 1976:84).

The

power and influence of organizational subunits becomes an important
factor, within the context of environmental contingencies and constraints, in determining final outcomes (Aldrich and Pf('ffer, 1976:84),
However, organizational environments, by affecting the distribution
of influence within organizations, come to influence structures and
decisions (Aldrich and Pfeffer, 1976:89).
This perspective, or a variant of it, is reflect(>d in the writings of

sev~ral

organizational theorists.

Zald's (1970) examination

of the radic;al transformat1.on of the YMCA reveals the interplay between political processes of goal formation and economic processes
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of resource allocation in organizations, in contrast to the more
one-directional impact of external resource allocation

upo~

internal goal formation in Selznick 1 s change model (NcNril, 1978 :83),
In identifying'new directions for organizational change theory,
Marcus (1976:830) identifies a mod.e.l of competition and cooperation,

wherein organizational change results from pressure to obtain

resources for survival.

In this model he

consi.dl~rs

competition for

resources bet\"een organizational subunits ns an important dimension
o.f that change process (Harcus, 1976:826).

Finally, the most camp let~;>

discussion of this perspective is in a monograph by Pfeffer ami
Salancik (1977) that develops a perspective ~n organizations around
the centrality of resource dependence.
A second organizational change model, the "nutcracker" tlwnry
of modern organizations, is put forward by Rosengr€'n (1975) as an
alternative to equilibrium models like bureaucratic or open systems
theory.

~he

theory is intended to identify and clarify issues of

conflict surrounding modern formal organizations, t.Jhich are increasingly expected to perform commom... eal functions for publics-at-large
and are also increasingly threatened tV"ith the withdrawal of monetary
and non-monetary resources and ather supports (Rosengren, 1975:271).
It is the social organi?.ation of the environmental forces of the formal organization that produces the "nutcracker" e.ffect:

"commonweal

orientet! publics , general resource pressure 1 and resource providers
as product c!Onsumers'' (Rosengreen, 1975:271).
Rosengren (1975:276) argues that in the near historical past
organizations, through varying buffering units, have been able tc
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neutralize the environment and avoid the impact of the "nutcracker 11
effect.

However:

reCent maturations of and developments in the extension of
concepts of civil rights and participatory dl'rnocracy havl~
brought about a transformation of Lhese organization-environment relationships in a way which assembles the heretofore
SE>parated and isolated pressl.ln~ inducing external agents
into an institutionalized array of collectivities and publics
which, together, are now capable of exerting continual and
concentrated influences upon the principal structures of
modern organizations--means and ends, core t;Pchno1og.ics, and,
more importantly, the sustaining structures Of charter and
justification. (Rosengren, 1975: 276)
Rosengren (1975:277) stresses the central role of changing expcctations about the commom..real function of organizations and of new views
of organizations as general resources "which' may legitimately he
re-oriented--by force if necessary--to serve the goals .nnd purposes
of multiple external publics. 11
Heydehrand 1 s (1977b) dialectical, neo-Narxist conception of
organizational change, while cons.lstent \.Ji.th several themes in the
resource

~ependence

perspective, differs from that perspective

principally in its greater attention to historical dynamics and in
its reliance on the central concept of contradiction.

Heydehrand

(1977h:89) contends that organizations, like other social structures,
must he analyzed in terms of the historical processes that gave rise
to them so that potential

contradicti~ns

between t'Rtahlished organ:!.-

zation and alternative organizing processes become visible.

He

stresses that organizations must be examined as part of a larger
political eaonomy, which in important ways structures the contradictions of. those organizations (Heydebrand, 1977h :89·-90).
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Heydebrand (1977h) is especially concerned with the identification of developing contradictions between new, emergent pr?ductive
forces and established organizational control structures and models
of work organization.

lleyde.brand's (l977a)

Otll'n

research focuses on

the eme:.:ging contradiction between. the rise of administrative
rati(malization as a new productive force and the traditional collegial professional control structure of the Amez:ictm federal judiciary.
of

th~

He considers thC' conflict hetween the

authorit~·

structure

professional elite and the forces of administrat1vC' innova-

tion as a central contradiction in
deb rand, 1977b:l94-201).

modern or.gani7.ational 1 ife (Hey-

Furthermore, he points out how this con-

tradiction takes on particular significance in the current "fiscal
crisis of the state,'' where the demand for governmental services
generated hy the economic social structure of the sociely is accompanied by a relative decline in the economic resources of the state
(Heydebrand, 1977a, 1977b).

This fiscal crisis manifests itself in

particularly acute problems for the federal judiciary, as increased
demands on the federal courts are not coupled with increased resources
for the courts to meet the increased caseload (Heydebrand, 1977a),
Out of this organizational contradtr.tion, several competing organizational respon.ses

emeq~e

(Heydehrand, l977a),

to attempt to deal with these acute prohlems

The forces of administrative rationalization

arp, of course, among those competing organizational rP.sponses.
Several, themes drawn from the resource dependence model, from
the

"nutcrac~er"

model, and from Heydebrand' s dialectical model are

relevant to a theory of the rise of structures of systematic mediation.
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The contribution of the resource dependence perspective rests on its
recognition of the critical significance of the struggle for scarce

resourc~s and of the interaction of factors internal and external to
the organizati~n.

Attention must also be directed to the ideologi-

cal function of the re!'lource dependence perspectiVI:' in legitimattng
the efforts of the new organizational managers.

Rosengren's "nut-

cracker'' model point!'i to the primacy of the organ.izntionnl environment, to the centrality of changing expectations hy t\1(' publics
of organizations about the commonweal and servlce funct lons of those
organizations: and to an increasingly organized

environm~:>nt

of the

formal organization--an enviro.tment which increasingly unites resource providers and resource consumers.

lleyde.brand 1 s insistence

on attention to the socio-historical context of tlw organization
is also a theme consistent I.Jith the general orientation and findings
of this study.

His attention to developments similar to those

described. and analyzed in

previous chapters, the conflict between

administrative and collegial professional control structures, makes
his contribution of special importance.
The fourth

theme or perspective, technology and the process of

social change, is prominent in the change literature, and an examination of the structural indicators of mediation in hi ghcr education
and medicine suggests its importance for the theory of socin1 change
to be presented later in this chapter.

The earlier discussions of

occupational change point to the importance of technological
developments in profession·al technique which may alter prevailing
structures of occupational control.

Developments in one type of
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professional technique, techniques of

organization<~!

management, play

a central role in the systematic mediation of professional. power.

As

Bates (i97!~) points out, technologicnl developments in management
central to the' spread of the visihlc hand type of social structure.
Chandler's (1977) analysis of tho .devplopmcnt of the visible hand
structure in the economy documents the decisive i_mportance of advances
in management And other technologies.

The lack qf such organizational

technology makps the devC'lopment of such visibll" hand structure>s onlv
a promise and not

fl.

rE!al i ty.

A closely related issue is the importance of government as an

agent of social change.

While individual ca~e studies may show the

importance of governmental action in producing or accelerating change
in certain institutional spheres, twvcrthe.less this 1vork is not
integrated into the theoretical social clwnge litera.ture.

(1973:153-l.SLf) points out that

11

Lauer

books on change generally have little

to say about the effect of government unless the focus is on politiLauer (1973), Hirsch (lq75), and

cal change or modernization."

Harcus (1976) all urge greater attention to the role of governmental
policies in the change process.
The

discus~->ion

of systematic mediation in the previous chapters

makes clear the diverse ways

governm~:ntal

action hns strengthened the

movement to1,•nrcl mediating structures of prnfessionnl p01ver.
include:

the df'veloptnent of

more~

These

systematic buclp,i't<lry and management

processes in state government; affirmative action; support for student consumer rights; funding of. research and development on educational managemPnt; and the role of court decisions.

Ohviously thiS
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role of government must be given prominent attention in a theory of
occupational and organizational change.

\-lifh the exception of Rosengren's consideration of the maturation
of rights of c·itizenship and participatory democracy, the discuss fan
of themes in social change has lat;gely nr!glected the issue of cultur-

al and value changes,

This neglect is not meant to depreciate the

importance of cultural dimensions and changes in. this process of
structural change.
of

th~

study:

Rather i t is attributnble to the principal tnsk

describing centr11l dimensions of structural change.

However, powerful cultural forces are tightly inten.,roven with
structural changes and can be said to have
these changes o

an

the~e

elective affinity with

Two dimensions of modern individualism, which are

analytically distinguishable, are considered below because of their
importance in an explanation of the (•mergence of systematic: mediation.

These two dimensions roughly parallel the variants of

individualism l4hich McCloskey (1978) has clarified in his reinterpretation of Durkheimo

In NcCloskey's (1978) understanding, these

two variants, egoisme and anomie, are stimulated hy the prosence of
cultural sanctionR which "absolutize individualsim" and drives for
"progress and perfection" o

The two parallelling dimensions of

individualism relevant to the explanation of the emergence of systematic: mediation are £.>galit.arlanism nnd autonomy, self-direction,
or self-groundedness.
The tremendous force of egalitarian values and norms in American
life impresl?ed the French .visito,r de Tocqueville in the mid-1800s,
and he became convinced that this would become the general directio'n
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in which European societies would be moving (Beteille, 1.969: 367).

Beteille (1969: 366) argues that this rise of egalitarian values is
not just a Western movement, hut a worldwide movement.

He contends

that, for stud~nts of social stratification, "the de.cl!ne in the
legitimacy of social incqual::l ty is perhaps the most important feature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuri-es , 11 despite the con-

tinuing presence of vast social inequality as a f.act (Beteille, 1969:
366).

The modern American expression o( this egalitarionism is what

Bell (1976:233) has called
This

revoluti~n

11

the revolution of rising entitlements."

of rising entitlements may take the form of a demand

for a basic minimum family income, "educational drm.,ring rights 11 for
each person for a minimum number of years, or employment guarantees
(Bell, 1976:233).

Bell (1976:233) notes that thC? claims for thene

entitlements are not just made by the poor or the disadvantaged, but
by all groups in the society.

Bell. (1976:233) points out bow this revolution of rising entitlements has translated into an enormous expansion of human, professional,
and technical services in the society.

Health, education, and

government employment have been the fastest growing of these sectors
in Western societies in the last decades.

These demands for entitle-

ments convert oncE' privileges to the citizenship rights that Johnson
(1972) finds the concomitant of state mediation.

Furthcrmon•, the

pressure for incn•ased services to accommodate these rights generates
increased pressure to further rationalize the organization of these
services to. serve more human needs.

This works itself out as challenges

to the fetters of the relatively "unproductive" or "uneconomic" modes
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of organizing the social services, including higher education, and
fuels the organizational contradiction between the alternative control st~uctures of administrative rationalization and the collegial

professional g~oup.

The cultural pressure of egnl:l tar inn demand

thus strengthens the forces of sys.temn.tic mediation.

The other dimension of individualism, autonomy or self-direction
a~ltural

or self-groundedness, represents a principle· of

rationality

that parallels the organizational rationality of the visible hand or
of systematic mediation.

This rationality has as its foreh('ar the

ethic of Prote.stant asceticism,

to~hich

action by thought" (Swidler, 1973:39).
ethic, which

~ecularizes

demnnded "a totnl control of
The modern variant of

the religious ethic and

~anctifies

thi~

the

actualizing and self-directed self, is represented by Kahn's (1969)
concept of

sel~-direction

groundednes:; or autonomy.

and Goulclner's (1979) concept of selfIn Kahn's work, self-direction represents

a commitmf,'!nt to the self identifying its own goals or standards and
a belief in the possibilities of rational action to achieve those
goals.

The vast American self-help literature can be said to il-

lustrate that commitment to the structure of self-direction.
groundedness or autonomy,

Self-

clarified Ln Gouldner's (1979) recent

treatise on the rise of the New Class, commits itself "to that which
is capable of self-movement and

Si~lf-direction

rather than to that

which is externally driven" (Gouldner, 1979:33-34).

This self-

groundedness is clearly expressed in the New Class's grammar of
discourse, where speech and action are viewed as rule-oriented rather
than controlled by external forces (Gouldner, 1979:34),

Conclusion's
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(or actions) are selected and constructed reflectively in the light
of rules, rather than imposed by tradition, force, or

impu~se

(Gould-

ner, 1979:34).
Kahn (19fil;l:l93-194) argues there is an historical trend toward
an "increasing!}' self-directed por.ulace", based on incrPased education

and the increased complexity of occupational work.

Coser (1975) also

stresses the role of complex social structures in Supporting the
development of the self-directed orientation.

The> t.,rork o( Yankc-

lovich and Clark (1974: 45-46) suggests that self-eli rect<:!d orientnt ions
have moved beyond the mi.ddle class youth and have increasingly spread
to working c]ass youth as well.

Gouldncr (1979) argues that the

value. of self-grounde.dness grmvs in importance through the- vehicle
of the growth of formal eclucat ional systems and as til£' NE'w Class
play a more central role in modE'rn society.
The impact of this growing self-directedness makes itself felt
in the

dc~and

for equality of opportunity within the educational

system--elementary through higher--for individuals to develop their
unique talents, to successfully realize their

11

dreamed of ideal" to

become professionals--with all the power that implil:!s,

Self-direc-

tion also makes demands for participation within the organization
which must then adjust to the individual as the carrier of those
social values.

The gro..,th of SC'lf-cllrectlon or autonomy, as a dC'-

mand in the workplace, represents a democratization of profl!ssionalism
as value that ultimately issues a challenge to any occupational
autonomies, .even of the old privileged elite.
directioP

Furthermore, self-

or .!'lelf-groundedness emerges to challenge tlw old
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bureaucratic ideology of conformity and its accompanying system of
control and to replace them with the neH structure and ideology
of the profe.Ssionalizcd bureaucracy.

The concrete expression of

these challeng·es to hureaucracy and to the privileged professions
is the complex interdependence of .I<JOrk

t.;ri thin

and lwtt..rc>Pn organizn-

tions that constitutes the systematic mediation that has been the
principal subject of this study.
Both egalitarianism and sc1 f-dircct !on or nutonomy reflect tlw

ratiopal spirit of this modern age.

ln his classic cxnminntion of

capitalism and s0c.Lal-ism, Schumpetcr (1950) argues thnt this
rational spirit, which capitalism hns largel'y fostered, eventually

comes back t:o attack even those structures and values that originally
sponsored it.
We have finally seen that capito.lism creatN; <1 critical frame
of mind \Vhich, after. h<~ving destroyed the moral- authority of so
many other institutions, ln the end turns <~gainst lts otm; the
bourgeois finds to his amazemc1~t that the rationalist attitude
does not stop at the credenti<1ls of kings and popus but goes
on tO attack private property nnd the whole scheme of bourgeois
valueR.
(Schumpetcr., 1950:1113)
The findings of this Rtudy indic<lte that the rationalist attitude
goes beyond th(' credentials of kings and popes to attack the eredentials of university teachers, doctors, and other collegial professionals.

And this spirit or attitude pushes toward the systematic

mediation of professional power clarified in thls study.

The Criteria for a Theory of

This

s~ction

Cl~

identifies criteria for an adequate theory of social

change--criteria which can he used both to shape and evaluate the
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theory of the rise of structures of systematic mediation of professional power which is presented in the following f>ection •. This section examines the issues which a theory of social change must address,
general assumpi:ions of theories of change, and frameworks for the
chang~.

presentation of a theory of

The works of Smith (1976),

Smelser (1968), Giddens (1977), and Houzelis (1974) are drawn upon
to provide guidelines for the organization and pr:-esentation of this
theory of structural change.

The criteria that emerge from this

review of literature on theories of change are consistent with the
'general themes of power, environment, and history that Jlrovide the
organizing framework for this study,
In a short treatise on social change, Smith (1976:14)

identifie~

three issues which any analysis of social change must address:
the origins of the change (the source), the mechanisms by which the
events produce the change (channels of diffus'ion), and the form its
effects taken in the unit under consideration (repercussions of
change),

According to Smith (1976:14), the efficacy and utility of

a model or theory of change is largely dependent on how i t addresses
these three issues of the change process.

Furthermore, Smith (1976:

12) emphasizes that change is "pre-eminently historical" in nature

and cannot he studied apart from the l_1istorical record.

Social change

should not be opposed, as it frequently hns been, to historical
quences (Smith, 197f1:12).

Smith (1976:123) argues that, given this

historical dimension of change, a single theory or framework that
would be app,licable to all· change processes is both undesirable and
unlikely--undesirable in that it is likely to lead to a vacuous theOry
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of social change.
As his own preferred orientation to social change, Smith (1976:
133) put"s forward the transunit orientation, which he suggests as
an alternative· to either the endogenous model of change, which centl!n:;

of an internal dynamic, or the exo.gcnous model, which focuses on an
external dynamic of change.

The transunit orientation focuses on the

origin and course of change in the interactidn hc;twe.en a given unit
and other units which surround it.

This orientation, entirely

compatible \vlth the review of literature on organizational and
occupational change, would integrate internal and external factors
in explorin ... the dynamics of the change process .•
Smelser's (196R) work represents one of the most detailed
expositions of the requi.rements of a theory of social change.

He

stresses that n simple list of the variables that may influence t"l1t>
course of social change is insufficient to form a theory of social
change (Smelser, 1968:209).

Rather, the variables must be organized

into some sort of explanatory model (Smelser, 1968:209).

Smelser

(1968) argues that a complete theory of social change must inClude:
(1) the nature of the change; (2) the causes, both active and pas-

s.ive, of that change; (3) the general principle, mechanism, or model
that can be used to· interpret the sequences of change; and (4) the
general assumptions ahout men and society upon \-.Thich the E'Xplanation
is based.

Smelser (1.968:205-207) lists four categories u-:w(ul for

organizing t;he discussion of the causes of change:
setting for _change; (2)

th~

(1) the structural

impetus to change; (3) the mobilization

for change; and (4) the operation of mechanisms of social control.
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In addition to identifying these four categorief> for a theory
of the causes of social change, Smelser recommends the use. of the
concept 'of equilibrium as a central organizing assumption in the

study of socia"l change,

A careful examination of Smelser's four

categories and their use in studyi,ng social change and collective

behavior indicates that they tend to incorporate this equilibrium
bias, which is not

~ampatihle

described in this study,

with the more dynamic changes

Heydebrand 1 s concepts of dialectical change

and contradiction seem much more appropriate to the structural
changes under consideration.
The final structltring concepts for a theory of social change are
taken from the work of Lock-wood (1964), as elaborated upon by Nouzelis
(1974) and Giddens (1977),

J.. ockwood (1964) distinguished between system

and social integration in identifying different approaches to explaining
social changes, and Houzelis (1974) and Giddens (1977) clarify this
important. distinction.

Mouzelius (1974:395) points out that the two

concepts together provide the kind of guideline that tell researchers
what questions to ask and what to look for as they study the development of change in some specific social system.
Both Houzelis (1976) and Giddens (1977) conclude that an adequate
treatment of social change must address hath issues of system integration
and contradiction and social integration and conflict.

Change

theorh~s

often deal with either the system level or the social level, but not
both.

Funcl!:ionalists tend to emphasize the system processes, like dif-

ferentiation, at tne expense of social processes.

Conflict theorists,

on the other hand, tend to emphasize social conflicts between group's
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at the expense of those system contradictions that underlie these
conflicts.

Theories thus fail to avoid either the Scylla

~f

Struc-

turalisni or t'he Charybdis of voluntarism.
An adequate theory of social change, following Giddens (1977:
125-129) and Houze lis (1974), woul.d focus upon both social intC'gration and conflict, where the "parts" are social actors, and system
integration and contradictions, where the parts qre collectivities
or systems of social systems.

According to Giddens (1977) system

contradiction entails a disjunction hetweC'n two or mon• principles of

organization governing the connection hctt"P.en social systPms within
a larger collectivity.

Heydebrand 1 s (1977h) ·control structures

represent examples of such principles of organization.

Conflict,

on the other hand, involves the "conscious strugglL'" between individuals or collectivities, where confrontation enters into the "rationalization" (or justification) of at least one of the parties to the
conflict

~Giddens,

1977:126),

A theory of social change must address

both these levels, examining conflicts bet\V"een structural principles
and conflicts bettveen social actors.

As an i]lustratlon, Nouzclis

(197L. :402) contrasts Harx' s successful linking of institutional con-

tradictions and collective actors with tllC' functionalist's failure to
pass from the !'lystC'm to the social lE"vel of integration and conflict.
The theoretical model advanced in the [o11owing section dra\YS
upon the criteria for a theory of social change identified hy Smith,
Smelser, Hol.izelis, and Giddens,

This model, coupled with the descrip-

tion of sysr;.ematic mediation in Chapter III, follows Smith's criteria
by addreRsing the three issues that a change theory must address, by
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focussing on an historical dynamic of change, and by using a transunit

orientation to the change process.

Following Smelser's co!l.cerns, the

model ot'ganiies the variables or themes into a systematic frnmt>work
and considers issues of structural setting and impetus to change.
This model also attempts to deal

~ith

both systems and social levels

of analysis, as Houzelis and Giddens require.
Systcmati£._ Hediatian and Hi&J.!!:._;:_~duca£ion:
Toward a Theory of Structural Chan_g_£

The previous s('ctions in this chapter have pointt::!d to themes or

elements relevant to a theory of structural
a theory of change.

~hange

and to criteria for

The challenge faced in this section :Is to draw

together those themes or elements into a coherent theoretical model.
This model t-.lould show hot-.1 thC'sc clements are int<.•rrelatC'd as structures
of independent professional power are transformed into structures of
the systematic mediation of professional power.

The theoretical model

presented" in this section is primarily based on the expC'r.iencc of
American higher education, though it "is presented on a level of ahstraction that makes clear its applicability. to other systems of higher
education and to other professions.
can medicine

H<ifl

'rhe contrasting example of Ameri-

considered in the process of constructing this model.

'rhc caveat stated in the introductory' section of this chapter must be
heeded in the interpretation of this theoretical model:
only a first effort

toto~ard

It rC!presents

an understanding of and explanati.on of these

changes.
The prOblem posed for a theoretical model is to identify important
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variables, to classify them by type, and to indicate their relative
importance.

Table 1 classifies the important themes and

e~

identifi"ed in· earlier sections into four general types:

ements

structural

setting factorS, contingent factors, enabling factors, and catalystH.

Table '1

An Analytical Typology of Elements for the Theo.ry of
the Systematic Hediation of Professional Power

A.

B,

Structural Setting Factors
1.

The academic profession's lack of resource self-sufficiency

2.

The dependence of faculty professiomils on complex organizations

3.

Faculty fragmentation into specialized disciplines

Contingent Factors

1.

The external dynamic of increased demand and entitlement

2.

The internal dynamic of developments in organizational technology

C.

Enabling Factors

D.

Catalysts

L

A relatively open and potentially strong political structure

1.

Enrollment steadying and decline

2.

Fiscal crisis of the state

The classification also implicitly sti-atifies these factors by lmportance.

The contingent and enabling factors can he viewed as the c:rucial

necessary causes.

The structural setting factors Are factors that make

the profession--in this case, the academic profession--vulnerable to
change.

the catalysts should be viewed as factors which quicken or

hasten their changes by their influence on either the contingent or
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enabling factors.

Figure 1 attempts to diagrammatically U lust rate

the relationships hetween these factors.

Figure 1
The Relationship of Key Elements in thE' Theory o(
the Systematic Hediation of Professional Power

Three structural setting factors in the theoretical model are
listed in Tahlc l:

the ac:nclemic profession 1 R lack of resource self-

sufficiency; the dependence of faculty l?rofessionals on complex organ-

hations--c.olleges or universities; and the fragmentation of faculty
into specialized disciplines.

Each of

thl~se

factors constitutes a

condition l..rhich promotes the vulnerahility of the academic profession
to systematic mediation or to some form of external or imposed control.

The f1 rst factor, the academic profession's lack of resource self-sufficiency, it" shares with other occupational groups, and this constitutes
a central weakness of collegiate control as a control structure.

The
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dependence of faculty on complex organi?.ations, the second structural
setting factor, makes faculty vulnerable to the internal dynamic of
organiza.tional technology Hhich constitutPs a contingent factor in
the model.

Th~ increasing reliance or other professions on complex

organizations makes those professions also increasingly vulnerable
to the systematic mpdiation of professional power.
of the faculty 'Lnto separatt, disc-Iplines

constitL~~es

The fragmentation
a condition

1,_rhich makes difficult a unified response of resistance hy faculty
professionals to these c\evelopmt>nts.
One of the three central elements in the theoretical mod0l is
the external dynamic of demand and entitlement--a dynamic which flows
from the eultural change::; identified and briefly cl<1rifif'd in an
earliPr

st~ction

of this chapter.

In American .socipty, higher uducn-

tion has come to he seen as an important, and often crucial, institution for the realization of certain personal values, such a::; social
or occupational mobility.

Parallelling this chango in perceived

importance in higher education is the emcrg12nce of the view that
higher education is not a privilege but a citizenship right.
pansion of acceHs

The

to higher education both reflects and contributes

further to this conception of higher education as citizenship right.
Such changed perct•ptions about h'igher education--from the standpoint
of students, potC'nt ial students, or their

sponsors--fur~]

the demand

for a responrdve, accountable, and cost-effective• oducational system.
The demands uf minorities and women for full citizenship rights--which
has eulminat.ed in legislation on equal employment opportunity and
affirmative action--represent another dimension in this externnl dynamic
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of demand and entitlement,
The second contingent factor in the theoretical model. is the
internaf dynamic of organizational technology.

It is understandable

that developmeO.ts in organizational technology are so central because
systematic mcdlatlon is an organizfltional mediat.ion.

In Chapter III

the development of new management tools and techniques and the professionali?.ation of academic management received promimmt attention
in the discuss ion of the structural changes tm...ard the vi.1-dhlC' hand
system and the systematic mediation of professional power.

This force

of organizational technology is an aspect of the force of cultural
capital or the dynamics of new knmvledge as ~ productive force.

This

cultural capital should be viewed as a dynamic not reducible to the
external dynamic, yet also not developing independently of it.

For

example., the professlonalization of academic management is, in part
at least, a response to increased environmental pr£>ssure on institutions of higher education.
greater

respon~dveness

This internal dynamic both promises a

of the organization through mediation of goals

and promotes innovation in professional technique toward a more costeffective delivery of professional services.
The third type of factor :ln the theoretical model is the ('Oahling
factor, though this term cannot captut:e the multifaceted aspects of
the. role of the pol it teal structure in the emergencE' of the nynll•mntic me>diati,on of professional power.

On the one hand, thE' role> of th<'

political st.ructure can be viewed as a form of
dynamics:

11

mediation" of the two

T.he government organizes the heterogeneity of increased

consumer demand--becomes a consumer representatlve--and links this
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organized consumer demand to resource pressure to increase organizational innovation.

To mediate between higher education and its client's,

the politicai structure must be open enough to have some demands to
mediate, but a'lso potentailly strong or vigorous enough to become a mediator.
On the other hand, this view .of political structure as CCinsumer

representative and as enabling factor does not capture the independence
of that political dynamic, which takes up and goe.s beyond the external dynamic of demand and entitlement.

For example, the role of

administration agencies enforcing affirmative action and of coordinating agencies in higher education can be seen as illustrating a more
independent political dynamic of change.

It should be noted that both

the enabling role and the more independent politica+ dynamic represent
an ironic reversal for the government:

Earlier ln American history

the American government had sponsored an independemt professional
power for certain occupations.
The

~inal

elements in the theoretical model for structural change

in American higher education are two catalysts that hasten these
developments.

The most visible of these two catalysts is the steady-

ing and decline in the number of the traditional youth clientele for
higher education, a trend which \V"ill continue into the 1980R.

This

steadying or decline of enrollment po_ses a severe resource crisis for
many colleges and universities and thereby strengthens the forces of
the internal dynamic--the p-rofessional managers--in colleges and universities. ·The number of issues that become organizational issues
proleferates

rapidly, and· the anarchical dimensions of university

organization are increasingly less tolerable.

The fiscal crisis of
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the state, the. second catalyst, reprefients the larger dimenHion of
the political economy that intrudes on higher education.

f_lowever,

this fi.s'Cal ctisis is itself only a larger manifestation of the
external dynamic of demand and
resources.

The fiscal crisis

Pntitlem~nt

resu~ts

in a sociL•ty of scnrce

in steadied or declining (in

real dollars) resource allocations for higher education, thus strengthening the forces of organizational rationalization
level.

on

the institutional

The fiscal crisis also promotes an increasNI appropriation

of that "internnl dynamic" hy tlH• govt:'rnml'nt itself as government
agencies attempt to systematically integrate information and
allocation decisions to advance policy objectives.
The key argument in this theoretical model is that E'ach of the
two contingent factors and the enabling factor must come together--at
some as yet

undt~termined

level of strength--to transform structures

of independent professional power to structures of the systematic
mediation of professional power.

The catalysts are factors t.,.hich in-

fluence one. or more of these three central factors and thereby promote
the development of systematic mediation.

The external dynamic, with

an appropriate political structure, hut without the internal dynamic
of organizational technology, can issue only in some form of repression that is not systematic mediation.

The internal dynamic can only

hccome effectivl' with tlw socl.a] conditions of denmnd that promote
its l.mportnnce or

valm~.

Thl" external dynamic of dc•mand that lacks a

structure th,rough which demand can become more sustained and organized
also does no.t bring the

sy~tematic

mediation of professional power.

While the three factors are all necessary conditions. only together·do
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they constitute sufficient conditions.

This type of theoretical model

which identifies a combination of conditions which together produce
a given 'effect is the type of theory prominent In Ht>her's comparative
work (Smelser, '1976:142-144).

This model does not identify any of these three factors as cen-

tral or decisive or more crucial than the others.

This reflects the

relative independence, yet mutual interdependence! of each of thef!e
three factors.

Tn this change process eaeh of the thrC't' factors--the

external dynamic, the int('rnal dynamic, and the poJitical factor--nt
times take the. lead in pressing fonY"ard thcsl' changes.

It is tempt-

ing to identify the external dynamic of -demand as central to this
process, hut this would be to ignore the ways in tvhich the E'Xtl!ronl
dynamic: is itself shaped by the social, political, nnd l'C:onomic structure, which includes the. two other dimensions or factors.
This theoretical model can recognize dimensions of both system
contradlc~ion

and social conflict.

On the system level, this struc-

tural change represents a confrontation of structures of independent
professional power by structures of systematic mediation.

On the

social level, these changes reveal a conflict between those advocates
of traditional collegial values and the new organizational and governmental managers with thei.r claim to represent the larger puhl ic interest,
This systt'm contradiction and social conflict closely parallel and
mutually reinforce

Onl~

another in this change process.

This theoretical model to explain how independent professional
power is transformed into the systematic mediation of professional
power represents an advance over most other work in the field of
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occupations and organh;ations "rhtch either avoids critical issues of
the dynamics of structural change or couches explanations in the form
of gener"alizations that are not interrelated.

NevC'rtlwless this model

is still prese~ted at a relatively low level of formnlizotion, and i t
does not constitute a theory from t"hich clearly dcfinC'd hypotheses

can be drawn and tested,

The theoretical model does not and cannot

now address the issues of critical values of key

;~rariables,

of measur-

ing the systematlc mediation of professional pm.;rC'r, or of tlw c.auses
of the varying values of those key independent variables.

Clarifica-

tion of the first two issues awaits further Pmpirical work from the
perspective of this study; the third :f.ssue illustrate!'! how this
theoretical model ultimately must be linked to a more general theory
of structural change in advanced industrial societies.

This theorc-

tical model should be seen primarily at this time as a model to sensitize the researcher to central research issues and questions which,
on the

ba~i.s

of future research, can be further clarified and specified.

Despite the looseness of this theoretic~! formulation, the
theoretical model does attempt to articulate the key factors in the
dynamic process by which independent professional power is transformed
into systematically mediated professional
t\o,~o

contingent and one enabling

facto~;,

pmo,~cor.

The model identifies

all of which must c;ome together

in the succl!ssful challenge to independent prufessional

po1o,~er.

Thls

key thesis IYould suggest the importance of creating a comparative
research age'rlda around these key factors in the theoretical model.
For testing such a theoretical argument, Smelser (1976:142-143) suggests the use of Hill's "indirect method of difference" or the "joiOt
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method of agre~ment and difference. 11
It consists of a twofold application of the method of agreement,
as follows: A number of instances having a common effect are
alsb found to share in the same cause (first application); n
second numher of instances lacking the common effect are also
found to lack the cause (second application); th£> proofs for
each application should b£> estnhlished independently from one
another. J.f the two applications yield consistent results, a
presumption in favor of the sUspected cause is established.
(Smelser, 1976: 142-143)

Such a research agenda would require systematic s_tudies of the change
process in other relevant hi.ghcr education systems or other occupations,. like Ber.lant 's (1975) hintorical sociological study of tllC'

British and American medical professions or the study by Jnmous and
Peloille (1970) of structural changes in the 'French University-Hospital system.

These studies would address a number of complex and

complicated questions:

Does the emergence of systC'matlc mC'diation

of professional power in American higher education or othC'r spheres,
over former patterns of independent professional power·, confirm the
convergence of the!'ie factors?

Can frustrated or slowed movements to

mediate professional pmver, or no challenges at all, he understood
as the failure to have mobilized one or more of these three factors?
How do these factors come together and how are they interrPlated?
Can one or two of these three factors bL"ing about the systematic
mediation of profen81onal power lVithout the third?

For cx."lmple 1

could thP intC'rnnl dynamic of organizntimtal ter·hnological innovation,
couplt>d lVith enrollment decline (resource crisis)
tematlc med.I.ation of professional power in
the

externa~

hight~r

1

prnrluce til£' syseducation without

dynamic of increased demand and entitlement.

ResearCh

to address these questions could constitute hath a general test
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of the theoretical model and a contribution to the elaboration of the
model based on the comparative data of other occupations and of other
higher educational systems.
While a research agenda that examines the process by which independent professional power is transformed into the systematic mediation
of professional power follows from this theoretical model, the larger
and more important question a research agenda sh~uld. address is the
social conditions under which the systematic mediation of professional
power .arises--regardless of the prevJous form of control over the
occupation.

This agenda would address larger questions of the causes

of occupational change in advanced industrial societies.

As the re-

view of literature on professionalism makes clear, independent professional power is a relatively unique and unstable

for~

of occupational

control, most highly d{•veloped in Englnnd and thC' United States.

A

larger comparative perspective, which this study cannot substantiate,
might find, for example, that in hight>r educationnl systems the chief
competitor to systematic mediation is some other variant of mediation
or some type of patronage structure.

Givea this larger comparative

perspective, the nature of the political structure--wllich itself reflects
u hal.1nce of Roeial forces--may he an especially important or key
factor in d(•t£'rmining when: systematic mediation of professional pow£'r
emerges.

In many modernized nations, the political structure mny be

so central, dominant, and closed that the state does
higher educf!tion, but rather controls it.
serve the

i~terests

not

mediate

Higher education thE.'n would

of a d9minant political, economic, or social elite.

This potential relationship of political structures and forms of
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occupational control in higher education raises the possibility of
an interesting and important research agenda i.n the
sociology of .higher education.

compar~tive

This agenda would ex01minc types of

occupational cOntrol as they are shaped by the political structure of
the society.

Such an agenda would. address important issues o( auto-

nomy and control in higher education and should make

po::~sible

a

clearer understanding of the social conditions that promote the
systemat:l.c mediation of professional. power in systems of higher
education.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This study has touched far and wide in its qucs.t to sight and
to clarify the main structure of change i.n AmeriCan higher €'ducation.
Between the cr.i.tiquc of trait and functional modP.I.s of professionalism and the development of. a theoretical model to explain these

changes, the argument has ranged over theorl:s of pr'ofcssions and
organizations, theories of change in occupations and organizations,
the relationship of profession and bureaucracy, and the nature of
emerge11t changes in medicine.

Throughout the study ReVE>ral themes

have provided structure and continuity for that discussion:

power,

environment, history, and the growing importance of the complex or-

f8!lizatioti..

The major argument of this study has centered on the emergence
of structural change in higher education, a systematic mediation
which represents a new form of control ovE'r the professional power
of university teachers.

The nature and significance of this syste-

matic mediation 'o1as clarified 'in both' the general discussion of
the concept and thE' discussion of structural indicators .of systematic mediation in Chapter III.

This systematic mediation mediates

between the interest of university faculty educators in effective
competent tE!aching practice and the interests of the collegeS and
universities clients in service to client-centered goals.

The

188
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complex: organization,

wi~h

its new management tools and techniquef'!,

becomes the agency of this systematic mediation.

While taking some-

what dif.ferent formR in the different sectors of colll!gt> and university life, pri~ate and public, elite and mass, nevertheless it promises
to affect all sectors hut especial-ly the public sector.

On the basis of this identification of these qualitative
dimensions of structural change, a theoretical mo?cl was advanced which
attempts to explain how lndep.£>ndent professional

into the systematic mediation of professional

pmo,~er

pmo,~er.

is transformed

This thC'orctical

model, based o_n changes in American higher education, identifies and
interrelates those social conditions judged as necessary or important
factors in this emergence of

t~e

syst(•mAtic mediation of professional

power in American higher education.

These social conditions include:

an external dynamic of increased demand and even entitlement to social
services like higher education; an internal dynamic of the development
of

organi~ational

technology; and a relatively open and potentially

vigorous political structure which channels these factors toward the
systemcttic mediation of professional power.
This major argument has obvious implications for various o·thcr
areas of sociological thought and controversy.

The development of

patterns of systematic mediation of professional power suggests the
nf!ed to reexamine traditional concepts of profession and burE>aucracy and
their interrelationsl1ips.

The identification of the importance of the

complex organization indicates that sociological research on organization should attend to organizational significance and importance,
rather than sidestepping thls issue in the quantitative study of wh.at
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makes organizal:ions effective.
need to

r~examine

Finally the argumf'nt suggests the

higher education as trends draw the university

toward the center of social and political life and make of the university more of a typical, than a unique, organization.

General AsseSsment
Contributions of the Study
An examination of the themes and central argument developed in
Chapters II through VI

sugg~sts

several important contributions of

this study to .the Held of sociology.

First,, this study gives renet.,ed

impetus to the sociological task of systematically examining soci<tl

structural change and of reckoning with qualitativt',
quantitative, dimensions of change.

dS

well as

This taking up of Smelser's

(1968) challenge to examine qualitative dimensions of change has
been impeded by the fact that there are few models for such systematic soc:i:ological research other than in the sociological classics.
Though there are guidelines for inte>rviews, experiments, and participant observation that ease the task of the contemporary sociologist,
there are no such guidelines for analyzing qualitative dimensions of
structural change.
field of sociology,

_This i.s despite their central importance to. the
Thus this study represents hath a contribution

to the method and theory in ex:J.mining socinl change.
A second contrihution or strength of this study is that the
problem it a'ddresses has considerable relevance both to the sociological and th"e the larger social community.

Mills (1959) counsels
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sociologists to advance the sociological imaginat.ion by clarifying
the relationships between private troubles and public

issu~s.

The

works of \~ehe"r on rationalization and bureaucracy and Durkheim on
organic

:=~olidai:ity

and the division of labor meet the crlteria of

the sociological imagination.

In .taking up their themes again,

in the context of current changes in the complex organization,

this study supports a direction in sociology whic;h explores issues

of widf'r relevance than to narrow and specialized groups within
the sociological community.

This study of structural changes in

the workplace can at least indirectly help to c.larify private troublt•s
surrounding work and demonstrate their. relat:ionshi.p to larger pub] ic
issues.
In The Soci_p..!2_s.ical Itl).aginatiO..!!_ Hills (1959) <1.lso counsels sociologists to move beyond the sterile extremes of abstracted empiricism and grand theory.

This study seeks such a middle ground by

examining.developments in one insti.tutional sphere, higher education,
in the light of concepts and theories taken from the sociology of
occupations, organizations, and change.

The developments in higher

education examined as structural indicators of me>diation represent the
tie to the empid.cal world, while the insistence on putting these
developments into theoretical perspective identifies the larger ambitions of this Htndy.
This study, then, in both content and approach makes a claim as
a contributi.on to sociological theory and research which deserves
notice in tile sociological.and the larger social community.

The study's

careful development of the concept of the systematic mediation of
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professional power and its development of a theoretical model to explain the dynamics of these changes :f.llustrates its
sociological 'theory and research.

contri~ution

to

The study 1 s examination of issues

with larger sotial rE'levance indicates its contribution to the po-

tential clarification of issues in. the Jarger social community.

These

contributions indicate the importanc·e of future sociological research
which examines the qualitative dimensions of strt!ctural change in
other institutional spheres which are similarly shaped by the developments described in this study.

Weaknesses of ·the Study

The weaknesses of this study follow from its ambitions and its

strengt\u;.
structur~.

In its insistence on clarity and in sighting the main
this study has blurred many complex detAils.

The relative

lack of attention to systematic differences in the nature and
characteristics of systematic mediation within different institutional sectors can he viewed as a principal H'cakness of this study.

Hmv-

ever, there is probably not enough information available in the type
of documents usc_\d for this study to systemntically identify those
differences at thls time.

This tvould require case

stud~es

of dif-

fE>rent types of i.nst ltutions and the systt'matic col.lC'ction of data
from diff<.•n•nt types of Institutions in higher t\duention.
This study has also not attended closely to the pattC'rn of response
by universit;,y teachers to these emergent developments.

Certainly

informal str:uctures of avoidance have emerged and will continue to
emerge to try to subvert the development of systematic mediation in·
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higher education.

For example, Rubin (1976) notes the distortions

in the decision-making processes resulting from introductic;m of some
of those' structural indicators of mediation.
pattern of

proft~ssional

The nt>glect of tlds

response is not i.ntPnded tn

lgnCin~

itH reality

nor deny its significance.
Third, this study has proceeded without a comparative national
perspective which might have brought greater theo.retical sophistication to this study, though its importance

V.

\.JUS

acknOI.'ledged i.n Chapter

Hm.;ot?ver, the comparative study of systems of higher l'ducut.lon is

in relative infancy and the data for such a comparntive perspective
arc not readily nvnilable.

Nevertheless, certain work suggestfi simi-

lm·ities between emergent developments in the United States and in
other WC'fitc.rn European nationfi,

McConnell (1971 :120) points to the

changing balancf.' of pmver and influence Ln British higher education
as the government gains power at the expense of academics nnd laymen.
Burns'

(1~73:99-101)

st11dy of change!:'! in

t~estern

European higher

education reveals the declining pmver of the collegial professor in
selected elite German, French, and British universities, as elitist
notions crumble in the face of new demands on the university.

Finally,

Trow (1975:114) notes the broad movement in almost all industrial
societies toward greater political directi.on of

hi~her

education as

postsE!condm:y education has become too Lmportunt and too costly to he
left a lone,

These works suggest the profitability of comparative

research around the theoretical perspective of this study.
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Tot.rnrd Future Research

Chapter V has identified a comparative research agend8 which
would focus on patterns of occupational control in higher education
as they are related to national political structures.

However, this

study also suggests a more general research agenda to exarni ne occupational and organizational relationships and change,
text of the larger. social strucutre.

The \\lark

~ithin

the con-

of· Heyde brand

(1977a;

1977b) is the closest other mod0l .and guide for this futurl;' TC'Hcarr.h,

as it combines both theoretical and methodological

~ophistication

with a recogni-tion of the importanr:e of both. quantitative and quali-

tative dimensions of change.

Such research on occupation8 and organi-

zations would attempt to identify similarities and differences
bettveen the structural changes in different institutional spheres and
clarify and explain the main dimensions and aspects of structural
change.
Futute research must alsl' attend to types of :::tud.ies on organizational and occt1pational change which would add detail and comparative perspective to the theory of systematic medl<Ition.

Case studies

of organizational and occupational change should focus on qualitative
and quantitative dil_llenslons and dynamics of institutional changes
that could clarify both how these chaitges affect institutions of higlwr
education differently and the nature of that dynamic of .changl".

Fur-

ther research should also focus on the social psychology of occupations
like university teaching--its role, self-image, identity--in the context
of these em~rgent structural changes.
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As Chapter V makes clear, further comparative research and
communication between researchers of different nations are_ also
needed s"o that these structural changes might be more systematically
related and pl8.ced within a more comprehensive theory of advanced
modernization,

This requires attc.ntion to and examination of both

similarities and differences in emergent structural changes in
light of the larger political, social, and cultur;:al context in which
they develop,

Such comparative research would move soc"lology toward

the fulfillment o( lts promise as both a generalizing, scienti.fic
discipline and as a discipline whose findings are addressed to issues

of larger social relevance,
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